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GENERAL INFORMATION

INSTITUTE. The Institute of Radio Engineers was formed in 1912 through the
amalgamation of the Society of Wireless Telegraph Engineers and the
Wireless Institute. Its headquarters were established in New York City
and the membership has grown from less than fifty members at the start
to almost six thousand by the end of 1932.

AIMS AND OBJECTS. The Institute functions solely to advance the theory and
practice of radio and allied branches of engineering and of the related arts
and sciences, their application to human needs, and the maintenance of a
high professional standing among its members. Among the methods of ac-
complishing this need is the publication of papers, discussions, and com-
munications of interest to the membership.

PROCEEDINGS. The PROCEEDINGS 1S the official publication of the Institute and
in it are published all of the papers, discussions, and communications re-
ceived from the membership which are accepted for publication by the
Board of Editors. Copies are sent without additional charge to all members
of the Institute. The subscription price to nonmembers is $10.00 per year,
with an additional charge for postage where such is necessary.

RESPONSIBILITY. It is understood that the statements and opinions given in the
PROCEEDINGS are views of the individual members to whom they are
credited, and are not binding on the membership of the Institute as a whole.
Papers submitted to the Institute for publication shall be regarded as no
longer confidential.

REPRINTING PROCEEDINGS MATERIAL. The right to reprint portions or abstracts
of the papers, discussions, or editorial notes in the PROCEEDINGS is granted
on the express condition that specific reference shall be made to the source
of such material. Diagrams and photographs published in the PROCEEDINGS
may not be reproduced without making specific arrangements with the
Institute through the Secretary.

MANUSCRIPTS. All manuscripts should be addressed to the Institute of Radio
Engineers, 33 West 39th Street, New York City. They will be examined by
the Papers Committee and the Board of Editors to determine their suita-
bility for publication in the PROCEEDINGS. Authors are advised as promptly
as possible of the action taken, usually within two or three months. Manu-
scripts and illustrations will be destroyed immediately after publication of
the paper unless the author requests their return. Information on the
mechanical form in which manuscripts should be prepared may be obtained
by addressing the secretary.

MAILING. Entered as second-class matter at the post office at Menasha, Wis-
consin. Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage fs provided for in
the act of February 28, 1925, embodied in Paragraph 4, Section 412, P. L.
and R., and authorization was granted on October 26, 1927.

Published monthly by
THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS, INC.

Publication office, 450-454 Ahnaip St., Menasha, Wis.
BUSINESS, EDITORIAL, AND ADVERTISING OFFICES

Harold P. Westman, Secretary
33 West 39th Street, New York, N. Y.
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APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP
Applications for transfer or election to the various grades of membership

have been received from the persons listed below, and have been approved by the
Committee on Admissions. Members objecting to transfer or election of any of
these applicants should communicate with the Secretary on or before January
30, 1933. These applicants will be considered by the Board of Directors at its
meeting on February 1, 1933.

For Election to the Associate Grade

California Alhambra, 707 W. Hellman Ave Wiley, V. G.
Gardena, 850 W. 161st St. Zwaschka, A. R.

Florida Dunnelion, P.O. Box 54 Underwood, C. E.
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Pennsylvania La Trobe, R.D. No. 2, Box 70 Orvoeh, P., Jr.
Tennessee Kingsport, 1366 Catawba St. Stout, G. P.
Australia Ashfield, N.S.W., Rectory Ave Turner, 0. C.

East Sydney, N.S.W., c/o Thom & Smith, 55-57
Dowling St. Thom, F. W. P.

Gladesville, N. S. W., 18 Batemans Rd. Bushby, T. R. W.
Canada Mission City, B.C., Box 439 Lockley, W. A.

Quebec, P. Q., 43 Artillery St. Frenette, C.
Sarnia, Ont., 110 Davis St Wilson, B.
Vancouver, 6288 Sperling St. McCallum, B. C.

Denmark Copenhagen, 77 Bredgade Schiodte, E. J.
England Hornchurch, Essex, 268 Osborne Rd. Lancaster, E. S.

Washington, Co. Durham, Coxgreen Troupe, A.
Hungary Budapest, Muegyetem Babits, V.
Ireland Dublin, Clavadel, Claremont Rd., Sandymount Armstrong, A. R.
Italy Milan, 34 v. Filippino Lippi Jervis, E. R.
Japan Kumamoto City, c/o JOGK Broadcasting Station Tokushima, G.

Matsue, c/o JOJK Broadcasting Station Tsuno, J.
Sendai, Elec. Eng. Dept., Tohoku Imperial University Uda, S.

New Zealand Auckland, P.O. Box 390 Edwards, S.
Wellington, New Zealand Broadcasting Board Smith, J. R.

Peru Lima, Wilson 500, Box 2679 Gallo, G.
Scotland Grangemouth, Stirlingshire, "Avondale," Bo'ness Rd Birch, A.

California
Virginia
New Zealand

For Election to the Junior Grade
Los Angeles, 179 W. 40th P1. Bensussen, N.
Lynchburg, Route 1, Box 138 Williams, R. L.
Wellington, c/o Messrs. Green & Dixon, 35 Taranaki St Roberts, A.

For Election to the Student Grade
Georgia Atlanta, 745 Virginia Ave. N. E. Godinez, S. H.
Massachusetts Cambridge, Box 292, M.I.T. Dormitories Allen, H. E., Jr.

Cambridge, Box 245, M.I.T. Dormitories Bell, J. S.
Cambridge, Lowell House K-42 Ireland, F.,

New York Syracuse, 833 S. Crouse Ave. Smith, K. B.
Oregon Corvallis, 206 N. 7th St Beckendorf, H. P.
Rhode Island Providence, 62 Hamburg Ave. Levesque, N. G.
Wisconsin Madison, 207 W. Washington Ave. Lange, R. W.
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OFFICERS OF THE CINCINNATI SECTION, 1932

Reading from left to right: W. C. Osterbrock, Vice Chairman; C. E. Kilgour,
Chairman; H. G. Boyle, Secretary -Treasurer.



INSTITUTE NEWS AND RADIO NOTES

December Meeting of the Board of Directors

The December 7 meeting of the Board of Directors was held in the
office of the Institute and was attended by President Cady, Melville
Eastham, treasurer; R. H. Manson, Alfred N. Goldsmith, Arthur
Batcheller, 0. H. Caldwell, J. V. L. Hogan, H. W. Houck, L. M. Hull,
C. M. Jansky, Jr., R. H. Marriott, E. L. Nelson, A. F. Van Dyck,
William Wilson, and H. P. Westman, secretary.

Twenty-one applications for the Associate grade and four for the
Student grade of membership were approved.

Approval was granted to a request for the holding of a Rochester
Fall Meeting on November 13, 14, and 15, 1933.

Continuation of the affiliation of the Rochester Section of the Insti-
tute with the Rochester Engineering Society was approved.

A report of the Standards Committee, which is the result of the
work of that body and its several technical committees during the past
two years, was approved with a few minor items which were referred
back to the committee for final consideration.

A proposed budget for 1933 was considered and with certain modi-
fications was suggested to the new Board of Directors which will meet
in January. In order to reduce expenditures during 1933, it was recom-
mended to the new Board that no New York meeting of the Institute
be held in June as the national convention will be held during that
month. The possibility of dispensing with the September meeting was
also considered,, but no definite recommendation made.

No YEAR BOOK will be published in 1933. It was felt that changes
are being made in the location of members at such a rapid rate as to
make a, catalog of membership, which is the basis of the YEAR BOOK,
of little value in proportion to the substantial expense which its publi-
cation involves.

The Standards Report, which will be published early in 1933, will
not be forwarded to all members as in the past but will be forwarded
only to those members who request same. A slip to be returned to the
secretary by those desiring copies of the Standards Report will be in-
cluded in a future issue of the PROCEEDINGS.

Rochester Fall Meeting

The Rochester Fall Meeting, which was held on November 14 and
15, was attended by 188 of whom 110 were not residents of Rochester.

3
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Those present represented sixty-even companies in the industry and
nine educational or governmental institutions. They came from four-
teen states and Canada.

The two-day meeting was devoted entirely to the presentation of
the technical papers which were listed in the November PROCEEDINGS.
It was felt that the meeting was extremely successful and maintained
the standard which had been set up by the past Rochester Fall Meet-
ings.

Radio Transmissions of Standard Frequencies

The Bureau of Standards transmits standard frequencies from its
station WWV, Washington, D.C., every Tuesday. The transmissions
are on 5000 kilocycles. Beginning October 1, the schedule was
changed. The transmissions will be given continuously from 10 A.M.
to 12 noon, and from 8:00 to 10:00 P.M., Eastern Standard Time.
(From April to September, 1932, the schedule was from 2 to 4 P.M.,
and from 10 P.M. to midnight.) The service may be used by trans-
mitting stations in adjusting their transmitters to exact frequency,
and by the public in calibrating frequency standards, and transmitting
and receiving apparatus. The transmissions can be heard and utilized
by stations equipped for continuous-wave reception through the
United States, although not with certainty in some places. The ac-
curacy of the frequency is at all times better than one cycle (one in
five million).

From the 5000 kilocycles any frequency may be checked by the
method of harmonics. Information on how to receive and utilize the
signals is given in a pamphlet obtainable on request addressed to
the Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.

The transmissions consist mainly of continuous, unkeyed carrier
frequency, giving a continuous whistle in the phones when received
with an oscillatory receiving set. For the first five minutes there are
transmitted the general call (CQ de WWV) and announcement of the
frequency. The frequency and the call letters of the station (WWV) are
given every ten minutes thereafter.

Supplementary experimental transmissions are made at other
times. Some of these are made with modulated waves, at various modu-
lation frequencies. Information regarding proposed supplementary
transmissions is given by radio during the regular transmissions, and
also announced in the newspapers.

The Bureau desires to receive reports on the transmissions, es-
pecially because radio transmission phenomena change with the season
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of the year. The data desired are approximate field intensity, fading

characteristics, and the suitability of the transmissions for frequency

measurements. It is suggested that in reporting on intensities, the

following designations be used where field intensity measurement ap-

paratus is not used: (1) hardly perceptible, unreadable; (2) weak,

readable now and then; (3) fairly good, readable with difficulty; (4)

good, readable; (5) very good, perfectly readable. A statement as to

whether fading is present or not is desired, and if so, its characteristics,

such as time between peaks of signal intensity. Statements as to type

of receiving set and type of antenna used are also desired. The Bureau

would also appreciate reports on the use of the transmissions for pur-

poses of frequency measurement or control.
All reports and letters regarding the transmissions should be ad-

dressed to the Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.

Proceedings Binders

Binders for the PROCEEDINGS, which may be used as permanent
covers or for temporary transfer purposes, are available from the Insti-

tute office. These binders are of handsome Spanish grain fabrikoid, in

blue and gold. Wire fasteners hold each copy in place, and permit re-
moval of any issue from the binder in a few seconds. All issues lie flat

when the binder is open. Each binder will accommodate a full year's

supply of the PROCEEDINGS, and they are available at one dollar and
seventy five cents ($1.75) each. Your name, or PROCEEDINGS volume

number, will be stamped in gold for fifty cents (50c) additional:

Committee Work

BROADCAST COMMITTEE

A meeting of the Broadcast Committee was held at 7 P.M. on Tues-

day, December 6, at the Institute office. Those present were E. L.
Nelson, chairman; Arthur Batcheller, Q. A. Brackett, (representing
H. F. Dart), J. V. L. Hogan, C. W. Horn, C. M. Jansky, Jr., L. F.
Jones (representing B. R. Cummings), R. H. Marriott, and H. P.
Westman, secretary.

The committee agreed to prepare an analysis of the present broad-
cast situation as it concerns the relative number of clear channels and
regional channels, pointing out the advantages and limitations of both
types of services. The preparation of such an analysis was started, and
some tentative drafts discussed in detail.
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Some proposed performance requirements for broadcast transmit-
ters were submitted and distributed to the members for further action
at the next meeting.

It was felt desirable to include in the list of matters to be studied
the subject of the geographical placement of high power broadcast
stations in relation to the densely populated areas they are intended to
serve.

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE

The Membership Committee meeting, scheduled for 5:30 P.M. on
December 7 at the Institute office, was attended by H. C. Gawler,
chairman, and A. M. Trogner who prepared a statement covering the
activities of the committee during the past year.

1

Institute Meetings

BUFFALO -NIAGARA SECTION

A meeting of the Buffalo -Niagara Section, held on November 23
at the University of Buffalo and presided over by V. C. MacNabb, was
attended by forty members and guests.

The evening was devoted to a paper on "The Manufacture and Use
of Carbon Resistors," which was presented by L. M. Perkins, chief
engineer of the Erie Resistor Corporation.

Mr. Perkins presented a brief history of the development of re-
sistors used for radio receiving purposes and described the construction
of wire wound resistors, film or filament resistors, such as those made
from ink and pencil marks, and molded composition resistors made by
baking or casting a mixture of finely divided particles of resistance ma-
terial, filler, and binder. Engineering and manufacturing advantages
and limitations of the different types were given. It was pointed out
that the resistance of carbon type units resided chiefly in the contacts
between particles of carbon rather than within the particles. The varia-
tion of resistance due to age, variations in current and voltage, fre-
quency, moisture, and temperature was covered.

A number of these characteristics were shown by graphs, and a
cathode ray oscillograph was employed to illustrate these effects upon
various types of resistors. At the close of the presentation, a general
discussion was held.

CHICAGO SECTION

The Chicago Section held a meeting on October 14 in the meeting
room of the Western Society of Engineers which was presided over by
R. M. Arnold, vice chairman.
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K. W. Jarvis of the Zenith Radio Corporation, presented a paper

on "Intercarrier Noise Suppression Circuits in Radio Receiving Sets."

The introductory portion of the paper pointed out that the in-

creased sensitivity of modern radio broadcast receivers employing auto-

matic volume control resulted in their appearing to be noisy, especially
when tuned between station carriers. The possibilities of using mute
switches requiring a visual method of indicating resonance and methods
automatically disconnecting the audio system when the tuning knob

is operated were outlined.
The author then discussed the use of automatic silencing of the

audio system through circuits controlled by the automatic volume con-
trol tube. Several such arrangements were shown, each based on ampli-
tude of signal input. A second group of methods was illustrated in
which a cut-off of the audio channel was based on a specific degree of
detuning from the carrier. The functions of these two groups, ampli-
tude control and frequency control, were then combined in a third
group of circuit arrangements. Indication was made of the possible
usages of relays and thyratron tubes as well as the more conventional
method of overbias. Certain limitations regarding fading, criticalness
of tuning, and general acceptibility of performance closed the paper
which was discussed by Messrs. Arnold, Hucks, Vance and others of
the 125 members and guests in attendance.

CINCINNATI SECTION

At the University of Cincinnati on November 22 was held a meet-
ing of the Cincinnati Section. C. E. Kilgour, chairman, presided.

Before introducing the speaker of the evening, the chairman pre-
sented a short résumé of the Rochester Fall Meeting and the papers
presented at it.

J. M. Glessner of the Crosley Radio Corporation then presented a
paper on "Some Further Notes on Diode Detectors" which had been
delivered by the coauthor, Mr. Kilgour, at the Rochester Fall Meeting.
The paper was discussed by Messrs. Felix, Israel, and Osterbrock.

Thirty members were present at this meeting.

DETROIT SECTION

H. L. Byerlay presided at a joint meeting of the Detroit Section and
the Detroit Engineering Society which was held in the Detroit En-
gineering Society auditorium on November 18. The attendance totaled
110.

"Engineering Radio Receivers for the User" was the subject of a
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paper by Virgil M. Graham of the Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Man-
ufacturing Company.

The speaker outlined a number of useful operating characteristics
which should be possessed by an ideal receiver for broadcast reception,
and pointed out the difficulties which are many times encountered in
specifying these requirements. A number of undesirable characteristics
which are many times found in receivers were described together with
methods employed in their elimination or reduction. A general discus-
sion followed the paper.

Los ANGELES SECTION

E. H. Schreiber presided at the November 15 meeting of the Los
Angeles Section held at the MayfairHotel.

The subject of the meeting was "The Technical Application of
Vacuum Tubes," and papers were presented by C. R. Daily of Elec-
trical Research Products, Inc., and J. F. Blackburn, consulting physi-
cist. Dr. Daily described the development of the Western Electric 262-
A tube for alternating -current operation for high gain speech amplifier
equipment. He outlined the advantages of high -voltage low -current
filaments as contrasted with low-voltage high -current operation. Isola-
tion of the grid lead from the filament and plate leads and of
the cathode were pointed out as being important factors in quiet opera-
tion of this tube.

The second paper by Dr. Blackburn covered several vacuum tubes
not commonly used in communication work. These included cold and
hot cathode tubes, hot cathode mercury vapor rectifiers, voltage regu-
lating tubes, and thyratrons. Data were supplied for some of the tubes
described, and a cathode ray and a thyratron tube were on display.

Fifty-five members and guests attended the meeting, seventeen
of which were present at the informal dinner which preceded it.

NEW YORK MEETING

The regular New York meeting was held on December 7 in the
Engineering Societies building and was presided over by President
Cady.

F. M. Ryan of the Bell Telephone Laboratories presented a paper
on "Some Recent Advances in Radiotelephone Equipment for Trans-
port Airplanes."

The author pointed out that commercial air transportation in the
United States has experienced a very rapid expansion during the pastfive years. In this era of expansion, an important role has been played
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by radiotelephony, which, by providing contact between transport air-

planes and ground, has contributed much to safety and reliability.

To keep step with the advance in air transportation, radio practice

has undergone changes as great as those which have taken place in the

field of aeronautics during the same period. The result has been the

production of highly developed radio equipment especially adapted to

the needs of air transportation, and differing radically in design from

conventional types of radio apparatus.
The equipment described was the most recent step in a continuing

development program which has resulted in the design of new two-way
radiotelephone apparatus for transport airplanes embodying many un-

usual features such as rapid frequency-change facilities, crystal control

of both transmitter and receiver, and automatic gain control.
The meeting was attended by 250 members and guests, a number

of whom participated in the discussion which followed the presentation

of the paper.
PHILADELPHIA SECTION

The Philadelphia Section held its November meeting on the 3rd
at the Engineers Club. The meeting was presided over by Chairman
H. W. Byler.

Two papers were presented, the first on "Studio and Remote Speech
Equipment," by W. L. Lyndon of the RCA Victor Company, and the
second on "Fifty -Kilowatt Installation at WCAU in Philadelphia," by
J. E. Love of the RCA Victor Company.

Mr. Lyndon's paper dealt with the studio and speech equipment
installed in the new studio building of WCAU in Philadelphia. He was
followed by Mr. Love who described the new fifty -kilowatt transmitter
located at Newtown Square. He also described briefly the new short-

wave transmitter W3XAU which has recently been installed.
Following the presentation of the papers, J. G. Leitch, Technical

Director of WCAU, extended an informal invitation to those present to
visit the transmitter and the meeting was adjourned to Newtown
Square. The Philadelphia Police Department cooperated in the hand-
ling of the problem of convoying the caravan of ninety-three automo-
biles which were on hand to transport the members to the station.
Parking regulations at the Engineers Club were suspended and a police
escort was on hand to facilitate the movement of this large group of
cars through the city. Upon arrival at Newtown Square, Mr. Leitch
conducted the party and groups to the station which was housed in a
building of modernistic design containing every facility required by a
modern transmitter. The section is indebted to the owner and person-
nel of WCAU for making possible this enjoyable and instructive visit.
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Three hundred and four members and guests were present.
The Philadelphia Section has announced its program of meetings

for the first five months of 1933. These are given below:
January 5, 1933

"Aircraft Radio, Its Growth and Future," by Harry Diamond of the
U. S. Bureau of Standards.

February 2, 1933
"Electric Carrillon," by E. B. Paterson of RCA Victor.

March 2, 1933
"RCA Communications Network"

April 6, 1933
"University Night"

May 4, 1933
"Short -Wave Directional Antennas"

PITTSBURGH SECTION

A meeting of the Pittsburgh Section was held on November 22 at
the University of Pittsburgh. It was presided over by Chairman R. T.
Griffith, and the attendance totaled eighty-five.

A. E. Ruark of the Physics Department of the University of Pitts-
burgh presented a paper on "Modern Methods for the Study of Radio-
active and Cosmic Rays."

the history of the various methods used in the
detection of individual particles and rays emitted by radioactive sub-
stances. Starting with the Wilson cloud chamber, the speaker interest-
ingly described the advancement made in this type of apparatus, until
at the present time radio technique and vacuum tube circuits are being
used to supplement these earlier methods.

The speaker described in detail the theory and circuits of vacuum
tube electroscopes and electrometers illustrating with models and slides
the ingenious tubes and circuits developed for use in conjunction with
various counters for the detection of the beta and gamma rays or
cosmic ray effects.

After the adjournment of the meeting, a number of the laboratories
in which extensive research equipment was in operation were opened
for general inspection.

SAN FRANCISCO SECTION

The November meeting of the San Francisco Section was held
jointly with the local section of the American Institute of Electrical En-gineers at the University of California. The meeting was presided overby the A.I.E.E. section chairman, E. F. Maryatt.

"Experimental Methods of Atomic Disintegration" was the subjectof a paper by 0. E. Lawrence of the Physics Department of the Univer-
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sity of California who was introduced by Dr. Fuller of the University
of California who is also a member of both the I.R.E. and the A.I.E.E.

Dr. Lawrence in his well -illustrated lecture discussed several meth-
ods used at the University of California for the production of high
speed ions without the use of high voltages. A description was given
of the recent experiments by means of which lithium has been dis-
integrated into helium, utilizing bombardment with high speed ions.
A demonstration in the Radiation Laboratory followed the lecture, and
it was shown that by the use of a very strong magnetic field, ions could
be produced having a velocity of motion equal to that which would be
imparted to them by a potential of 4,200,000 volts. A new and ex-
tremely powerful device for the production of X-rays was also shown.

The meeting was attended by 350 members and guests of both so-
cieties.

WASHINGTON SECTION

On November 10 a meeting of the Washington Section was held at
the Kennedy -Warren Apartment Hotel. H. G. Dorsey, chairman of the
section, presided, and the attendance totaled sixty.

The paper of the evening "Cathode Ray Tubes-Their Characteris-
tics and Applications" was presented by A. B. DuMont. This paper
appeared in the December, 1932, issue of the PROCEEDINGS.

Personal Mention

Lieutenant G. J. Crosby, U.S.N., has been transferred from the
U.S.S. Memphis to Balboa, C. Z.

Formerly with the Delco-Remy Corporation, H. C. Forbes has
joined the engineering staff of the U.S. Radio and Television Corpora-
tion, Marion, Ind.

J. F. Blackburn, previously at the California Institute of Tech-
nology, has established a practice as a consulting physicist.

Formerly with RCA Victor Company, Peter Caporale is now con-
sulting engineer for the Electro-Acoustical Engineering Company of
America in Philadelphia.

E. F. Carter, formerly with United Research Corporation, is now
doing consulting work with headquarters at Laurelton, L. I., N. Y.

Lieutenant L. R. Daspit, U.S.N., has been transferred from the
U.S.S. Childs to the Submarine Base at New London, Conn.

Previously with Wired Radio, R. J. Davis has joined the engineer-
ing department of the DeForest Radio Company of Passaic, N. J.

F. H. Engel has left the Hygrade Lamp Company to join the Engi-
neering staff of the RCA-Radiotron Company at Harrison, N. J.
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Formerly with Les Laboratories Standard of Paris, W. T. Gibson
has become chief valve engineer for Standard Telephones and Cables,
London, England.

Major G. W. Graham, U.S.A., has been transferred from Savannah,
Ill., to the Army War College at Washington, D.C.

Previously with Gray and Danielson Manufacturing Company, A.
H. Hart has joined the staff of Mackay Radio and Telegraph Company,
San Francisco, Calif.

A. H. Hotop is now with the DeForest Radio Company of Passaic,
formerly being connected with Wired Radio.

Previously with the United Air Cleaner Corporation, H. J. Kayner
has joined R. H. G. Mathews and Associates of Chicago, Ill.

Formerly with the National Sound Service Bureau, H. J. Kempf is
now connected with the Ashland Laboratories of Chicago.

M. W. Kenney has left the Allen-Bradley Company to become chief
engineer of the Grunow Corporation of Berwyn, Ill.

H. S. Knowles has been advanced to chief engineer of the Jensen
Manufacturing Company.

C. J. LeBel is now doing consulting work having previously been
connected with the Hygrade Sylvania Corporation.

Formerly with Bell Telephone Laboratories, H. W. Lederhaus has
established the firm of H. W. Lederhaus and Company at Jackson
Heights, L. I., N. Y.

Previously with Electrical Research Products, Nathan Levinson,
has become director of recording for Warner Brothers -First National
Studios at Burbank, Calif.

W. A. McCutcheon formerly with the Western Electric Company
in Sydney, Australia, is now with Electrical Research Products in
Buffalo, N. Y.

Previously with Les Laboratories Standard of Paris, D. B. Mirk
has become a radio engineer for Standard Telephones and Cables in
Hendon, England.

H. B. Nielson has joined the engineering departmeAt of the U.S.
Radio and Television Company of Marion, Ind., formerly being with
the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Company.

Previously with Transcontinental Western Air, T. E. Nikirk has
become an instructor for the National Radio and Electrical School of
Los Angeles, Calif.

E. E. Parisek previously with P. R. Mallory and Company has be-
come chief engineer of Premier Electric Company of Chicago.

Formerly with Atwater -Kent Manufacturing Company, S. W.
Place is now connected with the Synthane Corporation of Oakes, Pa.
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J. H. Pressley has been advanced to the vice presidency of the
U. S. Radio and Television Corporation.

Formerly with the Television Manufacturing Company of America,
Morris Rappaport has joined the staff of the Electronic Engineering
Corporation, Long Island City, N. Y.

L. B. Root formerly with General Amplifier Company has become
an instructor in the Samuel Curtis Radio School of Boston, Mass.

F. J. Smith, inspector for the Federal Radio Commission, has been
transferred from Detroit, Mich., to Buffalo, N. Y.

Captain J. A. Stansell, U.S.A., has been transferred from New Ha-
ven, Conn., to Fort Monmouth, N. J.

A. W. Steinberger is now with the General Instrument Corporation
of New York City having previously been on the staff of the Rudolph
Wurlitzer Manufacturing Company.

Lieutenant T. T. Teague, U.S.A., is now on the faculty of the Sig-
nal School at Fort Monmouth, N. J. He was formerly in the telegraph
service at Ketchikan, Alaska.

Previously with International Standard Electric Corporation, A. E.
Thompson has become technical director of 'Creed and Company,
Lmited, of Croydon, England.

W. H. Troutbeck has left Standard Telephones and Cables to be-
come technical director of Centralized Sound Apparatus Company of
London, England.

+.--..40).<0111.--+
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TECHNICAL PAPERS

AN OSCILLATOR HAVING A LINEAR
OPERATING CHARACTERISTIC*

BY

L. B. ARGUIMBAU
(General Radio Company, Cambridge, Mass.)

Summary-A review of conventional linear equilibrium conditions is given.
It is shown that these conditions are not usually at all applicable to practical oscillators
because the operating region is not to be so simply described. The relation of nonlinear
effects to frequency modulation is pointed out. A modified type of oscillator which con-
forms to the elementary linear conditions is described and its properties are discussed.
The results are applied to a conventional grid leak and condenser oscillator to explain
its modulating characteristics. The simplicity of the new circuit permits a discussion
of amplitude inertia effects.

NY attempt to obtain an equilibrium condition for the usual
type of oscillating vacuum tube circuit leads to a rather im-
posing set of equations. Reduced to its lowest terms, such a

problem really requires the solution of a system of simultaneous linear

Grid bias Es

Rp ng

e2

ZS Anti - resonant impedance

Fig. 1-Tuned amplifier circuit. For simplicity in this and in the following
figures, the plate battery is omitted.

differential equations connected with the fixed circuit elements, to-
gether with the empirical equations for the tube itself. Even worse
than this, to satisfy one's mathematical scruples, it might be necessary
to investigate rather elaborate boundary conditions, also the unique-
ness of the solution. This program is usually too ambitious to be at all
useful.

One of the commonest methods of evading the difficulty consists
in arguing by analogy to the ordinary linear electric circuit theory, re-

* Decimal Classification: R133. Original manuscript received by the Insti-tute, July 5, 1932. Presented before U.R.S.I., Washington, D. C., May 1, 1931.
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placing the plate circuit of the tube by its so-called internal resistance.
In the first part of the present paper, it is planned to do this, pointing
out that the method really dodges the main issue of establishing equi-
librium. After this review, a simplified oscillator circuit will be ex-
hibited in which the simple analogy is truly applicable. Later the meth-
ods developed in this ideal case will be applied to explain the operation
of the grid leak and condenser oscillator.

I. REVIEW OF EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS FOR CONVENTIONAL
OSCILLATOR'

Fig. 1 shows a typical tuned amplifier circuit. It will be shown that
the linear equilibrium conditions for an oscillator such as that shown
in Fig. 2 can be very readily derived from the amplifier circuit. In all

Fig. 2-The circuit of Fig. 1 has been connected as an oscillator.

of the following, unless otherwise stated, it will be assumed that the
conductive grid impedance is infinite. (In the circuits to be discussed
under Parts 2 and 4, this is realized since normally no grid current
flows.)

If the input is very small, the voltage amplification of the amplifier
can be written down quite readily.' For a given tube and load circuit,
the gain will depend upon the plate resistance and hence upon the grid
and plate biases; in the present case it will prove most convenient to
consider the gain as a function of the grid bias alone, the other factors
being held constant. If a suitable bias is chosen and the resonant fre-
quency is applied, the output e2 will be exactly equal to the input el
in both phase and amplitude. When this condition has been obtained
it might appear possible, as in Fig. 2, to disconnect the generator from
the input, replacing it by the amplifier output. Since no change is ap-
parent, the circuit might be expected to function as before. In practice,

I See J. W. Horton, "Vacuum tube oscillators-a graphical method of analy-
sis," Bell Sys. Tech. Jour. vol. III, pp. 508-524; January, (1924), for a more gen-
eral treatment.
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16 Arguimbau: Oscillator Having a Linear Operating Characteristic

however, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to realize these condi-
tions. Unless extreme precautions are taken the circuit either ceases
to function or builds up very violently in amplitude until the tube
overloads; i.e., over the operating region the plate current does not
vary at all linearly with plate and grid voltages.

The difficulty lies in the type of equilibrium stability. It usually
happens that the effective resistance of the tube at low signal intensi-
ties varies very slowly with amplitude. This is because the change in
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Fig. 3-Effect of second harmonic on impedance to fundamental.

effective resistance depends only on 3rd, 5th, and higher odd -order
terms in a series expansion, not upon the lower terms. In case the re-
sistance increases with amplitude, equilibrium can be established at low
intensities, but adjustments become exceedingly critical. In the other
case where the effective resistance decreases with amplitude, it is not
possible to establish a stable equilibrium state at small amplitudes;
the tube must overload.

These critical equilibrium conditions which usually mean that an
oscillating vacuum tube is completely nonlinear, make the operation
somewhat complicated. Even if grid current is neglected it is neces-
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sary to discard the picture of a fixed equivalent plate resistance de-

fined by partial derivatives. In fact, it is plain that the impedance
used in the above derivation should be defined as the vector ratio of
the fundamental components of voltage and current. (In the case of a
three -element vacuum tube, the definition must be modified to take
into account the equivalent plate -circuit voltage corresponding to the
grid swing.) When the plate voltage and current wave form are badly
distorted (in practice the plate current often drops to zero for an ap-
preciable portion of the cycle), this somewhat artificial definition has
little connection with the static constants of the tube.

This whole problem has been outlined in a paper by Dr. Peterson
of the Bell Telephone Laboratories.3 A physical picture of one of the
difficulties can be obtained from a careful study of Fig. 3. Due to the
reactance offered by the resonant circuit to the second harmonic, a
voltage wave of the type shown by curve e might be expected. The
curve e1 shows the fundamental component of the wave. Impressing
the first curve on a parabolic characteristic the wave i is obtained, the
fundamental component being given by the dotted curve. It will be
noticed that there has been a shift in phase between the fundamental
components of voltage and current. A consideration of these curves
from the viewpoint of the integrating method of evaluating Fourier's
coefficients gives a rather clear picture of the process.

Phase shifts of this nature in the case of an oscillator must be com-
pensated for by corresponding shifts in the frequency, shifts enabling
the tuned circuit to operate slightly off resonance. Since the amount
of the phase shift will depend on the amount of distortion and hence
upon the grid and plate voltages, one cause of frequency modulaton
becomes quite apparent. In case the coupling coefficient between the
windings of the oscillator coil is small, the impedance offered to the 2nd
harmonic by the leakage reactance may be much larger than the react-
ance of the condenser, and thus increase frequency modulation.

II. AN OSCILLATOR HAVING A LINEAR OPERATING CHARACTERISTIC

It has been seen in the above that the essential difficulty in ex-
plaining the action of the usual type of oscillator lies in the fact that
no noncritical stable equilibrium can be established unless the tube
is permitted to operate over a thoroughly nonlinear region, a condition
which is incompatible with ease of computation, and introduces the
effects which have been reviewed. If it were possible to set up an oscil-

3 Eugene Peterson, "Impedance of a non-linear circuit element," Trans.
A.I.E.E., vol. 461 pp. 528-534; May, (1927). Much of the present discussion con-
cerning phase shifts is based on the ideas in this paper.
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lator whose damping increased rapidly with increases in amplitude,
preferably linearly at low intensities, the difficulties would be over for
everything would be readily calculable, and the tube would function
linearly without the distortional troubles.

An oscillator realizing these conditions is shown schematically in
Fig. 4. It will be noticed that the sole change is the substitution of an
amplitude controlled bias for the C battery. (By the use of a crest -
type rectifier,4 it is quite easy to obtain a steady voltage which is ac-
curately proPortional to the applied swing.) For the present purposes
such a system may be described as an oscillator whose bias may be
chosen as any constant multiple of the grid or plate oscillating voltage.

In order for the tube to oscillate without appreciable distortion,
the grid bias must correspond to the equilibrium value of plate resist-
ance required by the simple linear theory. If the oscillator were to be
started artificially with a low amplitude, the bias provided by the recti-

Fig. 4-A circuit with grid bias a function of amplitude of oscillations.

fier would be small, perhaps smaller than the equilibrium value. In this
case, the equations of the circuit would indicate an exponentially in-
creasing solution; the amplitude would increase as long as the bias cor-
responded to a lower resistance than the equilibrium value. On the
other hand, if the amplitude were increased above this value, arti-
ficially, the increased rectifier output would give rise to a plate resist-
ance higher than the value for equilibrium and as a result the oscilla-
tions would be damped down to the previous value.

An apology may be necessary for the following, but the quickest
and perhaps the clearest way of describing the action of the circuit can
be had in the discussion of a typical numerical example. Consider the
circuit shown in Fig. 4. Here, as a typical case, it may be assumed that
a vacuum tube with an amplification constant of 8, operating with a
fixed plate battery of 180 volts, is connected with a tuned transformer
having a plate -to -grid turns ratio of 4:1. An antiresonant impedance
of 7500 ohms is assumed for the plate coil. A simple calculation will

4 See e.g. C. H. Sharp and E. D. Doyle, "Crest voltmeters," Trans. A.I.E.E.,vol. 35, pp. 99-107; February, (1916).
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show that in this particular case the plate resistance should be equal
to the tuned circuit value, 7500 ohms. The figures given correspond
approximately to those for a type 112-A tube.

(This can be very readily seen as follows: Start from the plate
winding. A given voltage here will correspond to a grid swing of one-
fourth of this value. Due to the amplification factor of 8, this will appear
as twice the plate swing in series with the internal impedance. This in
turn must be halved by the plate load so that the original voltage is
obtained again; in other words, the internal resistance must be equal
to thePplate load of 7500 ohms.)

From the static characteristics of the tube, it turns out that this
plate resistance of 7500 ohms can be obtained by a bias of -15 volts
on the grid. If no biasing battery is used, this means that the output
of the rectifier must be - 15 volts. If, for simplicity, it is assumed that
the coil supplying the rectifier is arranged to make the rectified output
equal to the peak plate swing, this swing must have an amplitude of 15
volts.

To sum up : For equilibrium it was found necessary to have a bias
of - 15 volts on the grid. This bias in the present case corresponds to a
plate swing of 15 volts so that equilibrium can be established with this
one particular amplitude; any other amplitude would give a transient
solution, and the amplitude would be returned to the stable value auto-
matically.

What would be expected to happen if this equilibrium were dis-
turbed by the arbitrary insertion of an additional bias by means of a
battery, say of -10 volts? The total voltage here, - 25 volts, would
correspond to a plate resistance higher than 7500 ohms, and the ampli-
tude would be damped until the net bias returned to the equilibrium
value of -15 volts; in other words, until the output of the rectifier
was -5 volts; that is, until the plate swing was 5 volts. It will be
noticed that a change in grid bias has given rise to a corresponding
change in plate swing.

Suppose that, instead of using a biasing battery of -10 volts, a
positive bias of, say, +15 volts were inserted. Here, for equilibrium,
the rectifier would have to produce a voltage of -30 volts, correspond-
ing to a plate amplitude of 30 volts. Under these conditions, it will be
noticed that the peak grid swing (which is one -quarter of the plate
swing by hypothesis) would be only 7.5 -volt, a value which would be
numerically less than the - 15 -volt bias, so that no grid current will
be drawn.

The next obvious step in the argument consists in replacing the
biasing battery by a slowly varying sinusoidal signal. Clearly, the am-
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plitude of oscillation must follow this signal linearly. In other words, a
completely linear oscillator -modulator system has been obtained. If,
in particular, the modulating signal had a peak swing of 15 volts, the
output signal would be linearly modulated up to 100 per cent. It may
be worth pointing out that the fractional modulation is given directly
as the ratio of the peak modulating signal to the rectifier output, a fact
which has been found convenient in circuits for generating standard
modulated signals.

It will be noticed that at no point of this argument has it been re-
quired that the tube should overload. In fact, it is quite easy to make
it operate over a linear region of its characteristics. This means that
there is very little distortion, and due to this freedom from distortion,
the phase shifts previously mentioned are very small, and hence the re-
lated frequency modulation is low.

III. EXPLANATION OF THE CONVENTIONAL GRID -LEAK AND CONDENSER
TYPE OF OSCILLATOR

The operation of a grid -leak condenser oscillator is somewhat similar
to that of the type just described because here again the grid bias is a
function of the amplitude of oscillation. The essential difference be-
tween the two types consists in the nature of this functional relation-
ship. The linear approximations made in the case treated above do not
hold nearly as accurately with a condenser -leak circuit because in the
first case the bias produced by the grid current is not nearly as large
as that which can be obtained in the other case. It will be shown later
that for a close linear approximation the ratio of rectified bias -to -plate
swing should be as large as possible. In many cases the approximation
is so poor that little similarity can be recognized, and other explanations
are needed. In a grid -leak condenser oscillator, where a very high re-
sistance leak is used and a condenser which offers a negligible imped-
ance to the oscillator frequency, the grid current must be zero because
no appreciable current can flow through a resistance which can be as-
sumed infinitely large. This condition means essentially that the maxi-
mum positive voltage applied to the grid must always be equal ex-
actly to zero, or rather, to the grid current cut-off voltage. Thus, the
algebraic sum of the effective grid bias and the numerical peak swing
must be equal to the grid current cut-off voltage.

On the other hand, in order to obtain linear equilibrium it has been
seen that for a given plate voltage the bias must have a definite value.
If in the previous numerical example a grid leak and condenser had
been used in place of the external rectifier, a bias of - 15 volts would
have been required. Whether this bias was obtained by the grid -current
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drop or by a battery, the condition that the maximum positive grid
voltage must be equal to the cut-off value would necessitate a peak
oscillatory swing of 15 volts. This means that the swing is to a first ap-
proximation independent of grid bias as long as the grid can swing posi-
tive. If the bias were more negative than - 15 volts, the oscillator
would stop oscillating. Fig. 5a is an experimentally determined charac-
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Fig. 5-Experimental modulation characteristics for grid leak and condenser
oscillator. (Note discontinuities due to /, dropping to zero.)

teristic of this sort. The curve was taken by applying the low -frequency
modulating voltage to the horizontal plates of a cathode ray oscil-
lograph, and connecting the vertical plates to the output of a linear recti-
fier shunted across the tuned circuit. Except for transients at the cut-
off point, the curve follows the argument given. The small slope of the
curve at the right is mainly due to the fact that the grid circuit does
not act as the ideal rectifier which was assumed.
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If an attempt is made to modulate the oscillator in the plate cir-
cuit, the results are quite different. Here the necessary equilibrium grid
bias varies linearly with the plate voltage. Since the grid swing must be
equal to the necessary grid bias, this means that the amplitude will
vary linearly with the plate voltage. On the other hand, if the plate
voltage is decreased until the value of ep-Imueg (where eg is now the part
of the bias due to a battery) reaches the equilibrium value, all of the
bias due to grid current must have dropped to zero. In other words,
at this point the peak grid swing has dropped to the value of the grid
biasing battery. Further decreases in plate voltage cannot be compen-
sated for, and the circuit ceases to oscillate, causing a discontinuity
in the modulation characteristics.

Fig. 5b, c, and d show the curves obtained by plate modulation
of this sort. The abscissas have been decreased by a factor of µ so that
these curves are plotted to the same scale as that of Fig. 5a for grid
modulation when the amplitude is considered as a function of (e-Flieg).
It will be noticed, as might be expected, that the slope is of a different
order of magnitude. Once more the transients are noticeable near the
discontinuity.

IV. EXTENSION OF SIMPLE THEORY TO INCLUDE NONLINEAR
CORRECTION AND DYNAMIC EFFECTS

There are several factors in the study of oscillators which are usu-
ally annoyingly complicated, but which can be treated with relative
ease under the present conditions. In the first place, frequency modula-
tion is more readily explained, since many disturbing elements have
been removed. A physical picture of this process has been given above,
but an attempt to put this in mathematical form leads to rather com-
plicated results, and so it has been omitted from the discussion.

A second point which should be mentioned is the departure of the
modulation characteristic from linearity due to curvature in the tube
characteristics. In the present case it has been shown that neglecting
relatively small corrections, (which as yet haven't even been men-
tioned) the amplitude varies linearly with plate and grid biases, even
up to the point where oscillations cease. As a matter of fact, the effective
plate resistance varies somewhat with amplitude. To compensate for
this change in resistance, the effective bias necessary for equilibrium
in one of the "linear" oscillators will vary slightly with amplitude. A
simple calculation will show that if the amplification factor is assumed
constant, and a constant ratio, ng/n, is maintained between the plate
and grid swings, the change in resistance will be a function of [(ng/np)
µ -1] ei). Again it should be noted that this change of resistance de-
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pends only on odd -order coefficients in the series expansion so that it
is independent of the square term. For any particular ratio, ndn; the
change in resistance due to a change in plate swing from A to B must
be compensated by a shift in grid voltage of, say, E volts. If the ratio
of rectifier output to plate swing is (3, this will mean a departure from
plate output linearity of E/13. It follows that the higher the ratio of
rectifier output to plate swing, the more closely will the linear approxi-
mations hold.

It is quite easy and instructive to substitute numerical estimates
or experimental values for the nonlinear compensation values and note
how almost any degree of linearity can be obtained by proper design.
The smallness of the nonlinear correction and the control over it ob-
tained by the plate -to -rectifier ratio should be borne in mind in con-
nection with the discussion of the conventional grid -leak and condenser
oscillator which has been given above. In connection with this point
it might be added that the amplitude will not change nearly as rapidly
with resonant impedance as in the case of the usual oscillator. This
accounts for the fact that with a properly proportioned linear oscilla-
tor the tuning capacity can be changed by 10:1 with a change of only
about 2 per cent in amplitude.

A third point in which the linear oscillator adapts itself to com-
putation is in the treatment of dynamical modulation, or so-called
"flywheel" effects. These effects are due essentially to the fact that a
tuned circuit does not build up to its full amplitude instantaneously
when connected to a source. When the amplitude is plotted as a func-
tion of the modulating voltage over the audio -frequency cycle instead
of a straight line a sort of hysteresis loop results. The arithmetic is
rather cumbersome so that only the essential points will be sketched
below.

In the case of the linear oscillator it will be desirable to make use of
the physical concept of the instantaneous amplitude of an oscillatory
function. (A closely analogous situation is pointed out and treated at
length by Planck.)5 The instantaneous amplitude may be described as
the maximum value during any one high -frequency cycle of the oscilla-
tory function: it is assumed that the fractional change in the value of
this maximum from one cycle to the next is very small.

Once the concept has been granted the rectifier output can be con-
sidered as a function of this instantaneous amplitude, thereby relating
the damping to the amplitude. The introduction of the idea of instan-
taneous amplitude, a quantity which cannot he conveniently expressed

6 Max Planck, "Wt rmestrahlung," 5, chapter 1, section 3, pp. 3-4, J. A.
Barth, Leipzig, (1923).
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analytically, would be expected to give rise to difficulties, and this is
true here. The usual differential equation methods are not directly ap-
plicable to the case of a tuned circuit whose damping is a function of
the amplitude, and it appears more convenient to argue on an energy
basis.

Consider the tuned circuit of Fig. 6. The energy stored by the in-
ductance is iLi2; that stored by the condenser is -1-Ce2. Let a be the
"instantaneous high -frequency voltage amplitude;" i.e., the maximum
voltage across the condenser C during the high -frequency cycle con-
sidered. At the time of maximum voltage the condenser current will be

Fig. 6

R - Z 0

1 -a74

n,a=-= - µ-1n,

zero so that the inductance current will be equal to that through the
resistance or a/ R making the energy stored by the inductance
IL(a2/R2) giving a total energy stored by the resonant circuit of
2(C-FL/R2)a2. The energy stored by the circuit at the next voltage
maximum will be approximately

a 2
TV + AR' = [1- (C -k-2) a2 At (1)

where Ti is a mean of R during the cycle. (This statement is essentially
only an assumption but a highly probable one.) This expression sug-
gests the equation,

da - a
dt 2(C R

or approximately,
da - a

=
dt 2C R

It will be more convenient to write this in the form

da - pZo a

dt 2Q R
where,

(2)

(3)
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p is the angular frequency of the oscillations,
Zo is the impedance of the antiresonant circuit, and Q is the X/ R

ratio of the tuned inductance.
This result describes the action of a tuned circuit with slowly vary-

ing damping. The next step consists in applying this to the oscillator
circuit. It can be shown on the basis of the linear tube theory that the
oscillator is very nearly equivalent to the simple tuned circuit just
considered. To bring this agreement about the resistance R must be de-
termined by the identities

R=
Zo

Zo1 - a-
R,

ng- - 1
np

(4)

where Zo is the antiresonant impedance of the plate tuned circuit, Rp is
the statically determined plate resistance 1/(aip/oep), and ng/np is the
grid -to -plate voltage ratio, and p, is the amplification factor.

Putting in the requirement that I? be infinite when the amplitude
has its steady state value ao, and assuming that the mutual conduct-
ance of the vacuum tube varies linearly with ep-kueg, this reduces to

R=
1

aE LAO #(ct ao)1

where is the fractional change in 1/Rp for a unit change in grid volt-
age, # is the ratio of the rectifier output to the plate swing, and f(t) is
the modulating grid signal.

Substituting this in (3), there results,

dt 2Q
Ea [f(t) - 0(a - ao) ]. (6)

Making the substitution

(5)

7 ==- a/ ao,

(7 is the fractional amplitude), this becomes,

71y =
P
2 Q aa o

7[0(7 1) + f (I) (7)
t

a differential equation giving y as a function of t. In particular, if

f (t) = 1.113ao sin 0 (8)
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where 0 qt andµ is the fractional modulation for infinitely low q, this
becomes,

dy p

d6
-Q

q
c 0E7 [(7 - 1) + µ sin 0]. (9)

The boundary condition, that the function be periodic, leads to serious
practical and perhaps theoretical difficulties when conventional power
series methods are applied to the solution of this equation.
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Fig. 7-Computed modulation characteristics for a linear oscillator. Modulation
at 25 per cent.

Rewriting the equation in the form

when,

1 d -y
-y = 1 - it sin 0 - -

ky d6

k =
p

)3a4
2Q q

(10)

suggests the possibility of a method of successive approximations. Set-
ting

1 d'y
0

ky dO
there results,

yl = 1 - µ sin 0 (11)

the subscript indicating that the result is a first approximation. Sub-
stituting this result in the right-hand member of (10) there results,



 

where,
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72 = 71 -
5

k71

1 -µ sin 0
5 µ cos 0.

Repeating the process,
k5712 + 32 + 712 -

= yl +
ky1(51- k712)

Higher order approximations can be written down after a short amount
of formal work.

(12)
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Fig. 8-Computed modulation characteristics for a linear oscillator. Modulation
at 50 per cent.

(13)
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..

Figs. 7 and 8 show typical curves corresponding to the expression,
(13). They correspond well with cuves determined experimentally. It
will be noticed that the factor of merit in making dynamic effects mini-
mum is the constant k, which decreases with the ratio of carrier to
modulating frequency, p/q, with the damping of the tuned circuit, 1/Q,
and with the factor i3aot which represents the fractional change in plate
resistance due to a change in grid voltage equal to the rectifier output.

CONCLUSION

It has been seen that an oscillator, where the change in plate resist-
ance is brought about by an automatically shifted bias, conforms closely
to linear theory. Computations show that such an oscillator has high
frequency stability and linear modulating characteristics. It has been
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shown that dynamic effects can be minimized by a proper choice of the
constant, k. In the practical design of an oscillator, a compromise is
usually necessary between freedom from frequency modulation and
freedom from dynamic hysteresis. A desirable solution to both of these
troubles can usually be obtained by choosing a sufficiently high propor-
tionality factor between the rectifier output and the amplitude of
swing. This sharper control of equilibrium conditions is the essential
advantage of the linear oscillator which has been described.
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MEASUREMENT OF THE FREQUENCY OF
ULTRA -RADIO WAVES*

BY

J. BARTON HOAG
(Ryerson Physical Laboratory, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois)

Summary-An analysis of a particular Lecher wire system whose character-
istic impedance matches its input impedance and whose output end is short cir-
cuited, has led to an equation permitting the measurement of ultra -radio frequencies
to three significant figures. The method is independent of end effects and has been
applied to a determination of the velocity of propagation along iron wires.

INTRODUCTION

FREQUENCY determinations in the short-wave radio range are
based on direct measurements of the position of current or volt-
age nodes and loops along two parallel wires. As customarily

carried out, the distance between successive nodes or loops along the
"Lecher" wires is measured by means of a thermocouple galvanometer.
This distance is equal to half of the wavelength, but the precise loca-
tion of nodes and loops becomes increasingly difficult at the shorter
wavelengths. In measurements on the permeability of iron for wave-
lengths below one meter' it was found that greater precision was re-
quired than could be obtained by the usual method. With a view to
obtaining the requisite precision, an analysis of the particular Lecher
wire system in use was undertaken, and has yielded a practical method
which is accurate to three significant figures.

Let us consider, first, the simple cable theory which has been de-
veloped by many men and which is clearly presented in Page and
Adams' "Principles of Electricity," pages 540 to 550. Fig. 1 shows a
generator E, of internal impedance Zo which produces a pure sine wave
voltage and sends current through the Lecher wires of length S which
are terminated by the impedance Z8. This current, whose value is i
at a point s centimeters from the source, is the resultant of currents re-
flected back and forth along the wires between the two terminal im-
pedances. The value of i varies sinusoidally with time and also varies
in amplitude along the wires. The latter, amplitude value i80 is given
in (1). If the applied potential is a sine wave, the actual current i is
obtained by multiplying equation (1) by eiw t and taking the imaginary
part in the usual way.

* Decimal classification: R212. Original manuscript received by the Insti-
tute, September 2, 1932.

' J. Barton Hoag and Haydn Jones, Phys. Rev., vol. 42, p. 571, (1932).
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is0 = E0 [era + er(22-8)T + 702+8)DT
Zk + ZO

+ E7 (43-8)DT2 + Ery (42-1-8)D2T2 + i (1)

The first term in this equation represents the current which leaves the
generator and travels toward the output end. The second term repre-

14 i

5

z.i

e'4e;
-4 -1-1

z

Fig. 1-Standard cable circuit.

sents the current which has been reflected and is returning to the
source. The third represents that reflected from the input end, and so
on. In the equation

E0 = the maximum voltage of the generator
Zo = the impedance of the generator
Zk = the characteristic line impedance

= \/ZLZC,
where,

ZL = the series impedance of one centimeter of the double wires
= R + jcoL,

Zc = the parellel impedance of one centimeter of the double wires
= 1/(G -1-- jwC).

R, L, G, and C are the resistance, inductance, parallel conductance,
and capacitance, respectively, per centimeter of the double wires.

co = arf

f = the frequency of the source in cycles per second.
j =

D = (Zk - Z0)/(Zk + Z0)
T = (Zk - Z8)/(Zk + Z8)
7 = the propagation constant.
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= - -VZL/Zc

= -a - j4)
a = the attenuation constant per centimeter of the Lecher wires

= [(RG - w2LC) v'(R2 co2L2)(G2 + 00)1/2

cf) = the phase constant per centimeter of the Lecher wires

= [ - (RG - w2LC) \/(R2 + co2L2)(G2 co2c2)1/2

= 271-/X = 27rf/v = co/v

X = the wavelength in centimeters in the Lecher wires.

v = the velocity of propagation of the current along the wires.

For nonmagnetic wires, the wavelength X is practically the same as that
of the radiated electromagnetic waves, and the velocity v is nearly the
same as the velocity of light (3 X 1010 centimeters per second). For iron
wires, both X and v are appreciably smaller.

A SPECIAL CASE-MATCHED INPUT AND SHORT-CIRCUITED OUTPUT

It is possible, experimentally, to make the input impedance Zo equal
to the line impedance Zk. If this is done D = 0, and all terms in (1) drop
out except the first two. This means that the current travels to the out-
put end and is reflected back to the source where it is absorbed. Equa-
tion (1) thus reduces to

Eo0 = - [e" e7(28_8)T]. (2)
2Zk

In Fig. 2, a magnetron oscillator is used to produce the ultra -radio
frequencies. The system inside the dotted line may be replaced to a
first approximation by a sinusoidal oscillator in series with an input
impedance Z0. This impedance consists essentially of the condensers
c and the capacity between the filament f and anode a of the magne-
tron. For the apparatus used this impedance was approximately equal
to the impedance Zk of the parallel Lecher wires WW.

The short-circuiting bridge, as described by Tonks2 and shown at B
in Fig. 2, serves as a practically complete short circuit at the output
and thus eliminates the effect of currents induced in the wires to the
right of B and gives complete reflection of the waves. It then follows
that Z8=0, and T =1, so that

L. Tonks, "Impedance characteristics of loaded Lecher systems," Physics,
vol. 2, p. 1; January, (1932).
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is0 =
E0 [ea e'y (28-8)].

2Zk (3)

It is obvious that the leakage conductance G may be made neg-
ligible. If we assume that R<<wL, the attenuation a is practically zero,
so that we may take y =

Then, E0(-14).
e- j4)(2S-8)] (4)

2Zk

Multiplying by Eiw and taking the imaginary part, gives the actual
current,

(5)i = K1 sin (wt - Os) + sin (wt - 01)
where K1 is a constant and 1= S - s.

L _ _ _

".<

Fig. 2-Experimental circuit.

B

As a result of this high -frequency alternating current, an e.m.f. of
amount e will be induced in the short pick-up wire located near the
Lecher wires at s. Since e is proportional to the time rate of change of
the current, we have

e = K2(cos 4s + cos cl)/) cos cot + (sin cps + sin 01) sin wt (6)

where K2 is a constant. This voltage drives a current through a rec-
tifier such as the crystal d of Fig. 2. This current may be expressed as
a power series in the following fashion

ig' = ae be2 ce3 ± (7)
in which a, b, c, are constants. The direct-current component of
this current now actuates the galvanometer G while the alternating-
current components are by-passed through a small condenser. Sub-
stituting (6) in (7), it is seen that the terms with odd powers of e yield
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alternating currents. However, since coskot= (1 -I -cos 20)0/2 and
sin2cd = (1 - cos 2o)0/2, the second term, bee, gives the useful direct
current

bK

222
ig = (cos Os + cos 4)1)2 + (sin 4)s + sin 01)2. (8)

Since sin24)s cos2 Os =1, and / =S-s, the equation reduces to

ig = K cos2 4)(S - s) (9)

where K is a constant. As previously stated, 4) = 2ir/X in radian meas-
ure. In degrees, 4=360/X. Therefore, we arrive at a simple equation

SO 40 SO $0 /00 /AO /00

Fig. 3-Experimental data. Wavelength about 64 centimeters.

between the galvanometer deflections (which are proportional to ig)
and the position S of Tonk's bridge.

360(S - s)
g = K cos2 (10)

Maximum values occur when 360(5 - s)/X =0°, 180°, 360°, etc., the
distances between successive maxima being equal to X/2, as expected.
Since the greatest value of the cosine squared is 1, it is seen that K re-
presents the maximum current in the galvanometer, I 0. Then

ig = Ig cos'
360(S - s)
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Solving this equation for S, we have

It t,S = s -
360

cos -1 4/-
This equation may be compared to that of a straight line

y = b mx

(12)

(13)

whdre y corresponds to S, b to s (the y intercept), m to X/360 (the slope),
and x to cos-Via/Ia. If then, we plot values of cos -Yid', as ab-
scissas and values of S as ordinates, a straight line should result whose

Fig. 4-Replot of Fig. 3. Wavelength=63.81 centimeters.

y intercept would be s and whose slope would be X/360. Therefore, by
plotting in this fashion and measuring the slope of the straight line,
a value of X may be accurately determined which is uninfluenced by
end effects, bridge short circuit, etc., which are, in a practical case to
be included in s.

RESULTS

To illustrate this method, an experimental set of values of galva-
nometer deflections are plotted against bridge positions in Fig. 3. These
data, replotted in the manner indicated above, are shown in Fig. 4. as
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the wavy line whose average is a straight line, as predicted. In plotting
Fig. 4, each value of ig was divided by that value of I, corresponding
to the nearest peak. As will be shown below, a more suitable value of
I, may be deduced from the limiting lines shown in Fig. 3.

It is important that the frequency and strength of the source re-
main constant during the time needed to obtain a complete set of data.
This time may be shortened without undue sacrifice of accuracy by
limiting the data to two peaks at opposite ends of the Lecher wires.
Rougher values may also be obtained from only a portion of one peak,
a distinct advantage over the usual method.

Wavelengths calculated from a complete set of data, as in Figs. 3
and 4, are found to be reliable to three significant figures. The accuracy
is fully ten times that of the usual peak -to -peak method for this ultra -
radio region.

The source was next maintained at a constant frequency and in-
tensity while wavelength measurements were made, first with brass
Lecher wires and then with iron wires. The following are illustrative
values of the wavelengths, in centimeters.

Brass: XB= 63.81, 50.83, 36.13, 22.21
Iron : XF= 63.55, 50.68, 36.04, 22.18

Assuming that the velocity of propagation in the brass is essentially the
velocity of light (2.998 X101° centimeters per second), the velocities in
iron, computed from AB = 2.998 X 101° and fXF = v are 2.986, 2.989,
2.990, and 2.994 X101° centimeters per second, respectively, for the de-
creasing brass wavelengths above. The frequency of the source is the
same regardless of the metal used in the Lecher wires and is identical
with that of the radiated energy. From the equations just given, we
have the respective frequency values 469.8, 589.8, 829.8, and 1350.
megacycles.

OTHER OPERATING CONDITIONS

In the method for wavelength or frequency measurement presented
above, it has been assumed that the input impedance is exactly equal
to the characteristic impedance Zk of the Lecher wires. In order to
accomplish this, the source, whether of the magnetron type or any
other, might be inductively coupled to the Lecher wires by means of a
suitable coil and condenser system. An approximate calculation for Zk
may be made from the equations given in the Introduction. If the in-
put is not matched with the line impedance but all other conditions
previously described are maintained, it will be found by an analysis
similar to the one presented above, that
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ig = [K3 cos2 4)(S - s)][1 + 2D cos 24)2] (14)

where K3 is a constant and D = (Zk - Z0)/(Zk +Z0). This may be ex-
pressed as

ig = I cos2 4)(S - s) (15)

where the maximum value, Ig = K3(1 +2D cos 200 is seen to vary sinu-
soidally. This probably accounts for the fact that the experimental
points in Fig. 4 gave a wavy, instead of a perfectly straight line.

It was assumed that the attenuation was zero. If this is not true,
the factor a must be included in the equations. If we assume that
we have a matched input, short-circuited output, and negligible
transconductance as before, and that terms in a squared or higher are
very small, we arrive at the equation

ig = [K4 cos2 4)(S - ] [1 - 2aS]
(16)= /9 cos' 4)(S - s)

where K4 is a constant. The maximum current 1g is here seen to de-
crease as the distance S is increased. This appears in Fig. 3. It would,
therefore, seem more satisfactory that, for a given position S, we choose
the corresponding value of ID from the limiting lines instead of from
the nearest peak. For the case under discussion, terms in (R/wL)4
may be dropped, so that the expressions for a and 4) in the Introduction
become

a = -I Y-16
L

and 4) = Vco2LC + . (17)
2

The method adopted by L. Sokolow3 and by R. Michels4 was to
match the output rather than the input end of the Lecher wires. In this
case, (1) reduces to

E0
ig = E-2as (18)

Z k ZO

where a = R/2VC/L, and the position of the pick-up loop is the vari-
able.

3 L. Sokolow, Ann der Phys. vol. 83, p. 1136, (1927).
4 R. Michels, Ann der Phys. vol. 8, p. 877, (1931).
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FREQUENCY DOUBLING IN A TRIODE VACUUM
TUBE CIRCUIT*

BY

CARL E. SMITH
(Department of Electrical Engineering, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio)

Summary-This paper gives a quantitative analysis of operating performance
of a triode vacuum tube as a frequency doubler. With slight changes this analysis
can be applied to tripling, quadrupling, etc. Three methods of attack have been out-
lined: theoretical analysis, graphical solution, and experimental results. The theo-
retical analysis furnishes a general solution to the problem, from which general con-
clusions as to the best operating conditions can be drawn. The graphical solution
furnishes a simple method by which rapid calculations can be made for a particular
case. The experimental results are valuable for comparison because they give the
actual results of operation.

The primary object of this work has been to investigate the conditions that will
give maximum plate efficiency and consequently the most desirable operating condi-
tions, also keeping in mind that power output and power amplification are important
factors to consider in the practical application of the frequency doubler.

ALTHOUGH there are numerous publications on the subject of
frequency multiplication there are only a very few that treat
the subject quantitatively. Perhaps the most thorough theo-

retical treatment of this subject is that by J. Marique,' which is essen-
tially a graphical analysis. W. Bunimowitsch2 has published a very
good article of a practical nature on this subject, and R. Mesnys has
published a short theoretical analysis which is similar in its method of
attack to the analysis developed in this paper.

Only a simple circuit with an antiresonant tank circuit in the plate
lead -tuned to the second harmonic is treated in this article. No doubt
certain changes in the circuit would be advantageous, such as intro-
ducing an antiresonant circuit, of small physical dimensions, in the grid
lead, and coupled to the tank circuit so that the second harmonic will

be fed into the grid circuit in addition to the fundamental which must
always be in such proportion that it will control the frequency in the
tank circuit of the doubler. Another scheme that appears favorable is
to use a double -grid vacuum tube that has symmetrical grids, with re-

* Decimal classification: R357. Original manuscript received by the Insti-
tute, July 25, 1932.

1 Jean Marique "Note sur le calcul des etages multiplicateurs de frequence
a triodes," L'Onde Electrique. vol. 8, p. 1; January, (1929).

2 Wladimir Bunimowitsch, "Ueber Frequensverdopplung mitElektronenreh-
ren," Zeit. fur Hochfrequenz, vol. 35, p. 223; June, (1930).

3 Rene Mesny, "Au subject de la multiplication des frequences par les
triodes," L'Onde Electrique, vol. 9, p. 18; January, (1930).
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spect to the plate and filament, intermeshed in the same plane. With
these grids connected to the ends of a pick-up coil which is by-passed
from its center to the filament and having an antiresonant circuit in the
plate lead tuned to the second harmonic, the fundamental will be bal-
anced out completely in the plate circuit. This should give a condition
of high plate efficiency.

THEORY OF DOUBLER OPERATION

The frequency doubler operates in many respects like a class C
amplifier. The class C amplifier operates with a grid -bias voltage
greater than the voltage necessary to block the plate current. When
biased this way it can be used as an efficient radio -frequency amplifier
for continuous waves, as well as for a modulator. It has a higher plate
efficiency (direct to alternating -current conversion) than the class A
amplifier which operates on the linear portion of the grid -voltage, plate-
current characteristic. It also gives a higher power output, with lower
gain and has considerable harmonic distortion present.

The essential difference between a frequency doubler and a class C
amplifier is that the tank circuit is tuned to the second harmonic in-
stead of the fundamental. When tuned to the second harmonic, the
tank circuit presents a high impedance load at this harmonic but not
at the fundamental or other harmonics. Consequently, practically all
the power output will be at the second harmonic.

One of the main uses of the frequency doubler, as well as the class C
amplifier, is for transmitting purposes. Besides increasing the power,
the doubler multiplies the frequency and eliminates the necessity of
neutralizing back coupling which is ordinarily present in the radio -
frequency amplifiers. Since piezo-electric quartz crystals, which are
usually used to control the frequency of transmitters, become fragile
when ground for very high frequencies, it is a better policy to select a
crystal that will oscillate at a lower frequency and then, by means of
frequency multiplication in vacuum tube circuits, multiply the fre-
quency to that at which the set is to radiate.

An advantage when multiplying the frequency is, that under ordi-
nary circumstances, the circuit will not oscillate due to back coupling,
for the plate and grid circuits are tuned to different frequencies. How-
ever, feed -back to the grid circuit through the elements of the vacuum
tube may cause self -excitation if the bias voltage is produced by a low
voltage grid -bias battery or produced by a high grid -leak resistance.
With high bias voltages produced by batteries and operating the vac-
uum tube so that all the sloping portion of the tube characteristic is
utilized, no self -oscillation should be experienced. Feed -back is an ad-
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vantage if it is small and coincides with the natural frequency of the

grid circuit. As mentioned above this condition can be realized if an

antiresonant circuit of small physical dimensions is placed in the grid

lead and tuned to the second harmonic. In any case the feed -back can

be eliminated by neutralization if it becomes objectionable by causing

self -oscillation.
When frequency doublers or class C amplifiers are used for trans-

mitting purposes, it is desirable to have the maximum power delivered
from each tube. Perhaps the most important factor is the plate effi-

ciency, for usually the power output is limited by the heating of the
plate. In addition to this, the cost of direct -current power for the plate
supply becomes quite appreciable for large transmitters, so high plate
efficiency is also an important factor from an economic view point.

With high plate efficiency as the criterion for good operating condi-
tions, it will be worth while to investigate more thoroughly the condi-
tions that will bring it about. The power dissipated at any instant in a
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Fig. 1-Basic circuit.
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vacuum tube is primarily due to the product of the instantaneous plate
current by the instantaneous plate voltage. It has been found that for
high plate efficiency, it is desirable to adjust the operating voltages of
the vacuum tube so that the plate current will flow for only part of a
cycle. This plate current flowing through the external load impedance
sets up a voltage across this impedance at the harmonic frequency to
which the tank circuit is tuned, which causes the instantaneous plate
voltage to drop to a minimum when the plate current is a maximum.
Consequently, the average product of the instantaneous plate voltage
by the instantaneous plate current over a cycle is a minimum and the
tank circuit is kept in continuous oscillation even though the energy is
being supplied in pulses. These conditions are very important for high
plate efficiency.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Fig. 1 shows the basic circuit used in this analysis. Fig. 2 shows a
plot of the grid -voltage, plate -current static characteristics, with the
assumption that they are straight lines. It also shows the instantaneous
values of the grid and plate voltages, with the assumption that they
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are sinusoidal and the resultant instantaneous plate current for this
basic circuit. In this particular case the grid voltage never becomes
positive with respect to the filament so the grid current is zero over the
whole cycle.

The assumption that the static characteristics are straight lines is
due to the fact that it is very difficult to write an exact expression for
the plate current in terms of the grid and plate voltages. Without this
assumption it is very difficult to draw any general conclusions as to the
effect of the various parameters on the plate efficiency and power out-
put. Since the alternating -current grid voltage is usually large enough
to swing over most of the straight portion of the vacuum tube charac-
teristic, there is very little error introduced by neglecting the curvature
near the cut-off point. However, when the maximum value of the in-
stantaneous grid voltage approaches the minimum value of the instan-
taneous plate voltage this assumption is no longer approximately true,
because the mutual conductance of the vacuum tube becomes a vari-
able for this condition of operation.

The alternating -current grid voltage will actually be sinusoidal if
the output voltage of the driving generator is sinusoidal. If the resistance
in the tank circuit is very small (high -Q circuit) the alternating -current
plate voltage, which depends largely on the second harmonic current
flowing in this circuit, will be essentially sinusoidal. However, if a high
"Q" circuit is not used in the plate lead the damping effect will be ap-
preciable. Thus, the alternate cycles which do not receive energy will
have a decreased amplitude.

In this analysis grid current loss is not considered. In any practical
case it is desirable to keep the grid current as low as possible, and still
maintain good operating conditions, but for highest plate efficiency it
is necessary to draw appreciable grid current which will help to limit
the maximum power output from the tube.

The filament power is neglected because it ordinarily is not a
parameter to be varied and the power in this form is not as expensive
as the direct -current plate power.

Referring to Fig. 2 it will be noted that the instantaneous grid volt-
age, eg, is the algebraic sum of the grid -bias voltage and the alternating -
current grid voltage, which may be written as follows:

e, = - Et. + Eg. cos (wt). (1)

Referring again to Fig. 2 it will be noted that the instantaneous
plate voltage, ep, is the algebraic sum of the direct -current plate bat-
tery voltage and the alternating -current plate voltage at the double
frequency which may be written as follows:
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ep = EA - 2Epm cos (2w1). (2)

Since the pulses of plate current, as shown in Fig. 2 are a recurrent

phenonemon the instantaneous plate current can be expressed in the

form of Fourier's series. By making the current symmetrical about the
ordinate axis, as shown in Fig. 2, the sine terms will be eliminated and

the equation of the instantaneous plate current becomes:
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Fig. 2-Graphical representation of equations (1), (2), and (6).

ZP = i/pm cos (wt) + 2/, cos (2wt) + 

n/p, cos (nwt) .

Where,

o/p = 1/r ip d (wt)
!a

wl,

W I,

jinn = 2/1rf ip cos (nwt) d (wt).
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The equation of the instantaneous plate current becomes:

ep
ip = gm {e, -}

The above equation may be written :

ip =
1

- $Eb uE, uE, cos(wt) - 2Ipm r cos(2wt) . (6)r,

Where,
rp is the plate resistance of the tube when operated as a

class A amplifier.
r = L/r2C is the load resistance expressed by the well-known

formula.
Equation (6) is true for positive values of the right-hand side up to

the point of saturation, that is, over the straight portion of the static
characteristic, and when the right-hand side becomes negative the in-
stantaneous plate current ip should be written equal to zero.

The instantaneous plate current becomes zero at the time t = to, that
is, wt = wto as shown in Fig. 2. For this condition, (6) becomes :

Eb - uE, uEg, cos(wto)
2Ipm =

r cos2wto) (7)

Since this is the maximum value of the second harmonic current in
the plate circuit the output power takes the form:

r r Eb - uE, uE, cos(wto) }2Po = - 2Ipm2 = (8)2 2 r cos(2wto)

Substituting the instantaneous plate current as given in (6), in (4)
one can obtain an expression for the average direct current in the plate
circuit, which is:

1
1p -{Eb - uE, (wto) uE sin(wto)

p7r

r
sin (2wto)

2
III

(9)

The power input to the plate circuit may now be expressed by the
following equation:
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Eb
Pr = oIp Eb = 1Eb (wto) - uE, (wto) + uk, sin(wto)

rrp

- 1/2Eb tan(2wto) + 1/2 uEctan(2wto)

- 1/2ukm cos(wto) tan(2wto) } (10)

Equations (8) and (10) may now be used to express the efficiency
of the plate circuit in per cent. Thus:

Po r N2
Eff. = - 100 = 100. (11)

Pr 2Eb r9DD

Where,
N = Eb - uE, + uk. cos (wto)
Co = cos (2wto)

D = Eb (wto) cos (2wto) - uE, (wto) cos(2wto)

± uk, sin (wto) cos (2wto) - 1/2Eb sin (2wto)

+ 1/2uE, sin (2wto) - 1/2uE, cos (wto) sin (2wto).

(12)

(13)

(14)

In order to make a study of the influence of the independent param-
eters such as the effective resistance of the tuned tank circuit and the
plate resistance of the tube it is possible to eliminate the dependent
parameter 2/p,.

Substituting the instantaneous value of the plate current as given
in (6) into (5) and then substitute for 2/p, as given in (7) results in the
following equation:

Where,

mr + uE,,,,r
r

cos (wto) + - {Am + uEg, B} = 0. (15)
rp

in ---= Eb - uE,

A = (wto) - 1/4 sin (4wto)

B = (wto) cos (wto) + 1/3 sin (wto)
-3/8 sin (3wto) - 1/24 sin (5wto).

The curves of A and B as functions of (wto) have been worked out
and plotted in Fig. 3.

Solving (15) for Egm the following expression is obtained:

mr ± m(r /rp) A
Ec. = (18)

ur cos (wto) + (r/rp) uB

Fig. 4 shows the value of Egm plotted as a function of (wto) for a

(16)

(17)
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particular value of m and various ratios of r/r9. It will be noted that
all the curves intersect at the point wto = 45 degrees.

Now, solving (15) for the plate load resistance gives:

rrp[in uE cos (wto)]= - (19)Ant + B

1.8 A. (4,4) - n(40t,).
B =(wto)Cos(wto) *PS Sin(cut.)

14 -f/eSin(3cot.)-A+Sin (Sut 0).
1.2

1.0

0.8

06

04

02

0
0

1400

L 1200

/0 zo 30 40 .50 60 7o
VALUE OF LOto

Fig. 3 --Solution of equations (16) and (17).
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Fig. 4-Solution of equation (18) for a particular value of m
and various ratios of r/rp.

Substituting this in (11) one secures,

-100 NN
=

2Eb DD
where,

(20)

N = Am + uE, B. (21)
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In (20) the per cent plate efficiency is expressed in terms of u, Eb,
Re, E and (wto). For a particular tube u is constant so we may
write:

a

 V'

aEb

a

aE,.

a

akm
a

a(wto)

(Eff.,,) = 0 (22)

(Eff.,,) = 0 (23)

(Eff.) = 0 (24)

(Eff.,,) = 0. (25)

The solution of these four equations should give the condition of
maximum plate efficiency. Since the solution of these equations is
rather tedious the work will be omitted here but for practical purposes
the following results are valuable.

(wto) = 45 degrees (26)

- 7nN '2
Egm =

Or,
2 uE, - -\12 uE

Eb =
2

(27)

Equation (26) says that for maximum plate efficiency the angle of
cut-off of plate current must be 45 degrees, and (27) gives the relation
between Eb, Ec, and E,.

For the important condition that E,=Egm, that is, the condition
for maximum power output without drawing grid current, (27) be-
comes:

Eb = uE,(2 r\
2 )

(28)

GRAPHICAL SOLUTION

It has already been pointed out that the graphical solution is a
valuable tool in determining the best operating conditions for a particu-
lar case. Many workers get excellent tube performance by merely ar-
ranging the material at hand into a circuit and making adjustments by
a little experimenting. This works very well for small circuits; but is an
expensive procedure for high powered sets.
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Practical problems usually arise in such a way that definite volt-
ages, currents, and power are required; but it will be found impossible
to tell directly what should be done to produce these results in a
doubler. One way to answer this practical question is to make a graph-
ical solution and from this solution choose the most desirable operating
conditions for the vacuum tube. Since there are comparatively few
types of tubes in practice, one good set of calculations will cover a
multitude of applications.

The method used here is an adaptation of the graphical method em-
ployed by D. C. Prince and F. B. Vodges.4

The first requirement for this method of attack is to obtain a family
of static characteristic curves. By means of these curves one can de -
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Fig. 5-Graphical solution to show instantaneous plate current vs.value of (wt) for a UX-210 as a doubler.

termine the instantaneous plate voltage, plate current, and grid cur-
rent for various values of grid voltage and tank load combination.The output and plate efficiency undei given conditions can be com-puted by this point-to-point method of analysis. By assuming severalsets of operating conditions it is possible to make a selection which willgive the most favorable results.

Applying these ideas more specifically, the assumption that thegrid and plate voltages are sinusoidal permits the use of (1) and (2).
Since the voltages are symmetrical about the ordinate axis, it is only
necessary to make calculations for positive values of (wto). To facili-
tate the work it is best to make a table taking increments such as 5 or
10 degrees up to the angle (wto).

4 D. C. Prince and F. B. Vodges, "Vacuum tubes as oscillation generators,"Gen. Elec. Rev., (1927)-(1928).
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It is now desirable to obtain the power output, power input, plate
efficiency, and resistance of the antiresonant tank circuit from the
values in the table. First, it is necessary to compute the direct -current
component and second -harmonic component. This is readily accom-
plished by means of the trapezoidal rule for evaluating a definite in-
tegral. With these values the other desired quantities can easily be com-

puted.
For a particular case the curves of Fig. 5 were plotted and the re-

sulting plate efficiency was plotted in Fig. 7 for purposes of comparison.
It will be noted that for maximum plate efficiency the plate voltage
2E, is equal to E b. This means that at the time I = 0 the instantaneous
plate current is zero. This relationship is shown in Fig. 5.

OSCILLATOR

Fig. 6-Measuring arrangement.

While working at audio frequencies with an oscillograph connected
in the plate circuit it was noted that for good plate efficiency there was
a decided dip in the center of the plate current pulse. Evidently this
condition holds true at radio frequencies.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental tests were made with a UX-210 vacuum tube. The
measurements were made with a wavelength of X = 406 meters (f = 740
kc) in the grid circuit, and X2 = 203 meters (f2 = 1480 kc) in the plate
circuit which had an antiresonant tank circuit tuned to the double
frequency. The other parameters held constant were: amplification fac-
tor = 8, direct -current plate voltage Eb= 465 volts, direct -current grid -
bias voltage Ec= 450 volts, and the total resistance in the antiresonant
tank circuit of r2 = 25.3 ohms.

The measuring arrangement is shown in Fig. 6. The amplitude of
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the grid voltage Egm was determined by means of a thermal milliam-
pere meter connected in series with a small known capacity. An ohm
spun resistor of 25 ohms, which is practically noninductive, was placed
in the antiresonant tank circuit in order that slight changes in the re-
sistance of the tank circuit due to variation of the contact on the induc-
tance would not appreciably change the "Q" of the circuit.

Holding Egm constant at 540 volts the plate load was varied over
a wide range of values. Similar sets of readings were taken for Egm = 550
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Fig. 7-Comparison of the results of the three methods of attack.
and 560 volts. The results of these three runs have been plotted inFig. 7 for purposes of comparison with the results of the other methodsof attack.

COMPARISON OF THE THREE METHODS OF ATTACK
If one is interested primarily in plate efficiency then there is anamplitude of grid voltage that will give maximum efficiency. Thecurves in Fig. 7 show that higher efficiency is secured with Egm = 550volts than either of the other voltages. If Egm = 554 volts the angle ofcut-off of the plate current is (wto) = 45 degrees and the condition of

maximum plate efficiency results.
The theoretical, graphical, and experimental results, as shown in
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7. agree very closely for low values of plate load resistance. Since

a graphical solution takes account of the actual operating conditions.

h results obtained agree quite closely with the experimental results

.cr the whole range of values of the plate load resistance. The experi-

:natal curve for E,.,%= 550 volts agrees more nearly with the graphical
-.laths than either of the other two values of The theoretical curve
't only plotted up to the point where the minimum instantaneous

tie voltage is equal to the maximum instantaneous grid voltage, for
icond this point the assumptions on which the analysis was based are
tc.onger approximately true. The experimental and graphical curves

-AA to bend over very rapidly when the condition that the minimum
.nantaneous plate voltage equals the maximum instantaneous grid
-Gage is approached.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

There are certain criteria that are essential if the doubler is to oper-
.t properly. Since the inherent characteristics of vacuum tubes are
[tte elaborate in their nature and play such an important role in the
tration of efficient doubling circuits. it is necessary to understand
Lir influence on the circuits in which they are to operate. For prac-

-i 1 Rroblems it is important to know what conditions will bring about
- E desired results.

It has already been pointed out that high plate efficiency is perhaps
- t most important factor to consider in the proper operation of the
iiibler. Along with high plate efficiency the power output will be a
nximum for a given tube.

A very important special case is when a quartz crystal is used to
ttrol the frequency of a short-wave transmitter. The power de-
.0tred by the quartz crystal oscillator is very weak so it is essential
tt the grid be kept negative at all times. With this condition no
river will be absorbed from the crystal oscillator circuit by the dou-
.1r. With this restriction on the doubler the best condition of operation
btained when the maximum value of the grid voltage at the funda-

:natal frequency is equal to the grid bias voltage. For this condition of
tration the theoretical analysis will hold if the power dissipated in
1 plate is not too large. Equations (26) and (28) give the conditions

maximum plate efficiency. These parameters should be chosen so
lithe straight portion of the characteristic is utilized, provided, the
liver dissipated in the plate is not too large. This requirement is ful-
Id at a sacrifice to the plate efficiency. Considerably higher plate
,4ciency would be realized if the grid were allowed to go positive.

The value of the plate load resistance is another very important
7itor in determining the best operating conditions. The minimum in-
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stantaneous plate voltage and the maximum instantaneous grid voltage
occur simultaneously in the middle of the plate current pulse as is illus-
trated in Fig. 2. Since the instantaneous plate efficiency is fixed by the
plate voltage drop it is very important that the input should not be al-
lowed to decrease for this should be the time of maximum efficiency
and is therefore of the greatest importance. As the maximum plate cur-
rent is obtained when the grid voltage is from 80 to 100 per cent of the
plate voltage it is desirable to select a load resistance that will bring this
condition about. Direct methods to calculate this value are quite tedious.
The graphical solution offers an indirect method that is quite simple.

The maximum power output, which coincides with the maximum
power amplification from the fundamental frequency input to the
double frequency output, occurs when the load resistance in the plate
circuit is approximately equal to the plate resistance of the tube. This is
considerably lower than is necessary to give maximum plate efficiency.

There are certain important points in selecting a vacuum tube for a
doubler. Since the power output for a given size tube is limited by heat-ing, it is an advantage to use tubes with thoriated filaments. It is also
desirable to use tubes that have a large mutual conductance and a low
internal plate resistance.
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MODULATION FREQUENCIES IN VISUAL TRANSMISSION*

BY

EDWIN LEE WHITE
(Engineering Division, Federal Radio Commission, Washington, D. C.)

Summary-A method of computing the maximum frequencies produced in

1, television transmission is shown. This method is based on the consideration of the
degree of edge definition produced. It is shown that these frequencies are independent
of the amount of detail in transmitted pictures for equal edge definition.

For a picture scanned by the usual method N pictures per second, with L
r lines, having a ratio r of width to height and having the ratio K between the width

of scanning line and width of edge shadow, it is shown that

KNrL2
f - 2

Two systems varying from the normal are discussed and compared with the
normal system in regard to the magnitude of the frequencies produced.

iN THE transmission of moving pictures by radio or wire one of the
sources of distortion is frequency discrimination on the part of
some portion of the equipment comprising the complete system

both receiving and transmitting. This frequency discrimination may be
due to many factors such as the aperture shape, the inclusion of too
selective circuits, or the inability of the receiver light source to re-
act with sufficient speed. It is not the purpose of the writer to discuss
any of the many causes of distortion but to consider solely the fre-
quencies which are required at the point of image production in order
to produce a satisfactory image.

In current publications, articles with reference to visual broad-
casting discuss the frequency bands occupied by various systems of pic-
ture transmission on the basis of the number of picture elements to be
transmitted per second. This method of consideration is an outgrowth
of the procedure used in the production of half -tone pictures in which
each picture reproduced is actually divided into elements. Unfortu-
nately, many individuals have concluded that the satisfactory transmis-
sion of simple images involves the emission of lower modulating fre-
quencies than those involved in the transmission of complex images.

It is desired to approach the problem from a consideration of the
conditions incident to the scanning of the edge of a black curtain
against a white background such as represented in Fig. 1-A Were the
visual system perfect the edge would be seen in the receiver exactly

* Decimal classification: R583. Original manuscript received by the Insti-
tute, June 30, 1932.
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the grid voltage Egm was determined by means of a thermal milliam-
pere meter connected in series with a small known capacity. An ohm
spun resistor of 25 ohms, which is practically noninductive, was placed
in the antiresonant tank circuit in order that slight changes in the re-
sistance of the tank circuit due to variation of the contact on the induc-
tance would not appreciably change the "Q" of the circuit.

Holding Egm constant at 540 volts the plate load was varied over
a wide range of values. Similar sets of readings were taken for Egm = 550
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and 560 volts. The results of these three runs have been plotted inFig. 7 for purposes of comparison with the results of the other methodsof attack.

COMPARISON OF THE THREE METHODS OF ATTACK
If one is interested primarily in plate efficiency then there is anamplitude of grid voltage that will give maximum efficiency. Thecurves in Fig. 7 show that higher efficiency is secured with Egm = 550volts than either of the other voltages. If Egm = 554 volts the angle ofcut-off of the plate current is (wto) = 45 degrees and the condition of

maximum plate efficiency results.
The theoretical, graphical, and experimental results, as shown in
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Fig. 7, agree very closely for low values of plate load resistance. Since

the graphical solution takes account of the actual operating conditions,
the results obtained agree quite closely with the experimental results

over the whole range of values of the plate load resistance. The experi-

mental curve for E,= 550 volts agrees more nearly with the graphical
results than either of the other two values of E. The theoretical curve
was only plotted up to the point where the minimum instantaneous
plate voltage is equal to the maximum instantaneous grid voltage, for
beyond this point the assumptions on which the analysis was based are

no longer approximately true. The experimental and graphical curves

start to bend over very rapidly when the condition that the minimum
instantaneous plate voltage equals the maximum instantaneous grid
voltage is approached.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

There are certain criteria that are essential if the doubler is to oper-

ate properly. Since the inherent characteristics of vacuum tubes are
quite elaborate in their nature and play such an important role in the
operation of efficient doubling circuits, it is necessary to understand
their influence on the circuits in which they are to operate. For prac-
_ideal problems it is important to know what conditions will bring about

the desired results.
It has already been pointed out that high plate efficiency is perhaps

the most important factor to consider in the proper operation of the
doubler. Along with high plate efficiency the power output will be a
maximum for a given tube.

A very important special case is when a quartz crystal is used to
control the frequency of a short-wave transmitter. The power de-
livered by the quartz crystal oscillator is very weak so it is essential
that the grid be kept negative at all times. With this condition no
power will he absorbed from the crystal oscillator circuit by the dou-
bler. With this restriction on the doubler the best condition of operation
is obtained when the maximum value of the grid voltage at the funda-
mental frequency is equal to the grid bias voltage. For this condition of
operation the theoretical analysis will hold if the power dissipated in
the plate is not too large. Equations (26) and (28) give the conditions
for maximum plate efficiency. These parameters should be chosen so
all the straight portion of the characteristic is utilized, provided, the
power dissipated in the plate is not too large. This requirement is ful-
filled at a sacrifice to the plate efficiency. Considerably higher plate
efficiency would he realized if the grid were allowed to go positive.

The value of the plate load resistance is another very important
factor in determining the best operating conditions. The mini nium in-
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stantaneous plate voltage and the maximum instantaneous grid voltage
occur simultaneously in the middle of the plate current pulse as is illus-
trated in Fig. 2. Since the instantaneous plate efficiency is fixed by the
plate voltage drop it is very important that the input should not be al-
lowed to decrease for this should be the time of maximum efficiency
and is therefore of the greatest importance. As the maximum plate cur-
rent is obtained when the grid voltage is from 80 to 100 per cent of the
plate voltage it is desirable to select a load resistance that will bring this
condition about. Direct methods to calculate this value are quite tedious.
The graphical solution offers an indirect method that is quite simple.

The maximum power output, which coincides with the maximum
power amplification from the fundamental frequency input to the
double frequency output, occurs when the load resistance in the platecircuit is approximately equal to the plate resistance of the tube. This is
considerably lower than is necessary to give maximum plate efficiency.

There are certain important points in selecting a vacuum tube for a
doubler. Since the power output for a given size tube is limited by heat-ing, it is an advantage to use tubes with thoriated filaments. It is also
desirable to use tubes that have a large mutual conductance and a lowinternal plate resistance.
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MODULATION FREQUENCIES IN VISUAL TRANSMISSION*

BY

EDWIN LEE WHITE
(Engineering Division, Federal Radio Commission, Washington, D. C.)

Summary-A method of computing the maximum frequencies produced in
television transmission is shown. This method is based on the consideration of the
degree of edge definition produced. It is shown that these frequencies are independent
of the amount of detail in transmitted pictures for equal edge definition.

For a picture scanned by the usual method N pictures per second, with L
lines, having a ratio r of width to height and having the ratio K between the width
of scanning line and width of edge shadow, it is shown that

KNrL 2
f -

2

Two systems varying from the normal are discussed and compared with the
normal system in regard to the magnitude of the frequencies produced.

N THE transmission of moving pictures by radio or wire one of the
sources of distortion is frequency discrimination on the part of
some portion of the equipment comprising the complete system

both receiving and transmitting. This frequency discrimination may be
due to many factors such as the aperture shape, the inclusion of too
selective circuits, or the inability of the receiver light source to re-
act with sufficient speed. It is not the purpose of the writer to discuss
any of the many causes of distortion but to consider solely the fre-
quencies which are required at the point of image production in order
to produce a satisfactory image.

In current publications, articles with reference to visual broad-
casting discuss the frequency bands occupied by various systems of pic-
ture transmission on the basis of the number of picture elements to be
transmitted per second. This method of consideration is an outgrowth
of the procedure used in the production of half -tone pictures in which
each picture reproduced is actually divided into elements. Unfortu-
nately, many individuals have concluded that the satisfactory transmis-
sion of simple images involves the emission of lower modulating fre-
quencies than those involved in the transmission of complex images.

It is desired to approach the problem from a consideration of the
conditions incident to the scanning of the edge of a black curtain
against a white background such as represented in Fig. 1-A Were the
visual system perfect the edge would be seen in the receiver exactly

* Decimal classification: R583. Original manuscript received by the Insti-
tute, June 30, 1932.
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as shown. However, due to various factors, the current in the repro-ducing device builds up gradually somewhat as shown in Fig. 1-B. As
a result of this gradual building up of current the edge of the curtainin the received image is shaded as shown in Fig. 1-C. It is generallyassumed that an edge shadow equal in width to the scanning line willbe satisfactory. This assumption will be used initially in the following
calculations :

A.

B.

C.

_L

Ma.. 7
DIRECTION OF SCANNING

dFig. 1-A. The subject to be scanned. B. The current produced in the reproduc-ing device. C. The image of the subject as reproduced.

The change in current shown in Fig. 1-B involves a half cycle of afrequency f, the magnitude of which is to be determined. This half -cyclechange takes place during the movement of the scanning spot throughthe distance d during the time t (Fig. 1-C.).

1f = -
2t

(t in seconds)

The time t is to be determined.

(1)
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As the edge shadow is reduced in magnitude the time t will ap-

proach 0 and the frequency generated will approach infinity.
If the picture is scanned N times per second, the time for scanning

a single picture will be 1/N seconds. If L lines per picture are used the

time for scanning a single line will then be 1/ NL seconds.
Let r be the ratio of the width of the picture w to the height of the

picture h
w w

r =
h
- h = (2)

The width of a single line is the height of the picture h divided by
L, and by definition is equal to d.

h d
d = - h = - (3)

Combining (2) and (3)
w d 1

dL = - =
r w rL

(4)

The time t for scanning the distance d is to the time for scanning the
length of a single line as the distance d is to the width of the picture w.

Combining (4) and (5)

Substituting in (1)

t d

1
(5)

NL

t 1

1 rL

NL

1t=
NrL2

NrL2
f =

2

(6)

(7)

If the width of the edge shadow is to be limited to a width other
than the width of a single line

KNrL2
f =

2
(8)

K being the ratio of the width of scanning line to the width of edge
shadow.
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It should be noted that the frequency computed above will appeareach time the scanning beam encounters a junction between black and
white, and is independent of the number of times such a junction ap-pears. The same frequency appears in scanning a black curtain againsta white background as appears in scanning a black grating against a
similar background with equal edge definition requirements.If a visual broadcast system has inadequate high-frequency re-
sponse the edge of the black curtain mentioned above will be indefiniterather than sharp, and the grating will appear blurred or merely as anundefined shadow, depending on the degree of frequency discrimina-tion.

Consideration of (7) and (8) also indicates that the modulation
frequencies involved in visual broadcasting vary directly as the square
of the number of lines per picture, as the number of pictures per second,and as the ratio between scanning line width and permitted edgeshadow.

A typical example of expedients offered in the endeavor to reducethe frequency band width required for picture transmission is the pro-posal to transmit the top and bottom portions of a picture with a smallnumber of lines and the central portion with a large number of lines.It is asserted that, psychologically, detail is needed only in the centralportion of a picture for satisfactory appearance to the eye and, sincethe proposed system involves the transmission of a smaller number of"elements," a lower modulation frequency is required than would be in-volved were the whole picture scanned uniformly.
If the picture is to be divided into portions, each portion 1/a of thewidth of the whole picture, scanned with L' number of lines, and if eachportion is to be scanned in 1/a of the time required to scan the wholepicture, each portion may be considered as an individual picture trans-mitted in 1/aN seconds and having a ratio of width to height of ar.Substituting these values in (8)

KaNarL'2 KNra2L' 2f
(9)2 2

If the whole picture were uniformly scanned with the same detailas the portion discussed above, the total number of lines required wouldbe aL' and the maximum frequency produced would be, from substitu-tion in (8)

KNr(aL')2
f =

2

which is identical with (9).

(10)
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It is thus seen that the same frequencies are produced by this sys-

tem as are produced by the normal system of scanning, given equal de-

tail in the central portion.
Equations (9) and (10) are based on the assumption that the time

occupied by scanning in great detail is proportional to the ratio be-
tween the height of t he portion so scanned and the height of the whole
picture. If this ratio is not retained the problem may be considered as

follows:
Let a be the ratio between the time required to scan with detail and

the time required to scan the whole picture and, let a' be the ratio be-
tween the height of the portion scanned in detail and the height of the
whole picture.

Considering the portion scanned in detail as a single picture
scanned in 1 'aN seconds and having a ratio of height to width of a'r
and scanned wit h " lines, substitution in (S) gives

a Na "
2

This equation differs from (9) solely in the difference between a'
and the product aa'. The frequency produced by means of this second

proposed system is to the frequency produced by uniform scanning, as
computed above, as aa' is to a2, which is equal to a' a.

In conclusion, a method has been shown permitting the calculation
of the order of modulation frequencies required for picture transmission
based on the assumption of the relation between edge shadows and
width of scanning line, which relation is the factor that limits the
clarity and the maximum possible detail of a picture. The formula de-
duced does not differ materially from that obtained by the considera-

t tion of assumed picture elements.
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AN IMPROVEMENT IN VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETERS*

Br

R. M. SOMERS
(Research Engineering Department, Thomas A. Edison, Inc., West Orange, N. J.)

Summary -A vacuum tube voltmeter for the measurement of audio frequen-
cies, which depends for its operation almost entirely upon the amplification factorof the tube, is described. This voltmeter combines the marked advantages of a single
voltage source for filament, grid, and plate supply with the absence of zero adjustment
requirements on the indicator. It has a further advantage over the more common type
of vacuum tube voltmeters in that it can usually be made direct reading in volts
on an 0-2 milliampere thermocouple type of indicating instrument.

INTRODUCTION

ITHIN the past few years great forward strides have been
made in the audio -frequency field. In keeping with modern
practice it has been necessary to develop new instruments to

maintain the higher standards of present-day equipment. Among the
many instruments used, the thermionic tube voltmeter stands well up
on the scale of importance. As a power level indicator (voltmeter), it
is a permanent part of every audio -frequency installation of any size.
Its importance in the laboratory, as well as in the field, has caused at-
tention to be focused on its limitations in an effort to improve and sim-plify its operation.

Several years ago the need was felt for a vacuum tube voltmeter for
audio -frequency measurements which would have a range of 0.05 to3 volts, be reasonably portable, and be simple in operation. A study ofthe art was made. The slide -back voltmeter,' the straight rectifier type2(with and without amplifiers), and the push-pull3 type of vacuum tube
voltmeter were studied, tried, and discarded. The slide -back volt-meter, with three- or four -element tubes, often gives erroneous read-ings because the plate-current grid -voltage curve does not usually have
a sharp intercept on the grid-voltage axis. The straight rectifier type,using a direct -current microammeter in the plate circuit, is subject toerrors due to changes in the tube's plate impedance. These errors be-come large for low voltage measurements. The push-pull voltmeter re-quires two tubes and is subject to the same discrepancies as the rectifiertype. All of the above instruments have large wave form errors.

* Decimal classification: R243.1. Original manuscript received by the In-stitute, July 17, 1932.
R. A. Heising, U. S. Patent No. 1, 232, 919.2 R. H. Wilson, U. S. Patent No. 1, 287, 161.3 B. W. St. Clair, U. S. Patent No. 1, 857, 216.
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It was soon realized that a new type of tube voltmeter would have
to be developed if the requirements mentioned in the beginning of the
previous paragraph were to be met. In order to lessen wave form error
and to have a direct reading voltmeter, a tube operated as an amplifier
and an alternating current indicating instrument were used. To sim-
plify the adjustments a single source of direct -current voltage was em-
ployed.' If a vacuum tube voltmeter of this type is properly designed,
the amplification factor of the tube may be made the controlling prop-
erty. As this property depends almost entirely on the physical dimen-
sions of the tube elements (and only to a small extent on the operating
parameters) the use of this for the major controlling element is reason-
able and sensible.

As the tube, used as an amplifier, may be operated in several differ-
ent ways it is important to show why the circuits of Figs. 1 and 2 were
employed in the final meters.

VOLTAGE AMPLIFIER

Theoretically, if a vacuum tube is to be used as a voltage amplifier
operating under the conditions for maximum amplification, the ex-
ternal plate circuit impedance must be made infinitely high. Consider
.the equation for voltage amplification'

/2' = proAri, ro) (1)

where µ is the theoretical maximum of 12 ro is the load resistance, and
r p is the plate impedance. In this equation can equal µ only when ro
becomes infinitely large compared to rp. Under these conditions, not
only would the amplification be large, but the value of au: would be-
come practically independent of the value of rip A tube then, used
under these conditions, would theoretically make an ideal voltage
measuring device. However, commercially available current measuring
instruments which could be used in the plate circuit of a tube operated
as above have internal resistances of the order of 800 to 1000 ohms.
As the average tube's plate impedance is 20,000 to 30,000 ohms when
operated on reasonably low voltages, its load impedance, in order to
approach the condition for maximum amplification mentioned above,
would have to be at least 100,000 ohms. It is obvious, therefore, that
the indicating instrument could not furnish sufficient load impedance
to operate the tube properly. Hence, it would be impractical to use the
tube as a voltage measuring device.

4 S. C. Hoare, U. S. latent No. 1, 760, 597.
'See H. J. van der BO, "The Thermionic Vacuum Tube," p. 183, First

Edition (1920), McGraw Hill Book Company.
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POWER AMPLIFIER

If the tube is used employing a transformer in its output circuit the
equation for the amplification (power) is6

n = 122r aro/ (rp Z0)2 (2)

where rg is the input resistance and ro+jx0= Zois the load impedance.
This equation is a maximum when Zo = rp. However, the amplification
of the tube falls off slowly for larger values of Z 0, and the effect of
changes in the tube's plate impedance on the total amplification be-
comes less, so it is best to arrange the plate load to be at least several
times the plate impedance of the tube. As a transformer is used in the
output circuit it becomes a relatively simple matter to arrange the

cm' 2.30

METER

A Y

Fig. 1-(A) Circuit of one -tube vacuum tube voltmeter.
(B) Alternative output circuit for the voltmeter of Fig. 1A.

transformation ratio so that the reflected impedance in the primary is
several times the tube's plate impedance.

DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS

Several models of vacuum tube voltmeters employing the principles
described above were constructed over a year and a half ago and are
still giving excellent service. Fig. lA shows a one -tube arrangement us-
ing a transformer in its plate circuit. Transformer coupling limits the
frequency range of the instrument but increases the sensitivity. With
a 2 -milliampere thermocouple in the output the voltmeter has a range
of 0.2 volt to 2.0 volts, a ten -to -one coverage. By using a high resist-
ance voltage divider this range can easily be extended to 20 or more
volts. All values are marked on the sketch. The direct -current source
must be capable of supplying 60 milliamperes at from 40 to 48 volts.
Two of the large radio "B" batteries connected in parallel are excellent

6 See H. J. van der Bijl, "The Thermionic Vacuum Tube," p. 188, FirstEdition (1920), McGraw Hill Book Company.
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' for intermittent service. For continuous operation, however, a group
of Edison type F2 storage cells would be better.

If a better frequency characteristic than that which is obtained
I from the voltmeter described is desired, the output network of Fig. 1B

I may be substituted in place of the one shown in Fig. 1A. This change,

as mentioned previously, will of course greatly impair the sensitivity
of the instrument. Recently, however, a 1 -milliampere full-scale recti-

t fier type of meter has been placed on the market. If this instrument is
substituted for the 2 -milliampere thermocouple shown in Fig. 1A, the
sensitivity of the vacuum tube voltmeter using the network of Fig. 1B
can be somewhat improved.

W.E. KEY SWITCH

X10 Mf ASURE

o
z.

NOTE -SWITCH X
/5 MOUNTED

400011

...

RESISTOR
150 NA

111

UX 230

994 AMER TRA N

,5,000 .CL

4.5 v

Fig. 2-Circuit of two -tube vacuum tube voltmeter.

ET R

In order to increase the range of the instrument, an amplifier tube
was added. It was placed before the voltmeter tube in order to simplify
switching. Fig. 2 shows the complete circuit of the vacuum tube volt-
meter. The amplifier stage, as shown on the diagram, increases the
range of the instrument by exactly ten times. With the two -to -one
multipler shown on the input to the vacuum tube voltmeter, the range
of this instrument is now from 0.02 volt to 4 volts.

CALIBRATION AND ACCURACY

As was mentioned previously one of the most important character-
istics of this instrument is its ease and premanency of calibration. If a
proper output transformer is used, the indicating instrument may be
of the dynamometer, copper -oxide rectifier, or thermocouple type.
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With the vacuum tube voltmeter as shown in Figs. 1A and 2, both
rectifier and thermocouple types of indicating instruments are used in-
terchangeably. Because of the relatively high load impedance in theplate circuit and the use of the straight portion of the plate-current-

'LZ 105

104
01.03

102
k /0/
cz, /00

6

P-'

A

/00 2 3 4 5 6 7 /000 2 d 4 5 6FREQUENCY /N G YGL ES PER SECOND
Fig. 3-Vacuum tube voltmeter correction curves. Solid line (curve A) for onetube; dotted line (curve B) for two tubes.

grid -voltage part of the characteristic, the actual method of calibration
is simplicity itself. All that is necessary is to feed a known voltage into
the input of the vacuum tube voltmeter and adjust the battery re-

Fig. 4-Panel view of the one -tube vacuum tube voltmeter.(Output meter not shown.)

sistor and/or an external resistor in series with the meter. These ad-justments are carried out until the indicating instrument reads thetrue voltage directly on its scale. The only other check necessary is todetermine the limiting voltages, that is, the voltages which will cause
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the grid of the tube to swing positive, thereby lowering the input im-
pedance of the device. This is easily done, as the plate-current-grid-
voltage characteristic becomes curved at approximately this point,
and therefore the indicating instrument will no longer directly follow
the voltmeter across the input.

It is best to make this calibration on the straight portion of the
! vacuum tube voltmeter frequency characteristic curve. With the set-

up as shown, a 1000 -cycle calibration is usually used. If this one -point
calibration is made often enough the accuracy of the instrument as a
whole depends only on the accuracy of the indicating instrument used.

Fig. 5-Panel view of the two -tube vacuum tube voltmeter.
(Output meter not shown.)

Using a Model 412 Weston thermocouple type of meter in the output
circuit, the accuracy of the voltmeter is better than 1 per cent at all
points on its scale. In a year and a half of intermittent use several of
these voltmeters showed a change in calibration of less than 0.1 per
cent. It might be interesting to note that a 13 per cent change in the
current through the resistor system supplying the voltages for the tube
causes only a 5 per cent change in the indicating instrument in the
output circuit.

FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC

The vacuum tube voltmeter described was designed for use, in the
audio -frequency range, (50 to 10,000 cycles per second). Its greatest
use, however, has been between 50 and 6000 cycles per second, between
which frequencies the greatest error is 5 per cent. As this is only ap-
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proximately one-half decibel, it can usually be neglected. However, if
greater accuracy is desired, the correction curves of Fig. 3 may be used.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion it might be well to summarize the advantages of this
type of vacuum tube voltmeter.

(1) It is direct reading, actually measuring r -m -s values rather than
peak average values.

(2) Calibration and checking of calibration is simple, as it only has
to be done at one point on the scale.

(3) Permanency of calibration for one and one-half years is better
than 0.1 per cent.

(4) As the frequency error is only 5 per cent between 50 and 6000
cycles per second usually no correction is necessary.

(5) The size of the instrument (one tube) is only 7 inches X 7 inches
X5 inches. This size could include a rectifier type of voltmeter for the
output circuit, but would not include a thermocouple type of instru-
ment similar to the Weston 412.

-4.--.890>111<011..---+
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TRANSOCEANIC RECEPTION OF HIGH-FREQUENCY
TELEPHONE SIGNALS*

BY

R. M. MORRIS AND W. A. R. BROWN
(National Broadcasting Company, New York City)

Summary-The application of high -frequency telephone transmission to in-
ternational rebroadcasting is treated. Brief descriptions are given of the method used
in rating the suitability of reception for rebroadcasting, the effects of magnetic dis-
turbances upon transmission, the correlation of magnetic activity with transmission,
and the forecasting of magnetic disturbances and resultant transmission conditions.

'WHEN the subject of international rebroadcasting was begin-
ning to receive serious consideration, in 1928, a proposal was
placed before the then -existing Board of Consulting Engineers

of the National Broadcasting Company that observation reports of
short-wave broadcast reception compiled by associated companies be
forwarded to one point for correlation. It was believed that this would
increase the value of the records and also indicate more clearly the
possibilities and limitations of high -frequency transmission in the field
.9f international broadcasting for it was obvious that the world-wide
exchange of programs was destined to assume an important role in
the future, and that high -frequency transmission would be the most
effective medium for the interchange of programs. The National Broad-
casting Company was requested to handle the correlation of these re-
ports. Certain phases of that subject are presented in this paper. These
phases are confined to the practical aspects of the investigation, and
do not touch upon the many interesting theoretical considerations in-
volved.

In addition to the reception reports received from the companies
associated with the National Broadcasting Company at that time, (the
RCA Communications Inc., the General Electric Company, and the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company), a considerable
number of reception reports were also received in 1928 and 1929 from
the British Broadcasting Corporation of England and Philips Radio
of Holland, and in 1929 and 1930 from the Reichs-Rundfunk-Gesell-
schaft of Germany. These foreign reports covered reception primarily
in those three countries of North American stations. The major cir-
cuits observed in the United States are indicated on the azimuthal
chart of Fig. 1. Many of these circuits were observed simultaneously

* Decimal classification: R113. Original manuscript received by the Insti-
tute, July 19, 1932. Presented before New York meeting, June 1, 1932.
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64 Morris and Brown: Transoceanic Reception of Telephone Signals

at Riverhead, N. Y., by the RCA Communications, Inc.; at Schenec-
tady, N. Y., by the General Electric Company; and at Pittsburgh, Pa.,
by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. The tele-
phone signals observed were mainly those of the services on the fre-
quency bands assigned to international relay broadcasting. These fre-
quencies are approximately 6, 9.5, 11.7, 15.1, 17.8, and 21.5 megacycles
corresponding roughly to 50, 31, 25, 19, 17, and 14 meters. The dis-
tances involved were generally between 3000 and 5000 miles.

It was evident at the outset that a standard form of radio reception
report was essential. The design of a reception log sufficiently simple
and flexible to be used under varied conditions, and yet sufficiently com-
prehensive to indicate data quantitatively, presented a considerable
problem. This was eventually solved satisfactorily by graphic represen-
tation of those factors which determine the quality of reception and
the over-all value of reception for rebroadcast purposes. The assign-
ment of numerical values for the over-all rating is probably the most
outstanding feature of this log for although signal strength is of course
very important, other factors, such as selective fading and interference,
modify the usability of a signal to a very considerable degree. This log
was adopted by all associated companies and by those foreign com-
panies cooperating. Fig. 2 is a reproduction of an actual log, and it is
evident that the signal characteristics are apparent at a glance. It was
not until the adoption of this type of reception report that the work of
correlation was placed upon a systematic basis.

Correlation of the reception reports was assumed to be capable of
providing the following data:

(a) the diurnal limits of normal reception throughout the year, at
specified geographical locations, of various short-wave broad-
cast stations on various frequencies,

(b) the amount of reception suitable for rebroadcasting,
(c) the degree of correlation existing between transmission and the

major solar and terrestrial phenomena which may affect high -
frequency propagation,

(d) the practicability of forecasting the occurrence of disturbing
phenomena.

It was believed that if the attainment of these objectives could be
achieved in, reasonable measure, international broadcasting would be
placed upon a more practical basis, and program exchanges could be
scheduled with a minimum of cancellations caused by failure of radio
transmission circuits.

Although the limitations of high -frequency radio circuits were
known in a general manner the requirements of high quality broadcast-
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ing were so much more stringent,than those of telegraphy or commer-
cial telephony that the amount of data believed to be useful in the
work of correlation was limited. The data available relative to terres-

r trial magnetic disturbances and high -frequency radio transmission in-
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Fig. 2-Reception log.

dicated that transmission suffered severely during magnetic storms, and
that these storms were more frequent and intense during years of
maximum sun spots. Such information was, however, negative and
pessimistic rather than of a nature furnishing useful information di-
rectly.
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Determination of the normal diurnal and seasonal variations in
transmission, dependent upon the degree of ionization existing over the
path, was obviously impossible until the effects of magnetic disturb-
ances could be recognized. At this point it should be noted that a dis-
turbance of the earth's magnetic field is probably only one of a number
of related transient phenomena resulting from or accompanying a solar
disturbance, and that some of these, such as variations in the ioniza-
tion and electron density of the upper atmosphere, Are more effective
in impairing high -frequency propagation than are the magnetic varia-
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tions. However, it is very convenient to speak of the effects of magnetic
disturbances as the phenomenon of terrestrial magnetism is one of thefew among those involved that permits of quantitative measurement.

Practically all magnetic observatories utilize recording equipmentfurnishing continuous graphic records of the declination (D) and the
horizontal (H) and vertical (Z) components of the earth's field. Theseare called "magnetograms." Typical examples are shown in Fig. 3;-the first for a normal undisturbed day, the second for a day marked by
a moderate storm, and the third for a severe storm.

Two methods are in general use for furnishing an immediate al-though approximate indication of the extent to which the earth's fieldis disturbed; daily character figures and daily ranges. The first methodconsists in assigning a figure to each day to designate its magneticcharacter, "0" indicating a calm or relatively undisturbed day, "1"
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a day marked by a moderate disturbance, and "2" a day of severe dis-
turbance. The second method generally utilizes the daily range be-
tween the maximum and minimum values of the declination or the H
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component as an index. Neither of these indexes portray the intensityof a disturbance sufficiently to be of any material value for correla-tion with transmission. The character figures do not take into account
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the large number of slight disturbances and are, in many cases, ap-
proximations. The daily ranges provide a somewhat better index, but
it is readily apparent that disturbances of widely different degrees of
intensity can exist within similar ranges. Various other methods, neces-

i sitating extensive computations, could have been used, but in view of
I the large amount of work involved were discarded as impractical, and

a magnetic activity index was evolved, called the summation range,
based upon the daily total of the hourly ranges of the horizontal cora-

( ponent or the horizontal and vertical components together.
The use of this method over a period of years has proved its prac-

ticability as a very sensitive index. It is particularly effective in detect-
ing the lesser disturbances which are not indicated by character fig -

t ures or daily ranges but which affect short-wave transmission to a very
considerable degree in winter or when frequencies close to the limiting

t values are used. Six -hour totals have been found very useful in this
t respect. The daily summation ranges for 1930 are shown in Fig. 4.

A very substantial degree of correlation between magnetic activity
t and transmission has been obtained by this method, and apparently

transmission characteristics are very closely related to the degree of
magnetic activity existing at the time. This is indicated in Fig. 5 which

t shows graphically, for Riverhead reception of G5SW, Chelmsford, Eng-
land, during January and April, 1930, (a) the time at which the signal
had decreased to a weak value, (b) the average over-all rating for the
period 2-7 P.M., and (c) the daily total of the hourly H and Z ranges
computed from the magnetograms of the observatory at Tucson, Ari-
zona. January 15 furnished a typical example of a minor disturbance
affecting transmission and readily detected by this method but which
was not indicated by the character figures or daily ranges of three ob-
servatories.

Further correlation is indicated in Fig. 6 which shows data com-
puted on a weekly basis through 1930 for the 2-7 P.M. daily reception of
G5SW. This period, 2-7 P.M., is of particular interest because it marks
the hours of the evening programs in Europe. The similarity between
the curve of magnetic activity and that of the percentage of reception
having ratings of good or higher is close, and weeks of high magnetic
activity parallel weeks of low average reception ratings. An interesting
feature of the magnetic curve is the recurrence of high and low values
at intervals of four weeks. Despite the marked irregularity of the
weekly reception the monthly percentage of reception suitable for re-
broadcasting with over-all ratings of good or better remained prac-
tically constant at approximately 55 per cent for the first seven months
and then decreased throughout the remainder of the year. This decline
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was not due to an increase in the number or intensity of magnetic dis-
turbances, for magnetic activity was lower during these months, but
was the normal result of the autumn seasonal transition of this fre-
quency which abruptly shifted the end of the useful reception period
from the night hours to midafternoon.
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The diurnal limits of the useful period of G5SW on 11,750 kilo-
cycles are shown in Fig. 7 for the year 1931. These limits are basedupon the average over-all reception of the ten least disturbed days permonth and, it is believed, are representative of normal reception. The
general characteristics of these limits during the three years 1929-1931have been very similar and offer encouragement that the methods of
correlation used are adequate. Inspection of Fig. 7 indicates the exist-
ence of pronounced seasonal variations for 25 -meter transmission from
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Europe with the higher grades of reception extending over a period of

hours centered around noon in winter, late afternoon in spring and

fall, and evening in summer. In spring and fall, however, the reception

limits were relatively unstable because of the pronounced changes re-

sulting from the seasonal transitions occurring at approximately the

time of the spring and fall equinoxes. The autumn transitions were

Fig. 7-Diurnal reception limits of G5SW Chelmsford,
England 11,750 kc-1931.

usually very abrupt each year and carried the end of the useful period
to an earlier hour than in the first part of the year. However, if the
diurnal reception limits be based upon months starting at the winter
solstice on December 21, instead of the calendar year, the chart be-
comes much more symmetrical. .

The daylight -darkness distribution existing over the circuit did not
appear to exert as pronounced an effect upon transmission of this fre-
quency as upon some other frequencies although the greater proportion
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of the higher grades of reception was obtained after the occurrence of
sunset at the transmitter and the transmission path was partly or
wholly in darkness. Sunrise and sunset dips were most pronounced
during periods of low magnetic activity.

It is interesting to note that there has been a shift of the useful
period to somewhat earlier hours each year, and that transmission con-
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ditions had improved so materially in 1931 over those of the two pre-vious years that for the first time normal reception over the greaterpart of the year included ratings of excellent. Part of the increase inthe amount of the higher grades of reception was of course due to im-proved receiver design; it is not likely to have been due to a loweringof the rating standard for rebroadcast purposes.

Similar charts have been prepared for reception of various otherstations and other frequencies. All European circuits, however, showed
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the same general characteristics. Fig. 8 shows the diurnal reception
limits of the 31 -meter transmissions of DJA, Koenigswusterhausen,
Germany, and PCJ, Eindhoven, Holland. It is apparent that this fre-
quency was of less value than 25 meters as the number of hours of good

reception obtained was considerably less. This frequency was also more

susceptible to magnetic disturbances, and the daylight -darkness dis-
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Fig. 9-Diurnal reception limits of 12R0 Rome, Italy, 11 800 kc-1931.

tribution appeared to be a very important factor in propagation. Since
there was little difference in the frequencies, locations, path lengths,
and powers of these two transmitters an interesting opportunity ex-
isted to compare simultaneous reception. Over a period of weeks or
months the average reception of these two stations was very similar
although on some days there was considerable difference between the
two signals.

This agreement of averages was also apparent in the simultaneous
reception at Riverhead, Schenectady, and Pittsburgh of various Eu-
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ropean transmitters. The greatest divergence was apparent during
magnetic disturbances and at times when the signal strength was nor-
mally low. In general, however, if good reception of a foreign transmit-
ter was. obtained at one of these locations the reception at the other
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two points was not greatly different. The only peculiarity noted in thisthree-point reception was that the build-up of the signals at Pitts-
burgh appeared to lag somewhat behind the build-up at the two moreeasterly locations.
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The useful period for normal reception of 12R0, Rome, Italy, is
shown in Fig. 9. This circuit, one of the most southerly of the Euro-
pean circuits observed regularly, was particularly interesting as trans-
mission irregularities were much less severe during magnetic disturb-
ances than on the more northern paths. Upon many occasions when
signals on the northern circuits had faded out completely transmission
on this circuit remained entirely normal, and it is evident that the
southern European circuits possess a high degree of immunity to the
detrimental effects of magnetic disturbances.

Similar immunity to many of the magnetic disturbances was appar-
ent on the Pacific circuits and on north -south circuits such as those be-
tween North and South America. While the actual explanation is not
readily apparent, it is probable that the geographical distribution of
magnetic disturbances is an important factor and that the degree to
which transmission is disturbed is dependent upon the magnetic lati-
tude traversed by the circuit. Apparently the intensity of a magnetic
storm is greatest at the auroral zone,' the lower limit of which over the
North Atlantic is about 60 degrees north, and decreases quite rapidly
south of this boundary. Fig. 10, which shows the severity of two of the
so-called "great storms" as a function of magnetic latitude, indicates
clearly the pronounced maximum in intensity at the auroral zone, and
it is logical to assume that the minimum of interference on low latitude
and north -south circuits is due in large measure to their distance from
the area of maximum disturbance. This indicates the desirability of
securing magnetic data from the high magnetic latitudes if possible.
Data for this investigation, obtained primarily from the observatories
at Cheltenham, Maryland, and Tucson, Arizona, which are consider-
ably south of the auroral zone, have, however, provided a high degree
of correlation with transmission over the North Atlantic circuits.

The effects of a magnetic disturbance usually became apparent a
few hours after its commencement, and were evident as changes in
transmission characteristics. Generally these changes could be placed
in one or more of the following classifications:

(a) an advance in the normal daily trend of transmission which
at times resulted in night transmission conditions existing dur-
ing the day,

(b) increased fading which at the maximum produced a signal
equivalent to one modulated with a low audio frequency,

(c) increased attenuation, which caused premature fade-outs of the

W. F. Wallis, "Geographical distribution of magnetic disturbance," Terr.
Mag., vol. 36, p. 15-22, (1931).
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signals and occasionally resulted in the complete disappearance
of signals for considerable periods, amounting sometimes to
days.

These effects were more or less progressive in the order indicated for
the high latitude circuits, depending upon the rapidity with which the
disturbance built up and its intensity, and were usually first apparent
on the higher frequencies.

The trend advance consisted of a premature build-up of the signals,
and was most pronounced on circuits traversing the high magnetic
latitudes. This action progressed across the short-wave spectrum from
the high to the low frequencies until a time was reached when the
detrimental effects of the disturbance, increased fading and attenua-
tion, interfered with the build-up and reversed the trend. In summer,
particularly, the intensity of a disturbance often assumed considerable
proportions before any detrimental effects were apparent, and as a re-
sult of the trend advance transmission very frequently showed a sub-
stantial improvement during the early stages of a storm, similar to the
improvement produced by increasing darkness and a higher refracting
layer over the transmission path. Premature fade-outs were almost in-
variably a positive indication of increased magnetic activity and con-
versely one of the most pronounced effects of quiet magnetic conditions
was the length of the useful signal period.

The desirability of forecasting transmission conditions is obvious,
and any method which will furnish even an approximate prediction of
periods of disturbed and normal transmission, and the degree of dis-
turbance which may be expected will be of considerable and immediate
practical value from an operations viewpoint. The forecasting of trans-
mission conditions, or strictly speaking the deviations of transmission
from normal, depends upon the prediction of magnetic activity since
this was the only phenomenon among those investigated, including sun
spots, faculae and flocculi, that showed any day-by-day correlation
with transmission. In turn, the prediction of magnetic activity must
be based primarily upon its characteristics for although certain meas-
ures of magnetic activity, such as the diurnal variability, show a high
degree of correlation with certain phases of solar activity, such as sun
spots, when yearly or monthly averages are considered,2 as indicated in
Fig. 11, there does not appear to be any correlation for short periods
of days or weeks.

Certain of these characteristics can be utilized very profitably in
forecasting. The recurrence of disturbed and quiet magnetic conditions

J. Bartels, "Terrestrial magnetic activity and its relations to solar phe-nomena," Terr. Mag., vol. 37, p. 1-52, (1932).
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at intervals of approximately 27 days is of course quite well known.8
The importance of these recurrences, however, is that they constitute
a life history of a storm. In many instances the primary disturbance
which inaugurates a storm series is of comparatively low intensity and
the cycle of build-up and decay, the former phase attended by increas-
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ing severity and extension of the disturbance and the latter phase by
decreasing intensity and contraction, can be followed through succes-
sive recurrences. Sporadic disturbances, of which there are a consider-
able number and which at times are of great intensity, are impossible

3 C. Chree and J. M. Stagg, "Recurrance phenomena in terrestrial magnet-
ism," Phil. Trans. Royal Soc., A, vol. 227, pp. 21-62, (1927).
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of prediction at the present time, and as the name implies seldom recur.
Those of high intensity generally show certain characteristics which
identify the disturbance as nonrecurring rather than the start of a
storm series, while those of minor severity are usually confined within
fairly definite storm periods. The disturbance distribution from No-
vember, 1929, to May, 1932, is shown in Fig. 12, based upon the Tucson
magnetograms. Inspection of this chart indicates that although the
major disturbances recurred at intervals of approximately 27 days the
undisturbed periods showed a strong tendency to group themselves
into extended sequences whose recurrences were either 26 or 28 days.

Predictions include the summation range in addition to the general
trend and degree of disturbance, and sufficient accuracy has been at-
tained in forecasting to warrant its inclusion as an operations function.
In 1930 the deviations of the predicted summation ranges from the
actual values were less than 20 per cent on 53 per cent of the days,
and less than 30 per cent on 71 per cent of the days, and in 1931 the
figures were 42 per cent and 64 per cent, respectively. These percentage
deviations are shown graphically in Fig. 13. The highest degree of ac-
curacy in predicting the occurrence and intensity of disturbances was
attained during periods of greatest magnetic activity as indicated in
Fig. 14 which shows the comparative predicted and actual summation
ranges from January, 1930, to March, 1932.

The degree of deviation that can be tolerated before predicted
transmission conditions change materially varies with the season, being
about 25 per cent in winter and 50 per cent in summer, our observa-
tions having shown that the effects of magnetic disturbances upon
transmission are greatest in the winter months. This is particularly
important on single -frequency circuits and emphasizes the desirability
of multifrequency circuits for successful international rebroadcasting.
In addition to the use of several frequencies the reception reports have
shown that transmitters should have a considerable amount of power,
possibly as high as 50 kilowatts, when nondirectional antennas are
utilized, if satisfactory and reliable relaying of broadcast programs is
to be achieved.
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NORTH ATLANTIC SHIP -SHORE RADIOTELEPHONE
TRANSMISSION DURING 1930 AND 1931*

IIY

('LIieFURD N. ANDERSON
(American Telephone and Telegraph Company. New York City, N

Summary-Considerable data on radio transmission were colleded during the
years 1930 and 1931 incidental to the operation of a ship -shore radiotelephone service
with several passenger ships operating in the North Atlantic. This paper discusses
briefly the results of an analysis of these data. Contour diagrams are given which
show the variation of signal fields with distance and time of day for the various seasons
on approximate frequencies of 4, 9, 13, and IS megacycles. Similar diagrams show
the distributions of commercial circuits. Curves are also shown which enable the data
to be applied more generally for other conditions of noise and radiated power.

INCIDENTAL to the operation of a radiotelephone service be-
tween ships in the North Atlantic steamship lanes and the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company's coastal stations

at Ocean Gate and Forked River, N. J.," an attempt has been made
to collect as much data on radio transmission as possible. Records have
been kept of how satisfactory the circuit was for commercial use on

. -
each contact and signal field strengths on radio transmission from ship
to shore were obtained during most of the time. The study of these
data involves a statistical analysis and because of the limitations in
the amount of data available, the results are subject to modifications
as the amount of accumulated data, over a period of years, increases.

SIGNAL FIELD STRENGTHS

Frequencies in four radio -frequency bands are utilized for the ship -
shore radiotelephone service; namely, approximately 4 megacycles,

t 8 megocycles, 13 megocycles, and 17 megocycles. Plots of the signal
field strength data for the midday period 11 A.M. to 1 P.M. E.S.T.
(1600-1800 G.M.T.) which have been obtained during the winter
months, November, December, January, and February in 1930 and
1931, are shown as a function of distance in Fig. 1. Similar data for a
late evening hour are shown in Fig. 2. The data as plotted are subject
to the usual errors due to the measurement itself, determination of

* Decimal classification: R113XR270. Original manuscript received by the
I Institute, June 1, 1932. Presented before U.R.S.I., April ,29, 1932; presented
I before New York meeting, June 1, 1932.

Bell Sys. Tech. Jour., July, (1930).

telephone system," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 20, p. 407-433; March, (1932).
2 C. N. Anderson and I. E. Lattimer, "Operation of a ship -shore radio

W. Wilson and L. Espenschied, "Radio telephone service to ships at sea,"
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distance, variations in radiated power, type of antenna used, and
errors of analyses. A two-hour period is chosen to indicate the variation
of the fields for daylight transmission as in the method of system opera-
tion, the shore station works first with ships in one half of the ocean
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Fig. 1-Variation of radio field strengths with distance. Midday-Winter. Trans-mission from ships in north Atlantic steamship lanes to Forked River, NewJersey.

and then with ships in the other half so that data obtained during a
one -hour period would not indicate the complete picture. The curvesof inverse -distance and Austin -Cohen values corresponding to a radi-ated power of 250 watts are drawn in for reference. Each of the dotted
curves indicates an approximation of the envelope of the maximum
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fields. These curves are not determined by the data for that particular
hour alone but also by the data for adjacent hours so that the set of
curves indicates a continuous surface.

There are several reasons why the maximum values have been used
instead of the average. First of all, inherent in the method of operation,
data are usually obtained only when the circuit is known or thought
to be satisfactory for commercial purposes. As soon as the circuit be -
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comes uncommercial, a shift is made to another frequency. This tends
to make the average appear higher than it really should be. Secondly,
the number of data at any particular distance for a given hour is usu-
ally too small to obtain a satisfactory average. To get sufficient points
the units of time and distance would have to be increased, often to the
extent of the mean losing its significance. Lastly, it is felt that the
envelope of maximum values has a physical significance in that studies
previously reported on have tended to show that the inverse -distance
values represent a practical maximum limit of field strengths for radio
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transmission over sea water. The minimum values, approximated by
the Austin -Cohen formula, are essentially limited to strictly ground
wave transmission and, except for transmission over relatively short
distances, usually lie below the lower limit of measurement.

The field strength values below the Austin -Cohen curve on the
8 -megacycle and higher frequencies might be explained by assuming
less radiated power along the ground due to the directive properties of
the transmitting and receiving antennas at these frequencies.

The distance range at which inverse-distance values may be ob-
tained on a given frequency as well as the time of day may be very
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much limited. Then too, the degree to which the field strengths ap-
proach the maximum values depends in part upon the absence of any
unusual transmission conditions such as occur during periods of solar
disturbances. From the dashed curves of Figs. 1 and 2 and similar
curves for the other hours of the day, field strength surfaces can bebuilt up. The field strength contours of such surfaces for the four fre-
quencies, 4.2 megacycles, 8.8 megacycles, 13.2 megacycles, and 17.6
megacycles for the winter months, are shown in Figs. 3 to 6, inclusive.
Similar contour patterns for summer and for the spring and fall months
are included in the appendix.

As the field strength data were obtained for the most part during
the period 7 A.M. to midnight E.S.T. (1200 to 0500 G.M.T.), the parts of
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the curves determined by extrapolations and interpolations are shown
by the dashed lines. In addition to the data obtained in connection
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with ship -shore operation, use was made of data obtained in transat-lantic point-to-point operation between Rubgy, England, and Netcong,

a.
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J., on frequencies approximately 9 megacycles, 13 megacycles, and
3 megacycles. These data, as well as experimental data obtained by
ie Bell Telephone Laboratories,3 were particularly helpful in deter -
Lining the position of the contours at the 3000 -mile distance for most
F the 24 hours.
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The fields indicated by the contour curves of Figs. 3 to 6, inclusive,
epresenting as they do the maximum values, are obtained compara-
ively seldom. The distributions of the measured values with respect
o these curves, as well as the similar curves in the appendix, are shown

3 C. R. Burrows, "The propagation of short radio waves over the north
alantic," PROC., I.R.E., vol. 19, p. 1634-1659; September, (1931).
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in Fig. 7. The distributions differ with frequency probably because the
higher frequencies are used more generally for the greater distances
resulting in less stable transmission paths. The mean for 4.2 -megacycle
transmission, above and below of which we find 50 per cent of the
values, is 7 db below the envelope of maximum values. For 8.8 mega-
cycles the mean is 10 db below and for 13.2 megacycles and 17.6
megacycles it is 15 db below. The resultant means of fields on the dif-
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ferent frequencies for a distance of 3000 nautical miles for the variousseasons are shown in Fig. 8. These curves can be obtained from the
field strength contour diagrams and the distribution curve of Fig. 7.The part played by the transmitting and receiving antennas in de-termining the radio -transmission characteristic is apt to be consider-able as illustrated by Fig. 9. This figure shows the envelope of maxi-mum values obtained in transmission from England to the UnitedStates on frequencies in the general vicinity of 13 megacycles with
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(fferent types of antennas for the summers of 1930 and 1931. The
( aracteristics differ considerably and although, of course, it is hard
I differentiate between the antenna factor and the effect of the slight.
I,quency differences, it does give some idea of the variation one is
l:ely to encounter with relatively small differences in the conditions.
'le dotted curve corresponds to the contour lines at 3000 miles of the
(ntour pattern showing the diurnal variation of 13 -megacycle signal
lids for summer.

Of interest is the comparison between the curves for 1930 and 1931.
'le 1931 increase in curve B, which was already near the assumed
iaximum A, is much smaller than in curves C and D.
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DISTRIBUTION OF COMMERCIAL TIME

The two most important factors in determining the effectiveness
a radio circuit are the signal field strength and noise. In addition

tere are factors which affect the signal-to-noise ratios such as receiv-
ig antenna discrimination against noise, receiving antenna directivity

both the horizontal and vertical planes and the relation of these
itterns to the direction of the received signal, and the directivity of
to transmitting antenna. Fading becomes increasingly important as
to distance and the transmitting frequency increase.

The diurnal variation in radio noise is shown in Fig. 10 which gives
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the curves determined by extrapolations and interpolations are shown
by the dashed lines. In addition to the data obtained in connection
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with ship -shore operation, use was made of data obtained in transat-
lantic point-to-point operation between Rubgy, England, and Netcong,
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N. J., on frequencies approximately 9 megacycles, 13 megacycles, and
18 megacycles. These data, as well as experimental data obtained by
the Bell Telephone Laboratories,3 were particularly helpful in deter-
mining the position of the contours at the 3000-mile distance for most
of the 24 hours.
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The fields indicated by the contour curves of Figs. 3 to 6, inclusive,
representing as they do the maximum values, are obtained compara-
tively seldom. The distributions of the measured values with respect
to these curves, as well as the similar curves in the appendix, are shown

3 C. R. Burrows, "The propagation of short radio waves over the north
Atlantic," PROC., I.R.E., vol. 19, p. 1634-1659; September, (1931).
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in Fig. 7. The distributions differ with frequency probably because the
higher frequencies are used more generally for the greater distances
resulting in less stable transmission paths. The mean for 4.2 -megacycle
transmission, above and below of which we find 50 per cent of the
values, is 7 db below the envelope of maximum values. For 8.8 mega-
cycles the mean is 10 db below and for 13.2 megacycles and 17.6
megacycles it is 15 db below. The resultant means of fields on the dif-
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ferent frequencies for a distance of 3000 nautical miles for the various
seasons are shown in Fig. 8. These curves can be obtained from the
field strength contour diagrams and the distribution curve of Fig. 7.

The part played by the transmitting and receiving antennas in de-termining the radio -transmission characteristic is apt to be consider-able as illustrated by Fig. 9. This figure shows the envelope of maxi-mum values obtained in transmission from England to the UnitedStates on frequencies in the general vicinity of 13 megacycles with
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different types of antennas for the summers of 1930 and 1931. The
characteristics differ considerably and although. of course, it is hard
to differentiate between the antenna factor and the effect of the slight
frequency differences, it does give some idea of the variation One is

likely to encounter with relatively small ditTerences in the conditions
The dotted curve corresponds to the contour lines at 3000 miles of the
contour pattern showing the diurnal vanation of 13 -megacycle signal
fields for summer.

Of interest is the comparison between the curves for 1930 and 1931.
The 1931 increase in curve B, which was already near the assumed
m:1\imum .4, is much smaller than in curves C and 1).

4

Girsti- 5tircira

Fig. 10---- Diurnal variation of radio noise measured in terms of signal field
strength required for a commercial circuit. Simple vertical receiving an-
tenna. Forked River, New Jersey-spring and fall months. Figures denote
approximate frequency in megacycles.

DISTRIBUTION OF COMMERCIAL TIME

The two most important factors in determining the effectiveness
of a radio circuit are the signal field strength and noise. In addition
there are factors which affect the signal-to-noise ratios such as receiv-
ing antenna discrimination against noise, receiving antenna directivity
in both the horizontal and vertical planes and the relation of these
patterns to the direction of the received signal, and the directivity of
the transmitting antenna. Fading becomes increasingly important as
the distance and the transmitting frequency increase.

The diurnal variation in radio noise is shown in Fig. 10 which gives
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the field strength of a steady signal required to give a circuit just usable
for commercial telephone communication. The diurnal variation is
greatest on the lower radio frequencies so that, whereas 8- to 10 -

decibel signal fields are satisfactory for daytime reception of 4 mega-
cycles, 28- to 30 -decibel signal fields are required at night. The curves
for 4.2 megacycles and 8.8 megacycles are interpolated from the meas-
urements on frequencies on either side.

The approximate variation of percentages of usuable circuits with
distance and time of day on the various frequencies for the winter
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Fig. 11-Approximate variation of per cent commercial time with distance andtime of day derived from idealized curves of signal field, data of diurnalvariation of radio noise, and data on commercial circuits correlated withsignal-to-noise ratios. Transmission from ships in north Atlantic shippinglanes to Forked River, New Jersey. Radiated power approximately 250watts. Receiving antenna arrays used. Frequency 4.2 mc. Winter, 1930-1931.

months are shown in Figs. 11 to 14, inclusive. Similar curves for sum-
mer and spring and fall are given in the appendix:As the number of
observations at a given distance, a given hour of the day, and on a
given frequency, are generally too limited as yet to permit of significant
generalizations as to the distribution of percentages of commercial
circuits, the curves have been derived from computed values of signal-
to-noise ratios and curves showing the correlation between these
signal-to-noise ratios and the results of percentages of commerical time
as actually obtained in practice. The curves of Figs. 3 to 6 were used
for the signal data and curves similar to those of Fig. 10 for the noise.
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The relation of the per cent of commercial time with the variation
of signal-to-noise ratios is shown in Fig. 15. This permits us to evaluate
approximately the effect of changes in radiated power upon the com-
mercial results of the radio circuit. For example, with a reduction of
10 db in the signal-to-noise ratios, such as would result from substitut-
ing a 50 -watt radio transmitter for a 500 -watt transmitter, the per-
centage of commercial time of a circuit with, say, 80 per cent would be
reduced to 30 per cent.

The distributions of commercial time apply, of course, only to the
particular transmission path and with the particular terminal arrange-
ments. To enable the results to be more generally applicable requires
a further study in evaluating the antenna gains and other factors. Such
studies are in progress.
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SHORT-WAVE TRANSMISSION TO SOUTH AMERICA*
BY

C. R. BURROWS AND E. J. HOWARD
(Bell Telephone Laboratories, New York City)

Summary -The results of a year's survey of transmission conditions between
New. York and Buenos Aires in the short-wave radio spectrum are presented in this
article. Surfaces showing the received field strength as a function of time of day and
frequency are given. These show that frequencies between 19 and 23 megacycles were
best for daytime transmission, and those between 8 and 10 megacycles for nighttime
transmission. A transition frequency was required in the early morning, but the use-
ful periods of the day and night frequencies overlapped in the evening.

No variations that could definitely be traced to a seasonal effect were found.
This path is much less affected by solar disturbances than the transatlantic.

Frequencies above 30 megacycles appear to have but little commercial value overthis path. Frequencies a few megacycles higher could not be received.

INTRODUCTION

EFORE the establishing of telephone service between the Bell
System in this country and the network of the International
Telephone and Telegraph Company in Argentina, Chile, and

Uruguay, an investigation transmission over this path
was considered desirable. Although a considerable amount of data on
short-wave transmission had been accumulated over a period of sev-
eral years, mostly over the North Atlantic path between New York
and London,' there were several ways in which this path differed from
any that had at that time been investigated with quantitative receivingapparatus.

Some of the differences in the two paths are as follows:
1. The contemplated north -south circuit is one and one-half times

times as long as the east -west.
2. The difference in time between terminals of the north -south

path is one hour as against five hours on the east -west path ;
the path of transmission is nearly parallel to the "shadow line"instead of at right angles to it.

3. The seasons in Argentina are opposite to ours, while those inEngland are the same as ours.
4. Approximately two-thirds of the path to South America is overland while that to England is almost entirely over water.
* Decimal classification:R113.0riginal

manuscript received by the Institute,June 28, 1932.
I See C. R. Burrows, "The propagation of short radio waves over the NorthAtlantic," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 19, pp. 1634-1659, September, (1931).
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In order to determine the nature of the differences in transmission
twenty-four hour tests were conducted once a week from October 21,

1928, to May 17, 1929. From then until the conclusion of the test,
November 1, 1929, the test consisted of transmission every other week

during the most important sixteen hours of the day. The general type

and procedure of these tests were the same as those employed in the

investigation of transmission conditions to England. They included

field strength, noise, and intelligibility measurements on 6.755, 10.55,

16.27, 21.42, 27.51 megacycles (44.4, 28.44, 18.44, 14, 10.9 meters).

The transmitter used was the same one employed in the trans-
atlantic tests.' A power of approximately 5 kilowatts was radiated

from vertical half -wave antennas for all frequencies except the two

highest for which a power of only 1 kilowatt was radiated.
Field strength measurements were made on a set developed by

H. T. Friis and E. Bruce and described in the PROCEEDINGS.' Antennas

used with these sets consisted in each case of single vertical wire ele-

ments which were calibrated at each frequency against a standard loop

as suggested in the above -mentioned article.

FIELD STRENGTH SURFACES

Average transmission conditions over this path are shown at a
glance in Fig. 1. It gives the field strength as a function of the time

of day and the frequency. Points within the two black' regions specify

conditions when the signal is not received. The first represents the poor

nighttime transmission on the higher frequencies; the second depicts

the period in the daytime when the lower frequencies fail. The indi-

vidual diurnal variation curves show a tendency for a daytime valley

to be present even on 27 megacycles. Another fact that is averaged out

in the surface is the tendency of the field on the lower frequencies to be

slightly higher just after it comes in and before it goes out than it is

during the rest of the useful period.
The change of seasons does not produce a marked effect in the trans-

mission conditions over this path. This may be seen by comparing

Figs. 2 and 3 which represent quarterly periods about a solstice and an

equinox, respectively.5 This behavior is due to the opposition of the

2 Loc. cit., page 1635.
3 "A radio field strength measuring system for frequencies up to forty

megacycles," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 14, pp. 507-521; August, (1926).
The level of this region is probably much lower than the -20 decibels

indicated at the boundary. The sensitivity of the measuring set and noise pre-
cluded the determination of the exact level.

6 During the remainder of the year the test periods were reduced to bi-
weekly, and later the unimportant commercial hours were omitted. The data do
not indicate any difference between the quarters for the equinoxes or between

the quarters for the two solstices.
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seasons over the north and south halves of the path. Some seasonal
effect probably remains in spite of this tendency toward cancellation,
but it is of minor importance and difficult to separate from the large
day-to-day variations resulting from other causes. It seems likely to
the writers that for this path the solar cycle has a more marked effect

27.51

21.42

16.27

10.55

6.755

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
EASTERN STANDARD TIME

Fig. 1-Average field strength surface for October 12, 1928, to November, 1,1929. Decibels above liiv/m for 1 kilowatt radiated.
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than the cycle of the seasons.6 This is in marked contrast to conditions
over paths well away from the equator, for example, those over theNorth Atlantic.'

6 Conclusions should not be drawn from data from one year only in view ofpossible differences in solar activity, e.g., a 15 -month solar cycle. See H. T.Stetson, "The influence of sunspots on radio reception," Jour. Frank. Inst.,vol. 210, pp. 403-419; October, (1930).
7 Compare with Figs. 13 and 14 of reference 1.
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All of the surfaces show that generally speaking frequencies be-

tween 19 and 23 megacycles were best during the daytime, and those

between 8 and 10 megacycles were to be preferred at night. Sometimes

lower frequencies gave higher field strengths but this advantage was

usually offset by a higher noise level.
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Fig. 2-Average field strength surface for solstice quarter November, 1928, to
January, 1929. Decibels above ltiv/m for 1 kilowatt radiated.

When the daytime absorption on the lower frequencies is still pro-

nounced on 21 megacycles, a higher frequency may give stronger fields.

This was the case with the 27 -megacycle frequency on several of the

test days.
Another weak period occurs at the time when it is necessary to

change from a night frequency to a day frequency (6 or 7 o'clock,
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E.S.T.). This was the most difficult time for transmission during the
year of these tests. There was usually a lapse of about two hours be-
tween the time of high fields on the night frequency and the time of
high fields on the day frequency. The most help, at these times would
come from an intermediate frequency such as 16 megacycles.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
EASTERN STANDARD TIME -

Fig. 3-Average field strength surface for equinox quarter February to April,1929. Decibels above ltiv/m for 1 kilowatt radiated.

Day-to-day variations were very much less on the lower frequen-
cies than on the higher ones. On the two lower frequencies, 6.7 and
10:5 megacycles, the times when the signal came in were very nearly
the same on all of the test days. The same can be said of the time when
it disappeared. Between these times the field strength curve was com-
paratively flat and high. On the two higher frequencies, 27 and 21
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megacycles, on the other hand, the field strength curves showed con-
siderable variation among themselves. Sometimes the curve on these
frequencies had one high level region, sometimes it exhibited two or
more peaks, and at other times the first peak would be absent result-
ing in weak signals during the early part of the period.

Fig. 1 indicates that between 14 and 18 megacycles a frequency
can be chosen which is influenced both by the nighttime skip depression
and by the midday absorption minimum. The combining of these op-
posing tendencies in one diurnal characteristic will result, so to speak,
in the cancellation of the component having a twenty-four hour period,
and will leave instead a second harmonic of the daily cycle. The test
frequency 16.27 megacycles often exhibited this characteristic. Day-
to-day variations in the transmitting medium changed the type of the
characteristic on this frequency in an erratic manner. Sometimes it
resembled a night frequency, though more often it had day frequency
characteristics. It seems likely that a study of these fluctuations may
assist in the determination of the causes of the day-to-day fluctuations
in the medium.

A few tests were conducted on 31 and 36 megacycles. The 31 -mega-
cycle frequency was received on all of the test days at some time dur-
ing the period 1000-1500 E.S.T. Field strengths as high as the maxima
measured on 27 megacycles were sometimes obtained. The diurnal vari-
ation curves are so different for the different days that an average
curve would be misleading. This frequency of 31 megacycles has little
commercial value because of the irregularity of the time it is received.

Thirty-six megacycles was never received. The maximum signal at
36 megacycles during any of the tests must have been at least 15 de-
cibels below that on 31 megacycles since a signal of this intensity could
have been detected with the receiver employed. This would seem to
indicate that the upper limiting frequency for this path lies near the
range of 31 to 36 megacycles.

It may be well to point out that measurements of the type here
presented are not independent of the type of transmitting and receiving
antennas employed. This is due to the fact that the transmitting me-
dium shows a preference for signals having a certain angle of departure
and a certain angle of arrival. In order to determine the loss occasioned
by the medium, the efficiency of the antenna in these directions must
be taken into account. At best a complicated process, this becomes very
difficult if not impossible when transmission occurs over several paths
simultaneously as, in all probability, it usually does.

It is conceivable that these considerations may explain to some ex-
tent the erratic behavior of the highest frequencies used in these tests.
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For 31 megacycles the preferred angles may be so near to the horizontal
that the low efficiency of the antennas in this direction made reception
very difficult. Potter and Friis8 have found that 21 -megacycle signals
from South America are strongest for antennas with low angle polar
characteristics in the vertical plane.

DISTURBED DAYS

Transmission over this path has not been as adversely affected dur-
ing periods of solar acitivity as that over the North Atlantic. The rela-
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Fig. 4-Diurnal variation curves on the day frequency showing relative effects
of solar activity on transatlantic and South American transmission. The
reduction in field strengths on the disturbed day, August 7, 1930, is less
pronounced on the South American path (compare curyes (1) and (3)) than
on the transatlantic path (compare curves (2) and (4)).

tive effects of solar activity on the two circuits are illustrated in Fig. 4.
These curves show the received field strength on the day frequency
for the two paths. The curves for August 7, 1930, show the conditions
during a period of solar activity. The curves for August 5, 1930, show
conditions on an undisturbed day preceding this period of solar activity.
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8 "Some effects of topography and ground on short-wave reception," PROC.
I.R.E., vol. 20, pp. 699-721; April, (1932).
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These curves show that transmission conditions were much more ad-
versely affected on the transatlantic path than on the South American
one. Although this was one of the more severe solar disturbances, tele-
phone communication to South America was not seriously affected.

TRANSMISSION CONDITIONS OF INDIVIDUAL DAYS

It may be interesting to supplement the average conditions set
forth in Figs. 1 to 3 with the typical daily curves shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
An inspection of these curves show that marked differences occur from
day to day.

Without attempting to illustrate each point, the following charac-
teristics may be mentioned in order to portray different types of the
variations which occur:

(1) The daytime absorption minimum which is always present for
the lower frequencies frequently seems to extend as high as 21
megacycles and perhaps even higher. At these higher frequen-
cies the depth of this minimum is not ordinarily sufficient to
interfere with commercial traffic.

(2) At 27 megacycles, great variability exists in the duration of
the period when strong signals are received. This is well illus-
trated by Figs. 5 and 6.

(3) 16 megacycles occasionally can be received through the full 24
hours (Fig. 5). Usually it takes on the characteristics of a day
or night frequency, and sometimes it shares the weak periods
of both day and night waves.

(4) The low frequencies (6.755 and 10.55, inclusive) behave the
most consistently as regards the times of the beginning and
ending of the useful period.

COMPARISON WITH TRANSATLANTIC TRANSMISSION

With the aid of the data presented in a previous articles the follow-
ing comparisons may be made between transmission over the North
Atlantic and to South America:

(1) With similar facilitaties, it should be possible to maintain a
better grade of service throughout the twenty-four hours be-
tween New York and Buenos Aires than between New York
and London.

(2) On the New York -Buenos Aires circuit, the interruptions due
to disturbed solar conditions were fewer and of shorter duration
than on the circuit to London.
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(3) There was no weak period at sunset in the New York -Buenos
Aires transmission as there is in the New York -London trans-
mission.

(4) For frequencies around 27 megacycles there is better trans-
mission to Buenos Aires than to London. This is due in part
to the greater length of transmission path,9 but may also be
due to other factors, such as more intense illumination from
the sun and greater separation from the magnetic poles.

(5) At midday there is greater absorption on the lower and inter-
mediate frequencies on the South American than on the trans-
atlantic path. This absorption dip was even noticeable on all
the transmitted frequencies 6.7, 10, 16, 21, and 27 megacycles
on more than half of the test days. The greater length of path
and more intense illumination from the sun are in the right
direction to cause this greater absorption.

(6) Transmission conditions to Buenos Aires on a given frequency
are in many ways comparable with those to London on a fre-
quency 33 per cent lower. This was particularly noticeable at
the transition frequencies (about 16 megacycles to Buenos
Aires and about 10 megacycles to London).

(7) For the South American circuit the changes between night and
day transmission conditions are more abrupt than on the trans-
atlantic path. This is presumably due to the fact that the times
of sunrise and sunset are more nearly the same at the trans-
mitter and receiver on the former than on the latter.

(8) The seasonal change in transmission conditions is very much
less pronounced between New York and Buenos Aires than be-
tween New York and London. In fact no variations that could
unmistakably be attributed to seasonal changes have been
found for the former path.

(9) The results of these tests do not substantiate the view that
transmission over this path is more difficult during an equinox
than during a solstice.

(10) The atmospheric noise has the following general characteristics
at both locations:
(a) the noise increases with decrease in frequency,

9 The reason for this is obtained from consideration of the fact that, forthe same conditions of the Kennelly -Heaviside layer, the higher frequencies arenot returned to the earth within as short a distance as the lower frequencies.That is, the skip distance is longer for the higher frequencies. Greater ionizationdue to more intense illumination from the sun tends to decrease the skip dis-tance.
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(b) the range of its diurnal variation increases with decrease
in frequency,

(c) the maxima of the noise and signal diurnal variation occur
at approximately the same time, and likewise their

minima.
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TRANSMISSION CURVES OF HIGH -FREQUENCY NETWORKS*

BY

S. J. MODEL
(State Weak -Current Corporation, Radio Transmitter Research Institute, Leningrad, U.S.S.R.)

Summary -The aim of this article is to deduce the design data on frequency
transmission, which are necessary in designing the networks for high -frequency
modulated waves.

In the first section the general laws of current variations in circuits tuned to
carrier frequency with and without tube generator are derived; the interdependence
of current curves of various circuits forming a given network is also clarified.

The second section gives the derivation of the transmission curve equation for a
two -circuit system, analyzes the curve shape as dependent upon the parameters of
the circuits and the coupling factor between them, and also explains the part the
tube generator plays in restricting the field of application of formulas derived. More-
over, the equation of the current curve for inaccurately tuned circuits is given, which
shows that inaccurate tuning results in asymmetrical curves and for that reason is
not to be recommended.

The third section contains the derivation of the transmission curve equation for
a three -circuit system and the analysis of the curve shape as dependent on parameters
of circuits and coupling factors between them.

INTRODUCTION

THE extensive use of high -frequency modulated waves in broad-
casting, television, and telegraphy makes the problem of un-
distorted frequency transmission very important in the whole

range of waves, from the longest to the ultra -short. The literature on
the subject, however, does not give sufficient data convenient for an
engineering design. The present article tries partially to fill up this gap.
All the principal theoretical statements (derived by the author in 1929)
have been checked by experiments with transmitting equipment. The
experimental study has shown the possible divergencies between prac-
tice and theory, the causes of these divergencies and the field within
which theoretical statements coincide with experimental data.

Moreover, a number of conclusions useful for designing receiving
apparatus is incorporated in this article.

I. GENERAL RELATIONS

First, consider a general system of N circuits, each circuit (number
n) being coupled to as many as two adjacent, the preceding (number
n -1) and succeeding (number n+1), circuits. The first circuit is con-

* Decimal classification: R140. Original manuscript received by the Insti-tute, July 11, 1932.
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netted to a tube generator (Fig. 1), instead of which, as tube -generator
theory proves, a source of e.m.f. with suitable internal resistance Ri/a
can be used; herein R, is the internal plate resistance of the tube as

N

Fig. 1

determined by its static curves, and a is the plate -current fundamental
wave factor of either the B or C class of amplification. (Fig. 2.)

20 - sin 20a -
2.7r

(When class B amplification is used 0=r/2; a = 0.5.)
In case of reception, networks are possible in which an e.m.f. is

directly applied to the first circuit. Thus, the two types of networks
are obtained. (Figs. 3 and 4.)

For the sake of simplicity, inductive coupling between various cir-

cuits is shown. It will be shown later, that capacitive or capacitive -
inductive coupling gives practically the same results as inductive, as
far as the frequency transmission curve is concerned. Frequency trans-
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mission through a given network can be judged by the resonance curve,
which represents values of current in the last circuit (e.g. antenna cur-
rent) plotted against the driving frequency, the e.m.f. amplitude being
kept constant.

Each circuit with elements independent of frequency is supposed
to be separately tuned to the carrier frequency. It will be shown later
that such tuning is necessary to avoid distortion due to phase modu-
lation.

Fig. 3

The following notation will be used:
2710

w=coo+SZ

an = RnwoCin - Rn

Wolin

Mn
Kn =

LnLn÷i

K2
on, = on +

n+1

resonance frequency (carrier)
pulsation (of side bands) differing from
resonance frequency by an audio fre-
quency SZ = anT (here St has both
signs + )

decrement coefficient of 'circuit number n

coupling factor between circuit number
n and circuit number n+1

total decrement coefficient of the num-
ber n circuit, in which K2/O'n4.1 is the re-
duced decrement coefficient of the next
circuit
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equivalent impedance of tube generator
load under resonance conditions (this
value is predetermined by the power re-
quired, the characteristics and operating
conditions of the generator, and not by
network configuration)
same at frequency co =wo+ i2

Zn = + j(wL. - 1 ) circuit number n impedance
coC

Zno = same at resonance conditions

R,,' = -I-

Z,,' = Z

(.002 m .2

R n+1

(4)2M n2

Zin+1

total resistance of the number n circuit
under resonance conditions

total impedance of the number n cir-
cuit.

At the resonance frequency coo the latter impedance will be equal
to the total resistance, viz:

ZnOt = R.'.

Neglecting S22/woe as compared to 1 we have:

(coo + S2)2Lne - 1 2 S2

Z = R. + j + j wo
coC,, co

Z = R.(1 + j2Q)
cob

(1)

In case of single -circuit tube generator, the equivalent of the load
under resonance conditions is:

RI + jcooLi L1 1

Zo = 3
ico0C cooCi

Neglecting the reactive component which is considerably smaller
than the other, we have:

L1
Zo (2)

C1R1

In practice the circuit is tuned to minimum direct-current com-
ponent of the plate current, which usually corresponds to

L1
Zo =

C1R1
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at the frequency
1 R12

W012 =
L1C1 L12

As these frequencies diverge from each other but little, the assump-
tion that the circuit is tuned to frequency

1
2 =WO -

L1C1

will not introduce any substantial error.
Making the same assumptions, the impedance Zo at frequency wo

is given by

in which,

Therefore,

22
= Ri(1 j-)

cob'

Zo Z1 22
= 1 + j

Z R1 cal

For the Nth circuit of the system (Fig. 3)

ZcZAfZ=
in which,

Z1'

Z. = 1/ jcoC 1, Z m' = R1 + jcoL 1 +

Zo w ZMO Zlf-=
Z wo ZM R11

The current in the primary circuit is

1 Z,I = ME,
Ri

+ Zi'-
a

w2 %I12

Z21

Designating the current at resonance frequency by hio,
have:

Ito Z + R ,/ a Z1' co

Zo R 1/cr R coo

(3)

(4)

(5)

we will

(6)
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It should be noted that the assumption a = const. for the whole
range of frequencies cannot introduce any considerable error, because
the plate -current curve of generator tubes is primarily determined by
the amplitude of grid voltage, and not by the plate reaction unless
plate overvoltage exists, which case will be considered farther. The
relation (5) can be simplified as we can without appreciable error write:

Zm' ^ jwLi.

(A similar simplification was made in deriving Zo.) Then,

R1'
Z = Zo

Z1'

Substituting this in (6) and to simplify, writing

= aZo/Ri.

We obtain

.110 co 1= - - 0).
/1 coo 1 -I- 0 RI'

The current in the circuit number

In--1COM n-1
In =

INO 1 zi'z2'

IN

(C00)N-2

1 + OLR R2/

Zn'

It is easy to see the following relation between the currents in the
last and first circuits (Fig. 3):

I N = 11
(4N -1M iM . Ni-

Z2, Z31  ZN

Let 1No current at resonance frequency, then

I NO 110
N -1 Z2/ Z3/ . . . Z

IN /1 co J R2'R3' /?N

Thus by (9) we obtain

ZN Z21 Z3/ . Z N
+

RN R2'R3' RNJ
(10)

It is evident that the exponent of (coo/co) depends on the number of
inductive or capacitive couplings.

The case of e.m.f. directly impressed upon the primary circuit
(Fig. 4) may be considered as the particular case in which = 0. Then:
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and therefore,

.110 Zi'=
.11 R1

I NO (WO N -1

-IN CO

Z1tZ21  ZN

RN

Apart from currents it is interesting to know the law of change of
voltage V across the primary circuit which is also the reactive voltage
across the tube:

Vo I10 ZMO 110 WO=
V /1 Zm /1 co

Combining this with (9):

Vo 1 (Z1'
V 1 + IAR1'

Combining (9') and (10) :

i3) (9')

vo INO/IN

V - coo\N -2 Z2'Z3'  ZN
CJ.) R2'R3' RN

(12)

The divisor represents the curve of the output current for the case
when first circuit on the input end is omitted and the source of e.m.f.
is connected in series with the second circuit (see (11)). Consequently,
for obtaining the voltage characteristic, the ordinates of (10) should be
divided by the ordinates of (11), the latter representing a system from
2 to N circuits.

Similarly, the current curve in the circuit number n:

in 0 =
In

INO/IN

(00)N-n Z in+ 1Z In+2  ZN`
CO R In+ IR 'n+2 . RN

is a ratio of ordinates of the curves of Fig. 10 to ordinates of the curves
of Fig. 11 which corresponds to a system from (n+1) to N circuits
with the source of e.m.f. connected in series with number (n+1) cir-
cuit.

In case of a single circuit (Fig. 5), neglecting the term (.4/(.40, we
have:
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/10 1 rz, 0-1

I_RI (461(1 + 0)

The modulus of this equation is

1
(14)*

.110 4/1
[W51(1 + 0)

Comparing it with usual single -circuit resonance formula

11 1
(14')

110

(06

we realize that the tube causes an increase of decrement (1+13) times,
and therefore improves the transmission curve.

Fig. 5

In case of several circuits, the effect of the tube is to increase the
decrement of the primary circuit (Fig. 4) by (361', and to increase the
total decrement 61', (1 +13) times.

II. Two -CIRCUIT SYSTEM

For the two -circuit case (Fig. 6) we have:

tryt4

A

Fig. 6

* The expression was in another way derived by G. A. Zeitlenok, Westnik
Elektrotechniki no. 1, (1930).
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/20 1 (Z1/Z2 0Z2)
(10')

12 1 + 13\RI' R2 R21

V0 120/12
(12')

V Z2/R2

ll1'R2 = R1R2 wo2m2 RIR2 (1 +
K2 (51'

= R IR2 -
6162 (52

1'Z2 = Z1Z2 + w2M2

2 S2 w 2 K2
= RIR2R1 + j

cob 1
)(1 + j

(062
2 Q ) ± (---coo) -,

010--,21

Neglecting I22/w02 as compared to 1, we have:

(co 2,...., 2--) 1 +
coo 0)0

After suitable substitutions, we derive:

Z1'Z2 (20y 1 2S2 61' - 61 .2E2 (61 + 62)
(15)

R1'R2
+

w I 61'62 coo

± 3
81' (L) 61'62

/20 1 t 2S2 2 1

72 = 1 +0[1 +S W ) 61162

212 61' - 62 2E2 (61 + 62 + 061+ - ---- +; (16)
wo 61' w 61'62

The modulus of the above expression (which will permit us to plot
a resonance curve) is

12

120

1 +
V[0.

(3)
(2S2 \2 1 2S2 (51' - SIT

co ) (51'62 co o 61' -I

L

2S2 (61 + 62 + 06112
w 61'62

The phase shift against the resonance frequency is

2S2 ± 62 + 061'

= arc tg
w 61'62

1 2S2 (51' - 811 + - (--
co 61'62 coo 61'

(17)

(18)
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The expression for amplitudes (17) and phases (18) are asymmetri-
cal, which means that side bands in case of modulation by frequency St

will not be equally changed as regards amplitude and phase; this will
result in additional distortion, due to phase modulation. In ordinary

Fig. 7

practice the asymmetry of the amplitude and phase curves is very
slight (see Fig. 7), and the average of the values wo+S2 and coo- St may

The used with sufficient accuracy; this allows for a considerable simpli-

fication of formulas (17) and (18).
Let :

12

'20 I

and for convenience let

= /22 demodulation factor,

m=

wherein, F is the audio frequency.
The demodulation factor

2Sl 2F

(19)

w f

then becomes

1

112

+
1/22

1 2 2 01+62+051T]
[61,62(1-Fod si's2(1+0)LI- 61'62(1+(0) j

For the case f3 = 0 (Fig. 6B) we have

1

/22' -
(20)

2m2 \ m2 (61 ± (52)2)
1 +

(51'62) OZO2 S1/S2
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Now the modulated current curve is

22 = 120 sin coot + /22/203/
2

cos [(coo - t2)t (p] - cos [(coo + S -2)t

= '20 sin coot [1 + /22M sin (t2t - co)]

in which M is the modulation factor for transmission without distor-
tion. Inasmuch as phase displacements cp are not audible, the amplitude
distortion /22 determined by (19) or (20) is the only factor to be con-
sidered. Equation (19) shows that demodulation depends neither on the
kind of coupling between circuits, nor on the character of coupling
between the plate and the primary circuit. In fact capacitive coupling
between the circuits will merely reverse the sign of the term 21-2/coo

--51)/51'; the + will take place of the - . This term is relatively
small and affects the asymmetry to but a slight degree. For that reason,
formulas (17) and (18) can, without appreciable error, be applied to all
practical methods of coupling.

In ordinary telephone operation of a transmitter, the factor
=aZo/Ri does not exceed 0.25, and possible variations of # during
plate or grid modulation cannot result in a great distortion of the
transmission curve. The factor /3 can be neglected in rough calculations.

In the case of the output stage of a transmitter, the natural decre-
ment Si of the primary circuit can be neglected, because of the very
high value of efficiency of that circuit. It is convenient here to express
the coupling factor in terms of decrement (52

K AS2 (21)

wherein A is a definite coefficient. Therefore,

63.1 = 61 + A262 A2,32

and (19) becomes

1
= (19')/12

m 2 1V1 `A402[ G2)2_ 2A2 1](
6 A4(1 2+ 0)

If /22 is plotted as a function of m/82, the characteristics will be en-
tirely dependent on the given A and /3, and the transmission curves at
various waves or decrements 52 will differ but by the scale of the ab-
scissas. (Figs. 8 and 9.)

Now, let us consider the shape of transmission curve (19). For the
case:
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2.0

1.0
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0.4

0.2
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Fig. 8
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Fig. 9
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(at + 62 +
2 <0

61'62(1 + 0)

the transmission curve will be single humped.
For the case:

(61 + 62 + (361')22- >0
61%(1 + 0)

the transmission curve will be double humped.
The boundary condition:

(61 ± 62 + 061')2
2 = 0

61'62(1 + i3)

corresponds to the so-called "critical coupling".
For either method of application of e.m.f., the following expression

for the critical coupling can be adopted:

KN = 0612 + 622)/2. (22)

In case of double -humped curves for p2 (19) and /22' (20), the value
of µ2max becomes interesting. Differentiating (19) we find that the
maximum occurs when:

whence,

(61 + 62 ± 0431')2
m2 = 61'52(1 + 13)

2

61'62(1 0) 1

A2max =
(61 + 62 + 0611)2(51 + 52 + 1351') V61'32(1 +

4

Substituting (21) we find:

M2max
(1 + 0)A2

(1 ± A20) A2
/1/ (1 - A2i6b2

4

For the case of reception (20) the maximum occurs when

and,

12'2max
(61 + 62) N/K2 - (61 - 62)2/4

m = K2 - (512 + 622)/2

6162 + K2

(23)

(24)

(24')

(25)

(26)
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It is seen from comparison of (23) with (25) and (24) with (26) that
when a tube is used the maximum occurs at somewhat lower frequency,
and that the value of the maximum is lower. Figs. 9 and 10 show that
the effect of a tube is to flatten the transmission curve.

Equation (19) makes it possible to predetermine the degree of cou-
pling necessary for undistorted transmission of frequency F' as well as
n' =2ST/coo with a given decrement of the secondary circuit, 52. Thus
from (19')

For = 0

1 ± '1 - [1 + (in 52)243''

/32

7112 12 ± 522

2622

(27)

(27')

The above leads to the conclusion that a tank circuit can bring
about a transmission of frequencies that cannot he obtained with a
sine circuit owing to its dr1)oping resonance curve, and that effective
transmission of frequencies can he accomplished at relatively slight
decrement of the secondary circuit. This is true for the case of reception

..if the asymmetry of the transmission curve is not taken into account.
In case of transmission it is true only as long as the plate reaction does
not exceed a certain limit. When the plate reaction is great enough to
produce dips in the plate current characteristic (or to make it saddle -
shaped) the transmission of frequencies quickly becomes poor. From

(12') the magnitude of plate reaction for the two -circuit system can be

determined as

V

2 St
1 + j

0)62

Vo 1 - (212)2
1 (SI + 62 + 061')

co 61' (52(1 ± 13) 0.) 61'62(1 +Q)

Let y = modulus of the above equation; i.e.,

V I 12/ 1201

=
Vo I 1

4/1+
(-w2Q-)262

(28)

In other words, the voltage curve is the ratio of ordinates of reso-

nance curve 112/1201 to those of the resonance curve of an isolated
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secondary circuit (Fig. 10). Barring the asymmetry, we have:

72 = 1.122 1 [+(m/(52)21

or, substituting from (19)

72 =

2

1 + (7512)

1 +
1 um \2

- 2A2 +1J

(29)

(29')

It is evident that the same law governs the primary circuit current
characteristic I/V/10 I =f(co); its divergence from the voltage charac-
teristic (8) being only in the straight-line factor co/coo; this factor is

0.8

Ob

0.4

0.9,

Fig. 10

neglected by assuming the characteristics to be symmetrical. There is
no necessity to take the resonance curve of the secondary circuit (an-
tenna) for the determination of decrement 82; the curve can be deter-
mined as the ratio of ordinates of curve 112/120 I to ordinates of curve
I/V/10 I and plotted. Since the resonance curve of one circuit, 62, is
always drooping with maximum at co = coo, the voltage curve (28), or
primary current curve, as a rule, should have a more pronounced
double -humped character than current curve (19). With suitable
coupling factors, current, 12/120, curves having no -humps are obtain-
able, while the voltage, V/Vo, curve will be sharply double humped.

By making 7= 1 in (29), the frequency range of V > V0 can be ob-
tained. Thus

2S21
m1 = - 52 N/A 4(1 +213) +2A2 - 1. (30)

coo

Since the primary and secondary circuits have different transmis-
sion curves, it is necessary, when measuring frequencies of the trans-
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mitter, to keep the instrument that measures percentage modulation
coupled only to the secondary circuit (antenna) and not to the primary.

Let,
Vo

= 0.9
Ep

wherein E,=supply voltage.
Taking the resonance curve of a generator operating at such Vo on

two circuits we should have for some part of the frequency range
> vo and possibly V /E> 1. Actually, due to valleys or dips in plate -

current curve the voltage across the circuit will be lower than that given
by (29). The values of current, 12/ 120, will be proportionally lower.
Hence, the exact calculated values can be expected only when there is
no overvoltage on the plate; i.e., when V <E.

0 

Fig. 11

Fig. 11 shows a set of resonance curves taken at different values of

Vo. At high values of Vo the curves are distorted. During modulation,
due to overvoltages the frequency curves also will be distorted. The
distortion increases with increase of percentage modulation. For exam-
ple, let the transmitter be set for 100 per cent modulation, then it will
have Vot = Vo/2 = (0.4 -0.45)E, without modulation. During modu-

lation:
V = Vot(1 + My)

When the modulation factor M is low and V. can be lower than
Viim <E, the transmission curve will not be distorted. When V.>
Viim the curves will be distorted and the distortion will increase with
increase of M. This is proved by actual transmission curves, taken at
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various modulation factors. (Fig. 12.) Hence, we come to the conclu-
sion that an efficiently utilized generator (as regards power and modu-
lation factor) has very limited abilities as regards improved trans-
mission of frequencies by means of a tank circuit.

Since the calculation of overexcited generator operation is pretty
complicated, while undistorted modulation is possible in underexcited
conditions only, the complicated calculation of distorted transmission

(
Mi000Z75%

Mme.

Ma°00:25%

2 4 6 8 pKC

Fig. 12

curve is not warranted in practice. For evaluating voltages possible
one can determine -ymax under given conditions. Analyzing (29') we
obtain -yrnax at

and,

m = (32N/A-VA2(1 ± 20) + 2 - 1 (31)

A4(1+0)2-VA2(1+20) +272. = (32)
2A3(1+20) +4A - (2A2+1 -A402) VA2(1 -I-20)+2

Fig. 13 shows the values of -v, rnax plotted against A for various
values of /3. The graph shows the decrease of overvoltages with increase
of /3.

From (29) the mode of change of voltage phase can be determined.
There is no phase displacement at m = 0 and

212m = .v.K2 522 = 62\/ A.2 1.
coo

(33)

At three frequencies other than resonance frequency, therefore,
there will be no phase displacement, and Z becomes pure resistance.

When k < 52 phase displacement will be zero at resonance frequency,
coo only.
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The ratio of power delivered to the secondary circuit at frequency

co to power delivered at resonance is ceo

6

7

6

5

4

3

1)2
= /12- 

I 20

itag..

J.  4

. .Q

. 43

/

1 I Q 3

Fig. 13

_El

The ratio of power, lost in the primary circuit at frequency co to the

power lost at resonance,
P1

=
17'10

The supplied generator output is dependent on the frequency in the

following way:
P p22P20 Y2P10-=
PO P20 + Pio
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Let n = P2/P, efficiency of the tank circuit, then

P
=µ22r/0 + 72(1 - 770) --.' Y22

Po

i.e., with double -humped characteristic the generator output over
a certain part of the frequency range is greater than the output at
resonance frequency.

The variation of the tank circuit efficiency is:

770
72

-77 = 77o + --2(1 - 770).
122

Hence, the greatest efficiency of tank circuit occurs at carrier fre-
quency.

All the foregoing conclusions are based on the assumption that each
circuit is tuned to the carrier frequency. It may happen in practice
that the secondary circuit is not tuned to carrier frequency, but the
resistance it introduces in the primary is compensated for by suitable
tuning of the primary, so that the whole system acts as active load on
the generator at carrier frequency, Zo. (It may also happen that the
circuits are tuned to one of the frequencies, coo+ Q, according to (33),
when Z is a pure resistance load. In the latter case the resonance curve
will be asymmetrical, and either negative or positive side bands will
pass easier than others. Such a tuning is not likely to take place, how-
ever, for it is too complicated.) Inaccuracy of tuning the secondary
circuit compensated by proper tuning of primary is very probable in
practice, since the tuning of the whole system for resistive load is easily
determined by plate and grid meter readings; at the same time the
current in the secondary, when this is inaccurately tuned, can be even
heavier than when the secondary is exactly tuned.

The disadvantages of an inaccurate tuning will be shown later on.
For that reason, we confine ourselves to consideration of a simpler case,
when the e.m.f. is directly applied to the primary (F.ig. 6B). Since the
circuits are not tuned to the carrier frequency, the impedances Z10
and Z20 should be substituted for the resistances R1' and R2 in (11')
which determine the resonance curve 120/12. Hence,

120 COO Z1tZ2

12 CO ZIO1Z20

Suppose that the circuits were previously tuned to carrier fre-
quency; i.e.,
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1 1
woe =

L1C1 CL2- 2

and thereupon the inductance of the secondary was changed by AzLz.
The secondary impedance at carrier frequency is

and the reactance

Z20 = R2 + jW002L2

wo2M2

R22 + (coo Az L2)2
coo AzLz

is inserted in the primary. This reactance is compensated for by the
change in inductance A1L1, so that,

wo01L1 =
coo2M2 WO 02 L2

R2 [1
+

(C4)° A2112)21 R2
R2 J

Denote as before,

R1 R2 M
(51 =:: ; 52 = j K - ; etc. ,

cooLi cooL2 1/LIL2

hence,

WO 01L1 Al 02 K2

R1
31 32 5152(1 ±A2-2-)

(522

K2
= Are

022 + Az2

(51' 0102 01 02
11Z101Z20 = R1R2

(51 (51(52 (75-1 + -(52)1

Denote the natural frequencies of circuits:

1 41

0)1 = =- (1 - --)Wo
L1C1(1 + AI) 2

A2
W2 (1 -

2
WO 
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Then,

and,

co = coo -f- = W1 ± al = W2 a2

CX1 f=.2 -COO +
2

a2

Z1

02
--coo
2

RI [1
gal- /
cool

2a
Z2 R2 [1 ± 1

C401
± A21

ZI1Z2 = Z1Z2 co2M2 = R1R2[S + jTj

120

[61' A4212+ [-A1 A212
2 2 si62 J si 62J

S2 + T2

in which,

r
C1+

c_n2 51, - 51 4 (cooy (1 02Sy

\co o 61 6162 co ) 2

(A1A2 + A2 Q2M

2 coo 2 co2)]

T -2co Ai Az I2C/1 ± -\/1 AA211-

co 261 262 coo 61 62 /J

(34)

?. (34')

(Certain factors in these equations can be neglected depending upon
the conditions given.)

Fig. 14 shows resonance curves for various degrees of detuning,
Similar results are obtained from experiments; the resonance curves
are asymmetrical with respect to frequency coo and therefore the modu-
lation will be distorted due to phase modulation. It should be men-
tioned that by slightly detuning it is possible to eliminate the small
asymmetry that exists when circuits are exactly tuned. Meters, how-
ever, do not give any preliminary indication as to the amount of this
detuning-the symmetry of the curve can be ascertained only after
having taken the curve itself.

When controlling a modern powerful transmitter having several
stages of amplification of modulated waves, particular attention should
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be paid to the accuracy of tuning the various circuits. Otherwise the
resulting transmission curve may be quite unsatisfactory, in spite of
the correct design of circuits of individual stages.

Inaccurate tuning cannot be recommended also because there is

no definite criterion for it under practical conditions, particularly in

such cases where the secondary is represented by an antenna, the param-
eters of which are subject to certain variations (due to sleet, etc.).

The proper tuning, therefore, is when the secondary is exactly tuned
to carrier frequency and the primary which is coupled to the secondary

is tuned for resistive load (careful neutralization is absolutely neces-

sary).
Under operating conditions the accuracy of tuning can be fairly

exactly checked by readings of the plate and grid direct -current meters,
since when tuned to resonance the secondary circuit introduces the

maximum resistance w021/2 R2 into the primary. At this point the im;-

pedance Zo of generator load becomes minimum and, therefore, the

minimum of plate current becomes the highest.

III. THREE -CIRCUIT SYSTEM

The three -circuit system is shown in Fig. 15. Similarly to (10), (12),

and (13) we write

Ftyd. M.

Cs

Fig. 15
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Here,

/30 Wo 1 ( ZII.Z2IZ3 Z21Z3\
"=

/3 CO 1 ± /3 U
+ 0ltR2fR3

R2IR3)
(10 )

VO 130/13

V
= (12")

wo Z21Z3

CO R21R3

/20 130/13
(13")

/2 coo Z3

0) R3

Z1'Z2'Z3 = Z1Z2Z3 + Z1co23122 + Z30)23/12

R1/R2'R3 = R1R2R3 + R1coo2M22 + R3c002M12.

Making computations similar to those for the two -circuit system,
we obtain

Z1iZ2iZ3 = R1R2R3(T + jU)

in which,

T = 1 -(-22)2 61 ± 62 + 53 ( ('') )2 K1263 ± K2261±
61(5263 WO 61626W3

221-1 ( 1 K12 + K22 51(52 + 53)1+ +
C051L w S 5_2_3 coo 62u3 u2u3 J

R1'R2'R3 = R1R2R3[1 + K1263 + K22311
616263 J

Since,
Ki2

611 = 61 + 62f
K22

62

then,

=;
b2/

K12S3 + K2251
1

±
53

51'52'+ =
616263 6162

Hence:

ZI'Z2'Z3 22\2 61 + 62 + 63 22 K1253 + K2251= 1

R1T2'R3
±

co ) 51'52'53 coo 51'52'53

+ 5163 + 5253 ( 1

+ i
cool' 52'53 0) 52'53
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on2
(A)0/

K12 + 11221
(35)

52'63 J

Z2'Z3 1 211 (52' - (52 + (53
- 1 (36)

R2'R3
-

co 62'63 coo 62'

j21-2

(4) 62'63

Substituting (35) and (36) in (10"), (12"), and (13") the exact
solutions can be obtained.

Since the efficiencies of actual transmitter circuits are very high,

and consequently,
(3 < 61 ' ; 52 < 52'.

The above expressions can, without considerable error, be simpli-
fied by neglecting the decrements of the primary and secondary cir-
cuits (SI and 32); i.e.,

K12 K22
= Si' SI 51'; = 62' - 62 62'

62'

Under these assumptions

K1233 + K2261

(36')

K,2 + K22
'±"2

(511

63
61'62163

Further, neglecting

Zi'Z2'Z3

=1;
62'63

252/coo<<1

51 + 52 + (53

R,'R2'R3 w 61'62'63

(51' ( 252\22 S21-1 1--(Ai (53 co ) 62'63.]

Z2'Z3
±--2 1

( 2 Sly 1 62 + 63

R2'R3
-+i() (52'53 52'53

Substituting (35') and (36') in (10") :

/30 0,0 1 2C2\ 2 1 Fa, + 62 + s3

13 co i+oi
(

) 62'63 L 61'

2S2 (
0.)

2 1 si'(52 + bolt

coy L 63 62'63
+

52'63 _1

(35')

(37)

From this, the modulus of the ratio 113/130 1, the phase shift angle,

etc., can be determined. Barring the asymmetry which, as in a two -

circuit case, is very slightly dependent on the method of coupling, we

obtain the equation for the demodulation factor:
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1 + 13

itL3

M2 (31 ± 62 ± 63 \-12
f [i +

52/153 Si' I )_1

in which, as before,

M2

V+ 11211 + 061102 ± 63)12

81'2 63 62'53
(38)

62'63

2S2
m =

coo

In case of reception 0 = 0. Barring the asymmetry we get :

113 - 1

(61 d- 62 d- 63)-12

d- ni2 61'52'33

m2
[5152 + 5163 + 5263 - m2 + K12 + K22 (39)

(61'62'63)2

For the preliminary judgment of the shape of transmitter frequency
curve 61 and 62 (38) can be neglected as compared to 63, and 0 can be
assume equal to zero. Using similar notations to those previously em-
ployed, we have

Therefore,

K2 = 33; = B52' .

52' = A253; 51' = A2B253.

If in addition we introduce the quantity (x) defined by

we will have,

1
1232 =

y

Now let

m
x

53

1

[1

x2 2 2

1 - - A2B2 12
A 4B2 A4B4 [ A2

(40)
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3
a =

A B4
=b (2A2 2A4 B2 - 1);

8

A4
c=

3-(1
± 2A2B2 - 2B2 A4B4)

a 3y = -
3

(x6 - 3bx4 3cx2
a

By analyzing the latter function we obtain five points of maxi-
mum values:

05

x1 = 0
x2.3 = ± N/b - N/b2 _ c

X4.5 = -\,/b v(62 _ c.

62-C 5C); Ag  0.5097 ; 0.9

0.5

Fig. 16

a

In the case when all the solutions are real, the curve has three
humps, in the case when two solutions, x4,6, are real the curve is
double humped.

It is easy to see, that when b2 -c= 0 the curve has one extremity
only at x=0 and an inflection point at x = ±./; i.e., the curve is
single humped. Then,

B2 =
A -\76 - 1 - A2 .

A4

Such a curve is shown in Fig. 16.
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When b = 0 then,

B2 =
1 - 2A2

2A4

and the curve is either single or double humped, depending upon the
sign before c. When c> 0 the curve is single humped and when c <0

05
A

C  445

0456
0.1.95

At. 0.56

81' . 0 411 5

to

0.6

Fig. 17

C   0.05
Po

atala4s
Bt4b5 (5 0.0.5

80.2

C .0

rt
0.5 1.0 0 05 LO 1.1 0 0.5

Fig. 18

the curve is double humped. When b =0 and c =0 a threshold between
single and double humped shapes results. Only one value of A and
one of B corresponds to that condition (Fig. 17a and 17b) :

A2 = 3/8; B2 = 8/9.

When b > 0 the shape of the curve depends upon the sign before c.
If c > 0, the curve is either single or triple humped (Fig. 18a). If

c<0 the curve is double humped (Fig. 18b). If c=0, then

1
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B2 =
1 - A2 ± '07- 2A 2

A4

and the curve is still double humped with an easy slope at lower modu-
lating frequencies (Fig. 18c).

By means of the graphs shown in Figs. 19 and 20 the shape of a
triple -humped curve can be determined; these graphs give the position
and magnitude of µ3max and 113m in as dependent on A and B.

The previously stated suggestions in the case of the two -circuit sys-
tem as to the necessity of accurate tuning which ensures the symmetry

6

3

4

3

2
4

14rni:1$

8

0.5 4

Fig. 19

2

of the curve and the effect of overvoltages are true for a three -circuit
system as well. For proper shape of curves stray coupling between the
first and the third circuits should be eliminated.

For overvoltages the following expression serves:

7 =µ3V1+
m2 y m2 (62 ± 63)21

\ 6263/ 621531- 52163 J
(41)

The three -circuit system has certain advantages over the two -
circuit system as regards overvoltage. In fact, 7 equals the ratio of 113

to the ordinates of the transmission curve of the system comprising the
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second and the third circuits. The latter curve is double humped when
the coupling k2 = A 53 is close enough, and consequently lies below the
curve µ2 (Fig. 21.)
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Fig. 21

If the degree of coupling is properly chosen overvoltages can be
avoided and a satisfactory transmission curve can be obtained; nor-
mally a high value of A and low value of B are required for this condi-
tion.
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The current curve of the second circuit (Fig. 21) is

12

Ito

'who
R3/ Z3 I

A3 (42)

When taking the transmission curve care should be taken that the
instrument measuring the percentage modulation is coupled with the
last circuit only.

The statements made above are confirmed by experimental study
of actual networks.

The author wishes to express appreciation of the help received from
his assistants in the laboratory.

.--wiii0-0-01i-+
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EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS OF AN ACTIVE NETWORK*

BY

J. G. BRAINERD
(Moore School of Electrical Engineering, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.)

Summary-The problem considered in this paper is that of setting up an
exactly equivalent circuit for a four -terminal network containing one e.m.f. and any
number of impedances connected in any manner. Several relatively simple circuits
which can be used to represent any such active network, and some others which can
be used in special cases, are completely specified.

FOUR -TERMINAL electric network containing no e.m.f.'s
is a passive transducer and is sometimes called a passive quad-
ripole. As is well known any passive quadripole may be exactly

simulated, as far as steady-state reactions at a given frequency are con-
cerned, by an equivalent T or other simple section so that no external
electrical measurement of a steady-state reaction at the given fre-
quency can distinguish between the original quadripole and its equival-
ent section. Campbell' showed this and gave the necessary equations
for specifying the T section in terms of the properties2 of the network.
The conditions to be satisfied by the network in order that the Camp-
bell equations hold are simply those which must be satisfied in order
that the usual circuit equations in complex numbers may be used for
the network, viz., all circuit parameters (resistances, inductances, and
capacitances) must be constant at a given frequency; the currents and
voltages of one frequency must be treated separately from those of
any other; and only steady-state conditions are considered.

There are no e.m.f.'s within a passive quadripole. The simplest
case of an active quadripole3 is that in which there is one e.m.f., and
the problem considered here is the determination of a simple equivalent

* Decimal classification: R140. Original manuscript received by the Insti-tute, July 5, 1932.
1 G. A. Campbell, "Cisoidal oscillations," Trans. A.I.E.E., vol. 30, p. 873,

(1911). The equivalence is with respect to two pairs of terminals, and does not hold
with respect to all six possible pairs of terminals.

2 By "properties" are meant any three of the following quantities, providedthe three chosen are independent: short-circuit, open -circuit or other input im-
pedances measured at either pair of terminals of the quadripole, transfer im-
pedances under specified conditions, current ratios, iterative or image imped-
ances, transfer constant, etc.

3 A passive quadripole is a passive four -terminal transducer, but according
to I.R.E. 1931 Standardization Report (No. 1049) an active quadripole is not
necessarily an active transducer. The term quadripole has been used here be-
cause of its greater generality. When the sources of energy within an active
quadripole are controlled by external voltages, the former is equivalent to a
f our -terminal active transducer.

144
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circuit for an active quadripole which comprises a network containing
one alternating e.m.f. and any number and arrangement of imped-
ances. The same conditions as in the case of the passive quadripole
are assumed. All quantities below are complex.

Let E1 and E2 be the e.m.f.'s or voltage rises at the terminals of a
quadripole (Fig. 1) in the directions shown and let E be the e.m.f.
within the quadripole. Then, assuming mesh currents in a clockwise
direction, numbering the meshes and corresponding currents from 1 to

n, and calling the mesh in which E appears number 3, the circuit equa-
tions are

Zit - z1212 - Z13/3 - Zan
- z2111 + Z22/2 - Z23/3 - Z2n/n

- z3111 - z32/2 + Z33/3 - Z3n/n

- Z41/1

Znl /1

- Z42/2

- Zn2 /2

- z4313

- Zn3

+ 

- 

- z41,,

+ Znn/n

= El
=- E2

= E
= 0

= 0

where zkk is the self impedance of the k mesh and zik = zki is the mutual
impedance of the j and k meshes. From (1),

E2A 12 EA 13
11 =

ElA 21 E2A 22 EA 23
I2=

where D is the determinant formed by the z's in (1), and -A ik the co-
factor corresponding to the j row and k column of D. Since D is sym-

metrical, A pc= Akj.

(1)

1E2

Fig. 1-Quadripole.

(2)

There are five independent impedances in (2). D/A11 is the input
impedance at the 1 terminals when E2 = E = 0; D/2112 =D/A21 is the
transfer impedance between E2 and I1 or E1 and /2 (reciprocity theo-
rem), and is measured by E2/11 when El =E= 0 or by E1/12 when E2
=E =0, etc. The three transfer and two input impedances thus defined
may be obtained from the impedance equations, as indicated here by
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determinants and cofactors, or by measurement. Since each may be
measured or calculated by assuming a certain pair of e.m.f.'s zero, the
impedances are sometimes called "short-circuit" impedances.

In (1), E was tacitly assumed to be in number 3 mesh only. If E
is common to two meshes, 3 and 4, for example, then the fourth equa-
tion in (1) must be equated to -E (infrequently +E) rather than 0;
if E is common to more than two meshes, further similar changes must
be made. However, it is always possible to write

/1 = Ei/zA + E/zB + E2/zc
/2 = E1/zc + E/zD + E2/zF

This follows from the superposition theorem directly or from the cir-
cuit equations of the type of (1). The input impedance at 1 terminals
when E2= E = 0 is zA, the transfer impedance between E2 and II or E1
and 12 is 2C, etc. The five impedances in (3) can be calculated or meas-
ured.

A network which has five independent impedances is shown in Fig.
2. For it,

zA = zoo/ [(z. + zb)(zc + zd) + zczd]

zB = 0/zd; zc = 0/zc; zp = - 0/zb
zF = zi0/ [(zd + zf)(ze + zb) + zczb]

0 = zbzc + zbzd + zczd,

which follow from the determination of I, and 12 in the form of (3).
Solving these equations for za, b, etc., in terms of the input and transfer
impedances, and writing4 the subscript of each z for that z,

(3)

ABC
a =

BC - A(B + C)
CDF

(4)

f = (5)CD - F(D - C)
b= - 0/D; c = 0/C; d = 0/B ,
0 BCD/(D -B - C)

Equations (5) completely determine the network of Fig. 2 in terms
of the short-circuit input and transfer impedances irrespective of E1,
E2 and E. If these impedances are made equal to the corresponding
short-circuit input and transfer impedances of the active quadripole
represented by Fig. 1, then the network of Fig. 2 thus determined will

4 This convention is followed throughout the remainder of the paper. The D
below represents zD, not the determinant D of (2).
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be exactly equivalent to that of Fig. 1, provided E of the former is
the same as E of the latter. This follows5 since with a given E1, E2 and

E, the input and output (vector) currents of the active quadripole
will be equal to the corresponding currents of the equivalent circuit,
hence the power inputs and power outputs will be the same respec-
tively, and the power losses will be the same. Equations (5) can be
made symmetrical by writing -D' for D.

A special case of interest is that in which E2, which is completely
arbitrary in (3) above, represents the negative of the drop through an
impedance: E2 ZrI2. Substituting in (3), it follows that in general
(for the original quadripole or any exactly equivalent section)

1 ( 1 rF
Ii = ( rFA C2(r -1- F)) E \B CD(r F)) (6)

12 = E1F/(F r)C EF/(F r)D.

Fig. 2-Equivalent circuits (five independent impedances).

From (6) the input and transfer impedances of the quadripole with
load (which of course differ from the short-circuit input and transfer
impedances A, B, etc.) can be obtained:

AC2(r F)
input impedance ( = E1/I1 when E = 0) =

C2(r F) - rAF'
BCD (r F)

transfer impedance between E and Il =
CD(r F) - BFr'

6 Its is practically self-evident in the physical case; from the mathematical
point of view the derivation may he considered an application of the rule that if
/! =ME, E1, E2) (original quadripole) is to equal /2=fb(E, E1, E2) (equivalent
circuit) for all values of E, E,, and E,, then coefficients of similar terms on the
two sides of the equations must be equal. The E's have been taken as the ar-
bitrary variables for convenience here; arbitrary impedances could be used as
variables in place of one or two of the e.m.f.'s as is sometimes convenient in the
corresponding passive quadripole theory, or still other quantities could be con-
sidered the arbitrary variables. For example, if -z,./2 is substituted for E2 and
the equations for /1 and /2 for the circuit of Fig. 2 are written in the form of (6)

below, then equating coefficients of E, and E to the corresponding coefficients in
(6) and equating coefficients of like powers of r in the resulting equations will
yield (5).
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transfer impedance between E1 and /2 = (F r)C/F;
transfer impedance between E and /2 = (F r)D/F.

The input impedance is the same as in the case of a passive quadripole.
Equations (5) may in particular cases yield impedances which have

negative real parts, which are permissible mathematically but un-
desirable if the equivalent circuit is to be realized physically. Another
circuit which may be used is shown in Fig. 3 in two forms which may

I Is 6 tto
z,

11111

f

Z

Fig. 3-Equivalent circuits (five independent impedances).

be made equivalent simply by changing the two T sections in the first
form to equivalent 7r sections by the corresponding passive quadripole
transformation. Using the first form, the conditions under which the
circuit will exactly represent an active quadripole containing one e.m.f.
E are

a = AB(C - D)/ (BC - AD)
b = ABD/ (BC - AD)
d = BDF/(CD - BF)
f = DF(C - B)/ (CD - BF)
c = b(B - A)/ A + d(B - C)/C = d(D - F)/F b(D - C)/C

In Fig. 3 the impedance c is shown in two parts for the sake of sym-
metry. The division need not be made, or it can be made with any
portion of c on one side of E and the remainder on the other. In par-
ticular if c -f is on the left of E and f on the right, the mesh to the right
of E is a symmetrical T, hence it can be stated as a general rule that
any active quadripole containing one e.m.f., E, can be represented by two
simple passive sections joined through a generator of e.m.f., E, one of the
sections being symmetrical. This follows since any passive quadripole
can be represented by a T.

The equivalent circuits of Figs. 2 and 3 are the simplest possible in
general, corresponding to the simple r and T sections of passive trans-
ducer theory. It has been assumed that an e.m.f., E, is used in the equiv-
alent circuit; as shown below, the equivalent circuit may be reduced
when this condition is disregarded.

(7)
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By combining (7) and (4), it is possible to obtain the impedances
a, b, c, d, f appearing in (7) in terms of those appearing in (4), thus form-
ally determining the equivalent of the circuit of Fig. 2 in the form of
that of Fig. 3 or vice versa. Denoting the impedances of the circuit of
Fig. 3 by a subscript 1, the results are

a, = a(b (7)1 (a + b)

= - ar/ (a b)

a(c - d) f(1) c) c(b (1)

= C 4- 1 (7a)
+ 10( f

= ef/(d + 1)
fl = f(d - r),"(il f)

and,
a = 0 [Phi + 'Ii) (rt - lii)((11 f1)1

b = 01(a, 4- b,) b,(2a,d, aifi 101)

c = - 0, (2(11(1, + (lift + bi(11)

d = - 01(di 4- f1) d1(2(1,di (lift bvit)

f = 0,, [ai(bi (1,) (c1 (11)(ai +

01 FE [C1(11 + 11) + (11f1 1 (al + bl) aibi(d, -LA). (7b)

These results permit transition from the circuit of Fig. 2 to that of
Fig. 3 or vice versa, and correspond to the conversion formulas for
changing one passive quadripole to another, for example a T to a r
section or vice versa.

In the preceding two equivalent circuits for an active quadripole
containing one e.m.f., E, it has been necessary to use five independent
impedances. It is possible to set up an equivalent circuit using four
independent impedances, provided an e.m.f. proportional to, but not
equal to, E is used.' In Figs. 4 and 5 two such sections are shown. The
conditions of equivalence for the circuit of Fig. 4 are

b = ABC/(BC - AD)
c = BC(C - F)/ (CD - BF)
d = BCF/(CD - BF)
f = CF(D - B)/(CD - BF)

k = C/D.
6 This is evident from equations (3). If E is replaced by kE then the denomi-

nator of either kE term may be made equal to some combination of A, B, C, D, F,
by proper choice of k, and the number of required independent impedances in the
equivalent circuit may be reduced to four. For example, the circuit, of Fig. 4 may
he derived from that of Fig. 3 by setting a =0 (7) in the latter; this requires k
=C/D as may be determined by replacing D by kD and B by kB in (a) and solv-
ing for k when a = 0.

(8)
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The quantity k is the factor by which D and B in (7) must be multiplied
to make a =0 in the circuit of Fig. 3. Equations (8) may be obtained
by replacing D by kD and B by kB in (7).

Fig. 4-Equivalent circuits (four independent impedances).

For the circuit of Fig. 5 the conditions of equivalence are

a = ABCFABF(C - A) - AD(F - C)]
b = BCF/ (BF - CD)
c = - Dkb/C (9)
d = - CDF/ (BF - CD)
k = CF/D(F - C)

and k is the factor by which D in equations (5) must be multiplied to
make f infinite in the circuit of Fig. 2. If D is replaced by kD and B by
kB in (5), equations (9) result.'

Fig. 5-Equivalent circuits (four independent impedances).

7 For a particular network all the impedances which are pure resistances,
A =8.38, B =21.1, C =30.7, D =22.1, F =11.31 (ohms throughout except asnoted below). The equivalent circuits are as follows: circuit of Fig. 2; a = 25.3,b =21.8, c= -15.7, d= -22.8, f =9.88; circuit of Fig. 3; a = 3.28, b = 8.44,c = 9.1, d= 12.0, f = 5.47; circuit of Fig. 4: b =11.7, c = 27.2, d =16.7, f = 0.79,
k =1.39 (pure number); circuit of Fig. 5: a = 6.9, b = -16.7, c= -9.84, d =17.5,k = -0.818 (pure number).

It may be noted that, in general, if E =0, circuits equivalent to a passive
transducer are obtained These are more complex than the usual T or r section.
However, they are equivalent, not only as far as external reactions are con-
cerned, but may be made to satisfy two "internal" conditions, the two chosen in
this paper being that B and D have specified values (conditions which do not
require that E differ from zero). It is thus seen that there is a field of use for these
equivalent circuits in passive transducer theory. The equivalent T section (a and
c series arms, b the shunt arm) of the network of the previous paragraph is
a = 5.9, b = 3.44, c= 9.08, and this is the equivalent T of all passive circuits with
the given A, C, and F, irrespective of B and D or any other "internal" conditions.
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This illustrates a method of reducing an equivalent section contain-

ing five independent impedances to one containing four, the configura-
tion of the latter section being the same as that of the former with the
exception that one impedance of the former is missing. Equations (8)
and (9) can also be obtained by the more tedious method used in de-
riving (5) from (4).

From the above it is possible to generalize: if an active quadripole
contains n independent e.m.f.'s, its equivalent circuit will contain
either the n e.m.f.'s and 2n -F3 independent impedances or n -m of
the original e.m.f.'s, in equivalent e.m.f.'s and 2n - m+3 independent
impedances. By equivalent e.m.f. is meant one such as kE in the two
preceding equivalent circuits.

A special case of the general problem of equivalence is that in
which symmetry exists in the original network, such that A = F and
B= -D. Then b =d and a =f in the equivalent network of Fig. 2 and

a= 00 and b = d in that of Fig. 5. The independent parameters reduce

to three, just as in the case of a passive quadripole the parameters
reduce from three to two when the original network is symmetrical.
In this special case the equivalent circuit of Fig. 5 reduces to that of
Fig. 6. Let b and c (Fig. 6) be the impedances of the equivalent T

Fig. 6-Equivalent circuits of symmetrical networks.

of the original network when E = 0, and let k = - (2c b) / D = (2c b) / B

which inspection of the figure shows to be required for E to contribute
E/B to Il and E/D to /2. Then

and,
b = AC/(A C); c = A2C/(C2 - A2)

Il = El/A E/B E2/C

12 = E1/C E/D E2/F

in agreement with (3). The E1 and E2 terms on the right-hand side of
each equation follow from the equivalent T of the original network
made passive, the third term being simply added (superposition the-
orem) to allow for the effect of kE. The result may also be obtained
directly from (9).
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As another special case, consider that in which the symmetry is
A = F and B=D in (3). The circuit of Fig. 7 is the reduction of that
of Fig. 4 for this case. Let b and c be impedances of the equivalent
r section of the original network without E, and let k=c/B=c/D.
Then the equations for /1 and 12 are identical with (3). From equations
(8), (Fig. 4),

b = d = AC/ (C - A) and c = C (11)

which are the equations of transformation of any symmetrical (A = F)
passive quadripole to a r section.

Fig. 7-Equivalent circuit of symmetrical network.

Fig. 8-Equivalent circuit for an active transducer.

As a third special case let E = hE1 where h is a constant, i.e., let the
e.m.f. within the quadripole be directly proportional to El. The circuit
equations of the form of (1) will always yield equations of the form of
(2) which contain four independent parameters:

= El/A + E2/G
/2 = Ei/H E2/F

(12)

in which G is not equal to H, and all impedances except F depend on h.
Equations of exactly the same form hold for a quadripole which con-
tains any number of e.m.f.'s, each of which is proportional to E1 or E2.
If all the e.m.f.'s in the quadripole are proportional to E1, the mesh of
Fig. 8 may be made to simulate it exactly. The conditions are

b = AHAH - A); c = G; d = FG/(G - F); k = (G - H)/H .
A circuit of the form of that of Fig. 8 has been used for the equiva-
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lent circuit of a triode amplifier. In this case A = ziz2/ (zi±z2) ; G=z2;
H =z2r,/ ptz2) and F = rz2z3/(r,z2d-ri,z3+z2z3), where z1, z2, z3 are
respectively the grid -filament, grid -plate, and plate -filament imped-
ances of the tube cold. The equivalent circuit impedances and k are,
assuming z1, z2 and z3 large in comparison with the plate resistance rp,

b = r,/µ; c = z2; d = rp; k = - pa2/rp.

A check will show that the equivalent circuit gives the usual - /2

= µE'i/(z rp) where z is the load impedance.
All the preceding equivalent circuits are among the simpler, if

not the simplest, circuits which can be set up for the cases considered.
It is evident from the basic requirements of an equivalent circuit that
many circuits more complex than those given in this paper may be
used, but it does not appear that there will be any resulting advantage
except in very special cases. This corresponds to the usual use of T and
r rather than more complex sections as equivalents of passive quadri-
poles. In a recent paper' R. M. Foster has given or indicated all
the forms which two-, three- and four -mesh transducers may assume.
From these the numerous possible corresponding forms of the equiva-
lent circuit of an active quadripole may be obtained. In a supplemen-
tary note it is hoped to extend the work of this paper to the general case
of an active quadripole containing any number of e.m.f.'s.

8 Ronald M. Foster, "Geometrical circuits of electrical networks," Bell
System Monograph B-653.
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MUTUAL IMPEDANCE OF TWO SKEW ANTENNA WIRES*

BY

F. H. MURRAY
(Consulting Engineer, Hinsdale, Ill )

Summary-In a recent communication' P. S. Carter derived a formula for the
mutual impedance of two antenna wires intersecting at an angle 0, as a sum of two
definite integrals. It has been shown2 that related double integrals can be reduced to
sums of logarithmic integrals and their limits; in the present paper this reduction
will be generalized. The mutual impedance of two antenna wires in space which do
not intersect may be calculated in terms of the integrals discussed, but these integrals
can be evaluated by known tables only if the wires are in the same plane. The integrals
of Carter result from a suitable limiting operation; a direct evaluation is also possible
and is given.

I.

F d is the shortest distance between two skew lines in space, the
corresponding line intersects each of the skew lines at right angles;
let x, y be distances along the antenna wires (1), (2), respectively,

from this intersection. If c is the cosine of the angle between the two

Fig. 1

skew wires, the distance between two arbitrary points, one on each
wire, can be written

r = [d2 + x2 + y2 2cxy]1/2

= [dye (x co2]i/2 = [d.2 (y CX) 2
]1/ 2

dr2 = d2 + y2(1 c2) dx2 = d2 + x2(1 c2).

* Decimal classification: R120. Original manuscript received by the Insti-
tute, July 16, 1932.

"Circuit relations in radiating systems and applications to antenna prob-
lems," PROC. I. R. E., vol. 20, p. 1041; June, (1932).

2 F. H. Murray, "On the numerical calculation of the current in an an-
tenna," Amer. Jour. Math., vol. 53, pp. 889-890, (1931).
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If the current on each wire can be represented as a sum of terms
representing waves which are traveling with the velocity of light, the
calculation of the mutual impedance requires the evaluation of in-
tegrals

Z2 112

I= e -a idX e-sY-hrdy/r, h= jk = 27rj/X.
YI

in which a= + jk, 0= +jk. These four possibilities can be reduced to
the one a =jk, 0=jk, by transformations x'= ± x, y' = ± y, c'= +c
To simplify I, introduce a new variable t:

dzt = r (y - cx), r = (d x/2)(1 + 1/1), ay/at = r/t.
dz/t = r - (y - cx), y - cx = (dx/2)(t - 1/0.

Then,

I=
fz, t2

hxdx e-h(li+r)dt/t

z,

= it e-h(i+r)rdx f e hdxidt/t = /.("r) r dX
z,

kdxt, r2

= - (1/h(1 c)) {[e h f ,) X

A ,/,/,

J"du/ u
fi

1 I

It(ife): 11,9(d,t)/(1 %tax] dxr .

z, l-fi

du

(1)

Now the first expression can be evaluated in terms of the Ei func-

tions; in the second,

(1/(izti)0(dzto/Ox

= (1/(r, y, - cx))(01.,,

= (I/(r, y, e.r))((.r (NJ 1,/,," (.r

The second expression in (1 ) IWCWIWS n SIMI 111 inlvgrAls

./, = e h"' ''u,'(r, i y, r.1) '1( 3. (7/,) 'du" 1 i1)1' c )(I .r .

Transforming as before,

(/,,u = r, (J -

(/,,,/u = r, -

and,

r, Iflu 2)(u I I u),

fu, ((I,, 2)(y I,
iht r u.
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U2
ji = e-hl/i(l+C) f e-hdyitqu2 72)du/u [u2 2UY2(1 c)/dy +72],

u,

If,

= [- yi(1 c) jd7]/dyi, a2 =
"2

72 = (1 + c)/(1 - c).

[- y,(1 c) - jd-d/dYi,

Ji = e-hY.(1+c) f e-hdysu[__ 1/u + 1/(u - ai) + 1/(u - a2) ]du.
7A1

If 7 is finite and different from zero, and d is not zero, this integral can
be expressed as a sum of Ei functions with complex argument:

{ f
kdy(u2-a,)

kdu,

kau,

dycui-a,)

ji = e-hyi(t+e) _ e-awdw/w + e-hdYal f e"'dw/w

kdy(u 2-a 2)
e-hd,02

Hence if,
fkdy(u1-02)

e-iwdw/w} .

kdrt,
F(x) = e-h(l+c)x f e- udu/u

kdx11

I = - [h(1 C)]-I[F(X2) F(X1) y=y, - J21 Y=Y2 .1

II.

Transformations similar to those employed above may be used to
simplify formula (63) of Carter.1 This can be written

a

= - 301j(- 1)n f e-hr(sin ks/rs)ds,
f

= - 15l(- 1)"(li - 12),
k = 271-/X, r = [12 82 21sc]112,

h = jk, c = cos 0,
a

e-h(r--8)ds/rs,

a
/2 = f e-h(r+s)ds/rs.

r2 = 12(1 - c2) (s - c1)2 = d2 (s - c1)2,
d = 1[1 - c2]112 = 1 sin O.

1 Loc. cit., p. 1041;
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To simplify the first integral, let

dt = r - (s - eh, r = (,I 21(1 + 1 1),
as at _rf.

d I = r (s - el), s - cI = 21(,1, t -

from which,

-f c '''dt t[cl - (ii 2)(1 - 1 01
t

f= (20'1 d) t." it - 0)(1 4- 1 al, a = (1 + e )1 '11 - e 1 1.

I,

V \ in i:d f rir1 11111S,

I, = H'

The second ititegr:il is reduced 1(y

du = r (s - ,1,, ,1 u- r - (s - ,1,.

12 = C :

t

I , 1

.1-
"",Ite re ] . 1'2A1

I a

1 (IN . 1211)

Since 1i approaches a, u1 approaches 1 a, and

h(c/ - dal = - hl = - h(r1 d

the first integral of (2A) can be combined with the second of (2B) be-
fore taking the limit e =O.
In terms of the functions

f. = sin.Cix = - cos xd.c/x, Six 7 rdx .r

. o

we have,
a-t,

D = eikchrdtV/W - e-ikelwdw'w
1-1/a

= Ci [kd(a - 121 1 - Ci [kd(a - ti)] Ci [kd(ui - 1/a) ]

- Ci [kd(u2 - 1 a)] + j j Si [kd(a - 12) ]

Si[kd(u2 - 1 a)] - Si[kd(a -
- Si[kd(ui - 1, (411.
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From the definition,

ri = [12 + e' - 2/4/2 = 1 - cc + e2( ),

dui = r1 + E - cl, dti = ri - (e - c/),
a - t, = Ea/1 + E2( ), - = /la + 2( )

If 5 is a small quantity,'

Cis = 0.5772 + log 5 + 52( ), Si5 = .3( ),

hence,

lim D = log [(1 - c)/(1 c)] Ci(kX) - Ci(kY)
=o

j[Si(kX) + Si(kY)1,

X = l ± a - r2, Y = r2 + a - 1, r2 = [12 + a2 - 21a412,

from which,

(eh e-h/ = 1)9,

u 2+a
Z21 = - 15( - 1)n{ e hi lim D e e- jk duov

e =0 1/a+a
2+1/a

_ ehl r e-ik dwdw/w
J a -11/a

= - 15{ lim D Ci(kU) - Ci(kV) - j[Si(kU) - Si(kV)j}
e =0

U = r2 / + a, V = r2 ± 1 - a.
3 Jahnke-Emde, "Funktionentafeln", p. 19.
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BOOK REVIEWS

Communication Engineering, by W. L. Everitt, Ohio State University. Pub-
lished by McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York. 567 pages, 323 figures.
Price $5.00.

This is a textbook suitable for college students in electrical engineering, for
electrical engineers in general, and for readers who are familiar with the essen-
tials of direct- and alternating -current theory. The emphasis is laid by the
author upon fundamental principles, rather than upon a specialized treatment of
apparatus or applications.

After an introductory chapter which affords a survey of the nature of the
problems involved in electrical communication, a thorough treatment of circuits
follows. About half of the hook is devoted to such fundamental subjects as net-
work theorems, resonance, the infinite line, reflection, the theory of filters,
impedance, and coupled circuits.

Vacuum tube theory is very fully treated: amplifiers from the standpoint of
unilateral impedances, modulation and detector action from that of nonlinear
impedances, and oscillators with reference to negative resistance effect. The
treatment is based on the use of equivalent simplified circuits and covers prac-
tical requirements in a satisfactory manner. Chapters on electromechanical
coupling and on radiation follow, with a section on the commoner methods of
medium- and high -frequency measurements in conclusion.

The method of presentation is clear, the order logical, the figures excellent.
This work should prove to be a teachable college textbook, and a valuable refer-
ence hook for the engineer.

IF. W. GuovEn
Union College, Schenectady, N. Y.

Radio Engineering, by F. E. 'Ferman, Stanford University. Published by
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.. New York. Price $5.00.

The value of a new radio book is naturally determined by the extent. to

which it possesses merit in two respects; namely, the effectiveness and com-
pleteness of the presentation of fundamental principles; and the amount, and
importance of material included which is not readily obtainable elsewhere.
Professor 'Ferman's hook possesses merit, in hot b of these respects.

An the title implies the emphasis is on the engineering aspect of the All

jeet. The treatment, is descriptive and analytical with a minimum of mathe-
matics. Although a few errors of minor significance are observed, for the most

part it. is free from serious mistakes.
His analysis of the properties of resonance circuits is very good. The short

chapter on the fundamental properties of V111'11111/I tuhrs runt sifts a great deal of

information in condensed form. The student., and also the engineer who is inter-

ested in practical applications, will lind 1111111 of value in the IOS pages devoted

to amplifiers and in the forty pages on vaenoto tube detectors. Both subjects are

calcf idly analyzed and are supplemented hy ninny experimental curves that are
morally not available to the reader. Other closely related subjects of a broad
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theoretical interest to which considerable space is devoted are: oscillators,
special tubes, and modulation. These are followed by some of the more practical
aspects of power supply, transmitters, and receivers. It is the feeling of the
reviewer that the twenty photographs of equipment detract rather than add to
the value of the book as they do not contribute to a better understanding of the
systems.

The various types of simple and directional antennas are described and
their characteristics discussed and illustrated by curves showing horizontal and
vertical directivity. This is followed by an analysis of the element involved in the
propagation of radio waves to which thirty pages are devoted. The last two
chapters deal with high -frequency measurement and sound and sound equip-
ment.

The book will be found stimulating and will make a valuable addition to a
radio engineer's library.

2H. M. TURNER
2 Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

Photocells and Their Applications (Second edition), by V. K. Zworykin, and
E. D. Wilson, 305 pages. Price $3. John Wiley & Sons, New York City.

The scientific literature available on photo -electric effect and photocells is
most voluminous and, in addition, much has appeared in the popular technical
press during the past few years. However, for the radio or electrical engineer
desiring specific, applicable information, there has been a real lack of material
without a time consuming search. This has been particularly true as regards
fundamentals in the application of these devices.

About twelve years ago the situation was similar as regards vacuum tubes
when van der Bijl's "The Thermionic Vacuum Tube" and J. H. Morecroft's
"Principles of Radio Communication" appeared and met the need. It is believed
that this book on photocells will gain a similar reputation in its own field.

The subject is covered broadly and thoroughly, and includes numerous
useful tables, illustrations, and references.

This second edition is not only revised but contains a number of entirely
new chapters. There are frequent references to and illustrations of modern
devices. These add to the value of the book but will necessitate revisions of this
book from time to time to enable it to keep its place in the field.

It is a book that can be recommended highly to radio and electrical engi-
neers.

3W. C. WHITE
3 General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (Seventeenth Edition), Chemical Rub-
ber Publishing Co., Cleveland, Ohio. 1722 pages, 41 inches x 61 inches.
Price $6.00.

A book in the seventeenth edition should need little more than an informal
introduction.

This edition of 1932 differs from the sixteenth, 1931, edition in that there are
187 more pages. Wholly new material, to the extent of about thirty-five pages,
has been added. The most important revision has been that of the table "Physical
Constants of Organic Compounds," which has been recompiled, thus increasing
the number of pages by about one hundred. The following tables are given for
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the first time: Powers of Numbers; Factorials and their Logarithms; Factors for

Computing Probable Errors; Probability of Occurrence of Deviations; Areas,
Ordinates, and Derivatives of the Normal Curve of Errors; Arrangements of
Electrons in Orbits; Correction of Boiling Points to Standard Temperature;
Index of Refraction of Aqueous Solutions of Sucrose; Vapor Pressure, Variation
with Temperature; Conversion Table for Transmission Units.

For those who are not acquainted with the earlier editions it may be said

that the "Handbook of Chemistry and Physics" is a compilation of mathematical
formulas and tables, and of chemical and physical constants and laws. To quote
from the preface, "An attempt has been made to include material on all branches
of chemistry and physics and the closely allied sciences which would be likely to

find extended use."
Some twenty pages are given to radio formulas and tables. This section

contains formulas for calculating the capacity of spheres, cylinders, parallel
wires, etc., for computing the inductance of coils of various shapes; values of LC;

radio resistance of wires; characteristics of receiving vacuum tubes; and conver-
sion tables for transmission units.

The "Handbook" should be at the elbow of every chemist, physicist, and

engineer. It will be found to be a very present help in time of trouble.
4R. R. RAMSEY

4 Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

High Selectivity Tone -Corrected Receiving Circuits,* by F. M. Colebrook.

Published by His Majesty's Stationery Office, London, for the Department
of Scientific and Industrial Research. 69 pages, paper cover. Price ls.3d. net.

This circular is the report of a theoretical and experimental investigation of

receiving circuits having such high selectivity that the side band attenuation
must be corrected in the audio amplifier. The work was mostly carried on at the

National Physical Laboratory, between April, 1931, and September, 1932.
The first half of the paper is devoted to a theoretical discussion of the sub-

ject, describing the behavior of the essential parts of the receiving circuits, in-
cluding either square -law or linear rectification, in the presence of two modulated

signals whose carrier frequencies are slightly different. The second half is de-

voted to experimental procedures and results, using either a highly regenerative
tuned circuit or a quartz crystal as the highly selective element of the system.

The author has succeeded in making this subject easily understood without any
sacrifice of accuracy or completeness.

The conclusions are entirely in accordance with the accepted side band

theories. The system is found to exhibit a considerable advantage in reducing

interference having the same character as the modulation of the undesired signal,

but no advantage in reducing interference which results from the side bands of

the undesired signal beating with the carrier of the desired signal. The conclu-

sions are well presented in the author's summary and also in a less technical
preface by Lieutenant -Colonel A. G. Lee. There is an excellent list of references

on this subject.
HAROLD A. WHEELER

 This is the subject which recently excited some controversy under the name "Stenode."
6 Hazeltine Service Corp., Bayside, L. I., New York.
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BOOKLETS, CATALOGS, AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED

Copies of the publications listed on this page may be obtained gratis by ad-
dressing a request to the publisher.

H, W. Sullivan, Ltd., of Leo St., Peckham, S.E.15, London, England, has
issued four catalogs covering, respectively, wavemeters and other radio -fre-
quency apparatus, precision direct -current measuring instruments, precision
alternating -current measuring apparatus, and laboratory condensers for all
frequencies.

Bulletin No. 100 of the Rubicon Company, 29 North 6th St., Philadelphia,
Pa., covers resistance standards and resistance measuring devices. Their circular
No. 130 describes attenuation pads for audio -frequency use.

The Akaformer Noise Reducing System is the title of Engineering Bulletin
1A issued by Amy, Aceves, and King, Inc., 11 West 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
It concerns connections between an antenna and receiver designed to eliminate
inductive interference.

The Central Scientific Company of Chicago, Ill., has issued a new bulletin
known as Cenco News Chats giving information on new products and develop-
ments in laboratory apparatus and supplies. Their bulletin No. 4 covers a com-
plete list of rheostats for laboratory use.

The Bakelite Review issued by Bakelite Corporation of 247 Park Ave.,
New York, N. Y., covers interesting achievements in the adaptation of bakelite
to various manufacturing, sales, and laboratory purposes.

The Emicon is an electronic musical instrument which may be used alone or
in conjunction with a radio receiver, and is described in a booklet issued by Emi-
con, Inc., 2 West 46th St., New York, N. Y.

The Solar Manufacturing Company of 599 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
has issued a leaflet describing their inverters which permit the operation of
alternating -current equipment from direct -current supplies.

The Ohmite News, of interest to those having resistor problems, is available
from the Ohmite Manufacturing Company, 636 North Albany Ave., Chicago,
Ill. A new resistor chart which eliminates calculations arising from the use of
resistor units in parallel is also available.

The Brush Development Company of 3715 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio,
has issued some leaflets covering piezo-electric crystal loud speakers and micro-
phones for sound picture, public address, and home receiver purposes.

Potentiometers, resistance boxes, Wheatstone bridges, and a new galvanom-
eter are covered in some literature recently issued by the Gray Instrument Com-
pany located at 64 West Johnson St., Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.

A leaflet announcing the availability of a new recording milliampere of the
strip -chart type which may be obtained in ranges giving full-scale deflection for
as low as five milliamperes has been issued by the Esterline-Angus Company of
Indianapolis, Ind.

Oil -impregnated, electrolytic, paper, and mica condensers for all types of
services are covered in the 1933 edition of the catalog of the Dubilier Condenser
Corporation of 4377 Bronx Blvd., New York, N. Y.
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RADIO ABSTRACTS AND REFERENCES

HIS is prepared monthly by the Bureau of Standards,* and is intended
to cover the more important papers of interest to the professional radio
engineer which have recently appeared in periodicals, books, etc. The

number at the left of each reference classifies the reference by subject, in accord-

ance with the "Classification of Radio Subjects: An Extension of the Dewey
Decimal System," Bureau of Standards Circular No. 385, obtainable from the
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.,

for 10 cents a copy. The classification also appeared in full on pp. 1433-1456 of

the August, 1930, issue of the PROCEEDINGS of the Institute of Radio Engineers.
The articles listed are not obtainable from the Government or the Institute

of Radio Engineers, except when publications thereof. The various periodicals

can be secured from their publishers and can be consulted at large public libraries.

R100. RADIO PRINCIPLES

R111.6 H. deBellescize. La reception synchrone. (Synchronous recep-
tion.) L'Onde Electrique, vol. 11, pp 209-224, May; pp. 225-240,
June; pp. 241-256, July; pp. 257-272, August, (1932).

The principles and possibilities of synchronous reception are discussed.

R113.6 L. Bergmann. Die Erzeugung Zirkular Polarisierter elektrischer
Wellen durch einmalige total Reflexion. (The production of cir-
cularly polarized electric waves by a single total reflection.)
Physikalische Zeit. vol. 33, pp. 582-583; August 1, 1932.

A description is given of a lecture experiment for the production of circularly polar-
ized electric waves by total reflection at a water air surface. 252 -centimeter waves are
reduced to 2R -centimeter waves on passing through water to a reflector which is in
the water. The reflected waves are observed by means of an antenna and glow

lamp. They are found to be circularly polarized.

R114 Atmospheric conditions and the Kennelly -Heaviside layer. Nature

X R113.61 (London), vol. 130, pp. 627-628; October 22, (1932).

A report is given which correlates conditions of the weather with field strength of

radio signals received from KDKA.

R114 M. F. Link. Enregistrements de parasites atmospheriques. (Re-

cording atmospheric disturbances.) Comptes Rendus, vol. 195,

pp. 619-621; October 10, (1932).

A note on observations of atmospheric disturbances recorded at the Observatoire du

Pic -du -Midi at an altitude of 2560 meters.

R125 T. Walmsley. A new type of directive aerial. Wireless Eng. and

Exp. Wireless (London), vol. 9, pp. 622-625; November, (1932).

A directive antenna is described, in which there is no reflector curtain. Radiating
elements of various lengths are used in conjunction with each other. The nonradiat-
ing termination inserted at the end of the feeders in most types of receiving array for

the purpose of matching the surge impedance of the array, is replaced by a radiating

element which increases the efficiency of the system.

 This list compiled by Mr. A. H. Hodge and Mies E. M. Zandonini.
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R140 Ingenious circuits in new radio receivers. Electronics, vol. 5, pp.
330-331; November, (1932).

Quiet automatic volume control and several other additions or changes to be made
in 1933 radio sets are described.

R140 M. Osnos. Spannungen, Widerstande und Abstimmung bei ge-
dampften und ungedampften Kreisen. (Potentials, resistances, and
tuning in damped and undamped circuits.) Hochfrequenz. und
Elektroakustik, vol. 40, pp. 103-108; September, (1932).

It is shown that the general definitions "capacitive resistance = -1/wc "and "induc-
tive resistance = toL" are not tenable in theory. New definitions are derived which
are valid. They are: "capacitive resistance = (cos2 ic) tan wt" and "inductive resist-
ance= - wL tan wt."

R142.3 A. J. Christopher. Transformer coupling circuits for high -fre-
quency amplifiers. Bell Sys. Tech. Jour., vol. 11, pp. 608-621;
October, (1932).

This article deals with the use of transformer type of coupling circuits in high -
frequency amplifiers to transmit efficiently voltages or currents between certain
limiting frequencies while attenuating those above and below the limiting frequencies.
Means of obtaining uniformly high amplification over relatively wide frequency bands
are explained.

R143 C. W. Oatley. The theory of band-pass filters for radio receivers.
Wireless Eng. and Exp. Wireless (London), vol. 9, pp. 608-614;
November, (1932).

The article is divided into three parts. In the first of these the theory of the sym-
metrical two -stage filter is developed, and various formulas are derived. In the second
part, consideration is given to the effects which may arise in actual filters due to lack
of symmetry in the two halves of the filter. The effects of faulty gauging are dealt
with. The third part is devoted to an experimental confirmation of the preceding
theory.

R163 S. Takamura. The radio receiver characteristics related to the side-
band coefficient of the resonance circuit. PROC. I.R.E., vol. 20,
pp. 1774-1801; November, (1932).

In this paper a theoretical treatment of the modulated current in resonant circuits
is given. A factor called the side -band coefficient is introduced and its utility in the
calculation of output response, selectivity, and fidelity is illustrated. A comparison
of the side -band coefficient and the resonance curves is made, and experimental data
showing various applications are given.

R200. RADIO MEASUREMENTS AND STANDARDIZATION

R201.5 H. Kaden. Die Schirmwirkung metallischer Hullen gegen magne-
X R387.1 tische Wechselfelder. (The shielding action of metallic screens

against alternating magnetic fields.) Hochfrequenz. und Elek-
troakustik, vol. 40, pp. 92-97; September, (1932).

The shielding action is calculated for simple screens. Thin -walled screens act, for
low frequencies, as short-circuited windings, while for higher frequencies and com-
paratively thick walls the shielding effect involves current and skin effect. The re-
quired wall thickness for a given screening effect and given external dimensions is
obtainable from curves which are given.

R201.7 K. Buss and A. Pernik. Vergleich von Elektronen- und Licht-
schwarzung beim Kathodenoszillographen. (Comparison of elec-
tron and light darkening in cathode ray oscillography.) Archiv fur
Elektrotech., vol. 26, pp. 723-724; October, (1932).

Electron and light blackening were compared photometrically. The ratio was found
to be approximately 2.5 to 1.
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R207 A. T Starr. A note on impedance measurement. Wireless Eng. and
Exp. Wireless (London), vol. 9, pp. 615-617; November, (1932).

A method of measuring impedance is described. The use of inductive ratio arms in a
Wheatstone bridge is explained.

R214 v.PetrzIlka. Turmalinresonatoren bei kurzen and ultrakurzen
Wellen. (Tourmaline resonators at short and ultra -short waves.)
Ann. der Physik, vol. 15, pp. 72-87 (1932).

It is shown that it is difficult to use tourmaline as a light resonator at high fre-
quencies. By a parallel circuit arrangement one is able to uee tourmaline resonators at
high frequencies. The resonant point determines the frequency to 0.02 per cent. A
method for using the energy of an oscillating tourmaline plate is given.

R214 Eine neuartige Methode der Temperaturkontrolle von Quarz-
kristallen. (A new method of temperature control of quartz crys-
tals.) Elektrotech. Zeit., vol. 53, p. 1039; October 27, (1932).

It is suggested that the quartz crystal be mounted in a holder to which is attached
a thermocouple. This method of control would be directly sensitive to heat produced
by the crystal in vibration. The thermocouple of course actuates a meter.

R241 P. B. Taylor. Method for measurement of high resistance at high
frequency. PROC. I.R.E., vol. 20, pp. 1802-1806; November,
(1932).

A simple method is described for accurately measuring high resistance at radio
frequencies in terms of a capacity and a small resistance of known value.

R262 W. N. Tuttle. Dynamic tube measurements over wide ranges of
values. Electronics, vol. 5, pp. 344-345; November, (1932).

Data are given illustrating extensions of the use of dynamic methods of vacuum
tube measurements. The data were obtained on the General Radio type 561-A
vacuum tube bridge.

R262.5 J. H. Potts. Building a direct -reading mutual conductance meter.
RadioCraft, vol. 4, p. 341; December, (1932).

This article describes a method of constructing a tube tester that reads mutual
conductance directly.

R262.8 J. R. Nelson. Calculation of output and distortion in symmetrical
output systems. PROC. I.R.E., vol. 20, pp. 1763-1773; November,

(1932).
The conventional formula for power output is accurate when even harmonics only

are present but it does not give the true power output if odd harmonics are present.
It is shown that the correction factor to be applied is the square of one plus or minus
the ratio of the third -harmonic amplitude to that of the fundamental. Output systems
are discussed in which the even harmonics are inherently low, such as those employing
single pentodes or two triodes in series, either as class A or class B amplifiers. Methods
of computing the power output and distortion for each case are given together with
checks between the computed and measured values. An auxiliary diagram is con-
structed for class A operation so that the three different output systems may be
treated alike. A discussion of the point where the change from class A to B theory
should be made is given for tubes connected in series.

R264.2 A. J. Palermo. The effect of displacement currents on the high -
frequency resistance of circular single -layer coils. PROC. I.R.E.,

vol. 20, pp. 1807-1810; November, (1932).

In existing theoretical formulas for obtaining the high -frequency resistance of
circular single -layer coils, the effect of displacement currents has been neglected. It
was thought that the displacement currents in going from one turn of the coil to
another through the dielectric, would affect the distribution of current over the cross
section of the conductor and, consequently, the effective resistance at high frequen-
cies. The present paper shows that this effect is of minor importance by applying, for

the first time, the similitude principle to circular single -layer coils. The paper also
experimentally substantiates the results predicted by the similitude principle.
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R265.2 N. W. McLachlan. Methods of investigating the vibrational fre-
quencies of conical shells and loudspeaker diaphragms. Wireless
Eng. and Exp. Wireless (London), vol. 9, pp. 626-628; November,
(1932).

The applications and limitations of known methods to ascertain the symmetrical
vibrational frequencies of conical shells are described. The first method involves
bridge measurement of motional resistance and inductance; the second involves meas-
urement of the steady air pressure on the axis; while the third consists in recording the
acoustic output when the shell is electrically impulsed.

R300. RADIO APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT

R330 L. Martin. New tube announcements. RadioCraft, vol. 4, pp.
334-335; December, (1932).

The following new tubes are described: 48, 262-A, 842, and the 59. Characteristic
curves are given.

R331 Anti-microphonic valves. Jour. Sci. Instr., vol. 9, pp. 325-327;
October, (1932).

Description of the method of construction used by the Mullard Wireless Service
Co., London, for the elimination of microphonic disturbances.

R355.7 C. E. Denton. How to make a battery -operated portable P. A.
system. RadioCraft, vol. 4, pp. 330-331; December, (1932).

Complete constructional details of a battery -operated, portable public address
system that is simple, economical, and entirely self-contained.

R355.9 K. A. MacKinnon. Crystal control applied to the dynatron oscil-
X R355.65 lator. PROC. I.R.E., vol. 20, pp. 1689-1714; November, (1932).

This paper describes the results of a two-year research which comprised the devel-
opment of several controlled dynatron oscillators and the experimental determination
of frequency stability curves of these as well as of the three Pierce circuits.

R357 E. L. C. White. The screen -grid valve as frequency changer in the
superhet. Wireless Eng. and Exp. Wireless (London), vol. 9,
pp. 618-621; November, (1932).

A theoretical explanation of the operation of the screen -grid tube as a frequency
changer in the superheterodyne circuit is given.

R363 W. 0. Schumann. tiler Selbsterregung von Verstarkern durch
Kopplung der Anodenstrome. (On self excitation of amplifiers by
coupling the anode currents.) Archiv fur Elektrotech. vol. 26, pp.
580-586; August 3, (1932).

The following conclusions are drawn: In a two -tube resistance amplifier no self -
exciting back coupling of the two anode currents is possible. In a two -tube trans-
former amplifier self -excitation is possible with ohmic and canacitative back coupling
of the two anode currents. In a three -tube resistance amplifier self -excitation is
possible by ohmic or by capacitative coupling between the anode currents of tee
first and third tube.

R385.5 J. Weinberger. The ribbon microphone and its applications.
Electronics, vol. 5, pp. 336-337; November, (1932).

The principle of operation of the ribbon microphone are briefly discussed. The
advantages of the ribbon over the condenser microphoneare pointed out.

R386 H. B. Dent. Flexible band-pass unit. Wireless World, vol. 31,
pp. 358-359; October 14, (1932).

Construction of a simple two -range antenna filter with variable selectivity control.
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R388 H. E. Hollmann. Die Braunsche Rohre bei Behr hohen Frequen-
zen. (The cathode ray tube at very high frequencies.) Hochfre-
quenz. and Elektroakustik, vol. 40, pp. 97-103; September, (1932).

For the case where periodic time of the deflecting potential is of the order of the
electron path time between the deflecting plates, the electron motion in the periodi-
cally changing accelerating field is examined. The optimum length of tube plate is
determined. Various ways of insuring plate correctness are given.

R388 II. Graupner. lUber einige Versuche zur elektrostatischen Konzen-
trierung von Kathodenstrahlen. (On an investigation of electro-
static focusing of cathode rays.) Archiv far Elektrotech., vol. 26,
pp. 725-730; October, (1932).

The disadvantages of the magnetic focusing are pointed out. A scheme is given for
electrostatic focusing.

R388 E. Triimper. Beitrag zur Kerroszillographie. (Contribution to
Kerr -cell oscillography.) Archiv fur Elektrotech., vol. 26, pp. 562-

659; August 3, (1932).
This paper contains an investigation of the use of the electrooptical Kerr effect

for oscillographic purposes.

R390 C. H. West. Building a remote-control tuning system. RadioCraft,
vol. 4, pp. 336-337; December, (1932).

Constructional data of a new remote -control tuning system that may be built at
home. It tunes, controls volume, and shuts the set "on" and "off."

R500. APPLICATIONS OF RADIO

R520 F. Eisner. tYber Langwellen-Flugfunkverbindungen. (Long -wave
communication for aircraft.) Elektrotech. Zeit., vol. 53, pp. 834-
838, September 1; pp. 864-866, September 15, (1932).

The power input and radiating conditions in the aircraft; shapes, values of resist-

ance and effective heights, etc., of aerials; receiving conditions on aircraft, types of
interference; calculation of ranges, are discussed.

R526.2 J. E. Miller. Radio guidance. PROC. I.R.E., vol. 20, pp, 1752-

1762); November, (1932).
The writer proposes a system for radio guidance by means of the rotating radio

beacon. The system described would employ two rotating radio beacons transmitting
simultaneously and on the same frequency. A radio receiver carried aboard the craft

to be guided would receive the combined transmission from the beacons. Special
equipment for this receiver's output would take bearings from the two beacons and
graphically triangulate to fix the position of the craft. Triangulation would be made,

and the position of the craft shown by means of intersecting light beams thrown
upon the undersurface of a map.

R555 Frequency standards-Programme of transmissions from the

National Physical Laboratory. Electrician (London), vol. 109,

p. 482; October 14, (1932). Wireless World, vol. 31, p. 397; October

28, (1932).
The transmission of standard frequency from the National Physical Laboratory

consists of a standard frequency signal of 1000 cycles imposed on or modulating a

radio -frequency carrier wave. The transmission occurs on the second Tuesday of each

month in the form of a modulated wave of wavelength of 830 meters, the modulation

being derived from a continuously running standard. The accuracy of the standard is

about 2 parts in 10 million. The transmission schedule and procedure are given.

R583 H. R. Lubcke. Television image reception in an airplane. PROC.

X R524 I.R.E., vol. 20, pp. 1732-1740; November, (1932).

The reception of a self-synchronized cathode ray television image under conditions

of far greater rigor than are to be met in practice. Employing the ultra -high frequency
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of 44,500 kilocycles or 61 meters, images were received from the Don Lee television
station W6XAO while traveling at the speed of 120 miles per hour above the city ofLos Angeles.

R594 K. C. DeWalt. A study of high -frequency heating. Electronics, vol.
5, pp. 338-340; November, (1932).

The problem of high -frequency heating with special emphasis on the production of
artificial fever in man is treated, first from a purely theoretical electrical standpoint.
Second, applications and experimental results are given.

R800. NONRADIO SUBJECTS
534.3 E. Normann. A precision tuning fork frequency standard. PROC.
XR210 I.R.E., vol. 20, pp. 1715-1731; November, (1932).

The use of tuning forks as audio -frequency standard is treated. Two frequency
standards employing alloy forks and one employing a steel fork were checked against
each other by apparatus allowing a continuous and simultaneous checking of all three
forks. Suitable circuits and requirements for high precision and constancy of output
are outlined. One of the frequency standards and a method of obtaining a high poweroutput is described.

535.38 Photoelectric control in the printing arts. Electronics, vol. 5, pp.
334-335; November, (1932).

Sixteen applications of photocells to printing are listed. Half-tone pictures arereproduced.

535.38 F. Weibel and W. Schottky. Einige neue Feststellungen fiber den
Sperrschicht-Photoeffekt. (Some new observations on the Barrier -
layer photo -electric effect.) Physikalische Zeit., vol. 33, pp. 583-
585; August 1, (1932).

Copper -oxide plates without Barrier layer show less than ten thousandth part of the
spontaneous photo -electric effect of plates with a Barrier layer. The Barrier layercurrent which is independent of the voltage vanishes when non -Barrier boundarysurfaces are used. It is concluded that forced Barrier -layer photo-electric currents existof the order of magnitude 100-1000 times the quantum equivalent.

535.38 Sur la response d'une cellule photo-electriqueb, remplissage gazeux
a un eclairement brusque. (The response of a gas -filled photo cell
to a sudden illumination.) Comptes Rendus, vol. 195, pp. 378-380;
August 1, (1932).

An experimental investigation of the lag in cells with cathodes of potassium, sensi-
tized potassium, and caesium, and with fillings of neon, argon, and helium.

535.38 F. von Orban. Schroteffekt and Warmegerausch im Photozellen
Verstarker. (Shot effect and thermal noise in the photocell am-
plifier.) Zeit. far tech. Physik, vol. 13, no. 9; pp. 420-424, (1932).

The writer describes his researches on three typical photocells.

537.65 D. W. Dye. The modes of vibration of quartz piep-electric plates
XR214 as revealed by an interferometer. Proc. Royal Soc. (London),

vol. 138, pp. 1-16; October, (1932).
Fringe patterns obtained by interference of continuous light reflected by the sur-face of the vibrating quartz plate and by a stationary plane surface are examined. Theinterferometer is also used with intermittent light for stroboscopic examination. Thisreveals that the motion of the vibrating plate is nonuniform not only in amplitudebut also in phase, which may differ by as much as 180 degrees between various partsof the surface.

537.65 R. E. Gibbs. The temperature variation of the frequency of Piezo-
X R214 electric oscillations of quartz. Phil. Mag. (London), vol. 14, pp.

682-693; October, (1932).
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The temperature coefficients of the frequency of piezo-electriu vibrations of quartz
are measured over a range of several hundred degrees for two types of vibrations, viz.,
(a) longitudinal vibrations along X-axis for an "X -cut," (b) shear vibrations about the
Z-axis for a "Y -cut." In both cases a simple hyperbolic relation is found to connect
the temperature coefficient with the temperature.

537.65 A. Szekley. Eine einfache Methode zur Bestimmung des ersten

XR214 Piezo Modulus von Quarz aus Messungen an Quarz-resonator.
(A simple method for determination of the first piezo modulus of
quartz from measurements on quartz resonator.) Zeit. fur Physik,
vol. 78, pp. 560-566; October 12, (1932).

There occurs in a quartz resonator whose frequency of oscillation is near the
characteristic frequency of the quartz plate, a change of capacity and of the conduc-
tivity of the condenser. The amount of this change can be determined through a
simple evaluation of the resonance curve of the oscillator. This makes possible the
measurement of the first piezo modulus and the damping of the quartz plate.

538.11
X R355.9

G. R. Kilgore. Magnetostatic oscillators for generation of ultra -
short waves. PROC. I.R.E., vol. 20, pp. 1741-1751; November,

(1932).
An electronic oscillator of the magnetostatic type, for generating wavelengths of

less than 50 centimeters is described. The operating characteristics of this oscillator
are given, with particular reference to obtaining maximum output and efficiency.
A thorough experimental investigation of the effect of inclining the magnetic field is

presented, and its importance in obtaining maximum output is discussed. Experi-
mental curves showing the effect of various factors on frequency are given. Measure-
ments of power output and efficiency are described, and the results compared to a
Barkhausen-Kurz oscillator.

621.313.7 H. B6hm. Betriebseigenschaften von Kupferoxydul-Trocken-

gleichrichtern. (The working characteristics of copper -oxide

rectifiers.) Elektrotech. Zeit., vol. 53, pp. 1052-1054; November 3,

(1932).
A copper -oxide rectifier with 1500 hours continuous operation life is studied, and its

working characteristics described. A special circuit is mentioned for automatic
control of continuous charging.

621.319.2 J. W. Arnold and R. C. Taylor. Linearly tapered loaded trans-
mission lines. PROC. I.R.E., vol. 20, pp. 1811-1817; November,
(1932).

Working formulas for the calculation of input impedances and attenuation are ob-
tained for a transmission line in which the inductance and resistance per unit length

are linear functions of distance, and in which the capacitance and leakance are con-

stant. Generalized functions used in the formulas, which were developed in an earlier

paper, are here expressed in terms of Bessel's functions of the initial constants and the
rate of taper, a form more readily applied in some cases. For the tapered loaded sub-

marine cable the formulas are further simplified through the use of the hyperbolic
functions applicable to the smooth uniform line, with appropriate correction factors.

621.385.97 M. Kluge. Frequenzgang und Plattenbeanspruchung von Tonab-

nehmern. (Frequency characteristics and record wear of gramo-
phone pick-ups.) Hochfrequenz. und Elektroakustik, vol. 40, pp.

55-65; August, (1932).
Difficulties involved in deriving the electrical equivalent circuit of the tone pick-up

are pointed out. By numerous measurements the scheme of a typical pick-up is found

and represented electrically. Measurements on the representation obtained check well
with measurements on an actual pick-up.
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This Receiver Has
Ordinary Volume Control
NO Tone Compensation

From the upper curves (No. 1), it is obvious
that with the conventional type of audio level
volume control, all frequencies are attenuated
equally when the volume is reduced. Owing to
the characteristics of the ear, this results in an
unequal change in loudness of tones, as shown in
the lower curves (No. 2). These curves show that
the low and extremely high frequency tones are
reduced in loudness as compared with the middle
register This makes the set sound thin and un-
satisfactory except when operating of high levels
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Th eshold of Avd b I ty 1111111111110111

CYCLES PER SECOND

This Receiver Has
Bradleyometer Volume Control
WITH Tone Compensation

From the upper curves (No. 3), showing results
with the Tapped Bradleyometer connected as
shown in the lower diagram, it is obvious that all
frequencies are not attenuated equally when the
volume is reduced. This results in an equal change
in loudness of all tones as shown by the lower
curves (No. 4). By using tone compensation, made

possible with the Tapped Bradleyometer, an out-
standing improvement in reproduction at low
levels is achievedinvestigate the Tapped Bradley.
ometer by writing for further details, today.

ALLEN BRADLEY COMPANY, 116 W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Manufacturers of Bradleyunits, Bradley Suppressors,
and a complete line of industrial control' apparatus

Ti'hen writing tci c,17,crtivi ry MC1111.011 of the PRO( EEDI NGS 2[411 be mutually helpful.
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NEW!
CORNELL

ANNOUNCES

A COMPLETE

LINE OF

ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSERS
with mechanical features and electrical char-
acteristics that command the consideration of
radio manufacturers seeking higher quality,
greater efficiency and longer life at prices
within the present day trend.

WRITE FOR NEW CORNELL CATALOG
Our new catalog is just off the press. It illustrates and
describes the complete Cornell line of Cub Condensers,
Electrolytic Condensers, Paper Dielectric Capacitors
for radio, television and ignition, and Resistors for
radio and television.

CORNELL ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Inc.
Manufacturers of

CORNELL "CUB" CONDENSERS
Filter and By -Pass Condensers, Interference Filters and
All Types of Paper Dielectric Capacitors and Resistors

LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK

4 I I I 1 It.il"

4

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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Making the telephone MORE
VALUABLE to more people

The constant purpose of the Bell System is to make the telephone worth
more and more to all who use it. To that end eight helpful ways to increase
the usefulness of the telephone in your home or office are listed below. Some
of these you may know. Others may come as a welcome surprise-as some-
thing you often have wished for without knowing it is so readily available.

Extension Telephones. A great
convenience in bedroom, kitchen and
living -room. Make stair climbing un-
necessary. Improve business efficiency
in the office. Save many steps every day.

Hand Telephones. Modern. Dis-
tinctive in appearance. An attractive
addition to any room. Leave one hand
free to take notes while telephoning.

Portable Telephones. Plug in the
wall like a lamp. May be moved from
one room to another as needed.

Individual Lines. Cost little more
than party line service. Assure addi-
tional privacy. Your line is "busy" only
when you use it.

Intercommunicating Facilities.
Provide for making calls from one part
of the home or office to another or
transferring of incoming calls without
the aid of the central office operator.

Save time and steps and lead to a quiet,
smooth -running establishment.
Additional Bell Signals. For use
in noisy locations or where it is nec-
essary to summon people from a dis-
tance to answer the telephone.

Additional Directory Listings.
Enable friends to locate you even
though the telephone is in the name of
husband, brother or sister, or another
relative. In addition to the firm's name,
your own can be shown. Direct busi-
ness to you. The cost is small.

Telephone Planning. The tele-
phone company in your city will gladly
assist you in planning the most conve-
nient telephone facilities for your home
or office. The services of telephone
experts are at your disposal.

Call the Business Office of your Bell Tele-
phone Company for full information about

any of the services listed above.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

When writing to adertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.



for

Production

Exceptional Facilities

andDevelopment

Technical skill, painstaking processes and resource-
fulness are combined in a manufacturing service that
has enabled CARDWELL to produce apparatus and
components satisfactory to the most exacting en-
gineering organizations in this country.

It will be to your advantage to investigate the rea-
sons why, for a decade past, the name CARDWELL
has meant products that are right.

Our engineers will gladly cooperate with you in the
development of apparatus or components. Your pro-
posals are solicited.

Send for literature describing the CARDWELL line
of variable and fixed transmitting and receiving con-
densers for all powers and purposes.

CARDWELL CONDENSERS
and

MANUFACTURING SERVICE

The Allen D. Cardwell Mfg. Corp'n
93 Prospect Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

"THE STANDARD OF COMPARISON"

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEED' NGS Will be mutually helpful.
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ZILfj a 31nsititute of 1abio Cngtneers
Incorporated

33 West 39th Street, New York, N. Y.

APPLICATION FOR ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP

(Application forms for other grades of membership are obtainable from the
Institute)

To the Board of Direction

Gentlemen :

I hereby make application for Associate membership in the Institute of Radio
Engineers on the basis of my training and professional experience given herewith,
and refer to the members named below who are personally familiar with my work.

I certify that the statements made in the record of my training and pro-
fessional experience are correct, and agree if elected, that I will be governed by the
constitution of the Institute as long as I continue a member. Furthermore I agree
to promote the objects of the Institute so far as shall be in my power, and if my
membership shall be discontinued will return my membership badge.

(Sign with pen)

(Address for mail)

(Date) (City and State)

References:
(Signature of references not required here)

Mr. Mr.

Address Address

City and State City and State

Mr.

Address

City and State

The following extracts from the Constitution govern applications for admission to the
Institute in the Associate grade:

ARTICLE II-MEMBERSHIP
Sec. 1: The membership of the Institute shall consist of:    (c) Associates, who shall be

entitled to all the rights and privileges of the Institute except the right to hold any elective

office specified in Article V.  
Sec. 4: An Associate shall be not less than twenty-one years of age and shall be a person who

is interested in and connected with the study or application of radio science or the radio arts.

ARTICLE III-ADMISSION AND EXPULSIONS

Sec. 2:    Applicants shall give references to members of the Institute as follows:  "  for
the grade of Associate, to three Fellows, Members, or Associates;    Each application for
admission    shall embody a full record of the general technical education of the applicant
and of his professional career.

ENTRANCE FEE SHOULD ACCOMPANY APPLICATION

XI



(Typewriting preferred in filling in this form) Nu

RECORD OF TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE

Name
(Give full name, last name first)

Present Occupation
(Title and name of concern)

Business Address

Permanent Home Address

Place.of Birth Date of Birth Age

Education

Degree
(college) (Date received)

TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

DATES

Record may be continued on other sheets of this size if space is insufficient.

Receipt Acknowledged Elected Deferred
Grade Advised of Election This Record Filed
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THE HISTORY of the Erie Resistor Cor-

poration involves pioneering work in a

new field-it includes, not alone, engineering

development of a product but methods of

making the product as well. We are glad to

say that our efforts to produce resistors and

suppressor resistors of the very best quality

have been successful. Acceptance by manu-

facturers the world over proves it.

We assure our manufacturer customers that

we do not consider our job as finished but

will keep pace with developments by keeping

Erie Resistor quality constantly abreast of the

requirements of the electronics industry.

Your inquiries for moulded type resistors and

suppressor resistors are invited.

ERIE RESISTORS
L R

ERIE RESISTOR CORPORATION, ERIE, PA.

Factories in Erie, Pa., Toronto, Canada and London, Eng.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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BLUE Tubes are
"speaking" 78 languages today

THROUGHOUT the world, in Bangkok,
Bagdad, Bombay-wherever radio is used-

Blue Tubes are used. Used in more countries
than any other tube on the market.

Blue Tubes are "speaking" 78 languages today.
No other tube has this world-wide recognition.
The reason - dealers everywkere have found
Blue Tubes dependable. They make any set
work better. That's why they are standard equip-
ment with more set manufacturers than any
other tube, assuring a huge replacement market.
And that's why dealers everywhere are switch-
ing to Arcturus-the fastest -selling tube today.

ARCTURUS RADIO TUBE CO., NEWARK, N. J.

"The BLUE TUBE with the LIFE -LIKE TONE"
When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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GANNOUNCING!

The New
OAK VIBRATOR

for Automobile Radio
B ELIMINATORS

Now ready after eighteen months of field service
and tests.

Efficient and reliable. Push-pull operation. High
power output. Any rating up to 250 volts, 50 mil-
liamperes or equivalent.

Write or wire today for com-
plete engineering data. Address:

OAK MANUFACTURING COMPANY
308 W. Washington Street., Chicago, Illinois

OAK SWITCHES
Used in the leading sets. So
flexible that practically any ra-
dio switching requirements can
be met with standard parts.

OAK PRODUCTS
INCLUDE

TAP SWITCHES
SELECTOR SWITCHES

DIAL LIGHT
ASSEMBLIES

TRIMMER
CONDENSERS

TERMINAL STRIPS
SOCKETS

SHORT WAVE
SWITCHES AND

OTHERS
Full details available to

interested engineers

OAK SOCKETS
A new three line contact that
positively holds the tube in
place. No shorts, no opens.
Comes in 11/2", 1-11/16" and
1-27/32" mounting centers for
4 to 7 prong tubes.

Whim writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEED! NOS will be inutually helpful.
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EMPLOYMENT PAGE
Advertisements on this page are available to members of the Institute

of Radio Engineers and to manufacturing concerns who wish to

secure trained men for positions. All material for publication on this

page is subject to editing from the Institute office and must be sent

in by. the 15th of the month previous to the month of publication.

(January 15th for February PROCEEDINGS IRE, etc.) Employ-

ment blanks and rates will be supplied by the Institute office. Address

requests for such forms to the Institute of Radio Engineers, 33 West

39th Street, New York City, N.Y.

MANUFACTURERS and others seeking radio engineers are in-
vited to address replies to these advertisements at the Box Number

indicated, care the Institute of Radio Engineers. All replies will be
forwarded direct to the advertiser.

COMMUNICATION ENGINEER with two years experience
on military telephone and telegraph engineering problems. Six years

with a large manufacturer on development of testing equipment for

radio, telephone and sound picture apparatus. One year as consultant

and designer of radio equipment. Desires placement in communica-

tion group, preferring field work or development of testing equip-

ment. Age 32. Single. Will travel. Box 136.

COLLEGE GRADUATE desires to represent licensed, well -rated

tube manufacturer on straight commission for Pacific Coast territory.

Is now well established as Manufacturers Agent on radio parts and

speakers. Ten years experience in selling radio to dealers, jobbers, and

manufacturers. Age 34. Married. Box 137.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING DIRECTORY
For Consultants in Radio and Allied Engineering Fields

FOR ADVANCED
TRAINING

in:
Practical Radio Engineering

Practical Television Engineering

write to
CAPITOL RADIO ENGI-
NEERING INSTITUTE

Riggs Bank Bldg.
Washington, D.C.

FOR MANY YEARS
the Professional Engineering Directory has
helped consulting engineers, designers,
and laboratory men make the right con-
tacts in the radio industry. Perhaps we can
help you with your problems too. For fur-
ther information write to

Advertising Department
INSTITUTE OF RADIO

ENGINEERS
33 West 39th St.

NEW YORK CITY, N.Y.

Cathode Ray Tubes
and Associated

Equipment For All
Purposes

Write for Complete
Technical Data

ALLEN B. DUMONT
LABORATORIES

UPPER MONTCLAIR, N.J.

LITTLEFUSE
LABORATORIES

Specialists in

Delicate Equipment Protection
INSTRUMENTS and METERS

RADIO RECEIVERS
RADIO AMPLIFIERS

RADIO TRANSMITTERS

1764 Wilson Ave., Chicago, Ill.

For the Engineering Consultant

who can handle a little extra business this year

For the Designer

who can manage some additional work

we suggest the Professional Engineering Directory
of the I.R.E. PROCEEDINGS. Manufacturers who
need services such as yours and organizations with
special problems come to our Professional Engineer-
ing Directory for information. Your name and spe-
cial services announced here will put you in line for
their business. For further information and special
rates for I.R.E. members write to the Institute of
Radio Engineers.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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 MANUFACTURERS
 ENGINEERS
 EXPERIMENTERS
 AMATEURS
 SERVICEMEN

all discover
sooner or later
that there is no
substitute for
Centralab

Quality
Leading manufacturers equip their
radios with Centralab products, (Vol-
ume Controls, Fixed Resistors and Mo-
tor Radio Suppressors).

Amateurs get DX performance with
Centralab . . . and Servicemen solve
their Replacement problems with Cen-
tralab. P.A. and Sound projection en-
gineers specify CENTRALAB.

CENTRALAB
VOLUME CONTROLS
Maintain their leadership through
constant and successful perform-
ance.

CENTRALAB FIXED
RESISTORS
Baptised with fire in the making
and will withstand a greater load
than any other composition resis-
tor of equal size.

CENTRALAB MOTOR
RADIO NOISE
SUPPRESSORS
50% to 500% more efficient in
reducing spark noises.

CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES, MILWAUKEE
When writing to advertisers incutton of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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Piezo Electric Crystals
"Superior by Comparison"

Since 1925

COMMERCIAL and BROADCAST STATIONS
We are at your service to supply you with HIGH GRADE CRYSTALS
for POWER USE, said crystals ground to an ACCURACY of BETTER
than .03% fully mounted in our Standard Holder. TWO DAY DE-
LIVERIES. Prices as follows:

Frequency Range

100 to 1500 Kilo -cycles $40.00
1501 to 3000 Kilo -cycles 45.00
3001 to 4000 Kilo -cycles 50.00
4001 to 6000 Kilo -cycles 60.00

Special Prices Quoted for Quantities of ten (10) or More Crystals

Amateur Band Crystals
Prices for grinding crystals in the Amateur Bands below are for a crystal
ground to within 10 Kilo -cycles of your specified frequency unmounted.
Mounted in our Standard Holder $5.00 additional. Frequency calibra-
tion of the crystals are BETTER than .1%. Immediate delivery.

1715 to 2000 Kilo-cycles..$12.00 each. Two for $20.00
3500 to 4000 Kilo-cycles..$15.00 each. Two for $25.00

LOW FREQUENCY CRYSTALS
Low frequency crystals available to- as low as 13,000 CYCLES. Priccs
upon receipt of specifications.

SCIENTIFIC RADIO SERVICE
"The Crystal specialists"

124 Jackson Avenue, University Park
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND

writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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SPECIAL ITEMS FOR
RADIO MANUFACTURERS

No. 7280A
3 gang, 4 positions

single circuit

No. 7150A
5 positions, 2 circuits

Readily adaptable to
other specifications

No. 7120A
Combined Acoustic and mut-

ing switch 2 or 3 positions

Terminal Strip
5 Lugs No. 6880A, 4 lugs No. 6990A

Terminal Strip
5 Lugs, No. 6950A

No. 7260A
3 gang, 2 positions

2 circuits

No. 7220A
12 positions, single circuit

Terminal Strip
4 Clips, No. 6830A

Terminal Strip
5 Clips, No. A6310AA, 4 Clips No. A6320AA

SORENG - MANEGOLD CO.
1901-9 Clybourn Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

1646 W. Adams St.
Los Angeles, Cal.

701 Stephenson Bldg. 245 -5th Ave.
Detroit, Mich. New York City

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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the new ACRACON SEMI -DRY

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER

HAS EXCLUSIVE MECHANICAL

FEATURES and ELECTRICAL

CHARACTERISTICS  compare!

DC -8 Type

Note These Features:

 peak voltage 500
 surge voltage 600
 low initial leakage
 leakage current at 500 volts less than .2 mils per mfd.

 constant capacity; does not decrease with age

 stable power factor; does not increase with age

 non -corrosive connections

 metal or fibre container
 standard and special sizes

Write Today for Descriptive Literature!

*Acracon Features are Protected by Patents Pending

Condenser Corporation of America
259 Cornelison Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

Factory Representatives In:

Chicago Cincinnati St. Louis San Francisco Los Angeles Toronto

And Other Principal Cities

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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Insure Yourself Against
Disappointment . . .

NOW!
Every day requests come into the Institute office for back issues of the

PROCEEDINGS. We always fill these orders if we have copies of
the issues desired-but frequently we do not have the particular copy

wanted.

Then someone is disappointed-someone's bookshelf is incomplete

and there are general growls and grumbles.

So why not insure yourself against any loss of your present or future
copies of the PROCEEDINGS by keeping all of these copies in a

PROCEEDINGS BINDER

Binder of handsome Spanish Grain Fabrikoid in blue and
gold. Can be used as temporary transfer binder or as a
permanent cover. Wire fasteners hold each copy in place
and permit removal of any issue from binder in a few sec-
onds. All issues lie flat when binder is opened.

BINDER (holds complete 1931 or 1932 copies) $1.75

(Name stamped on volume for $.5o additional)

Send orders for binders, accompanied by remittance, to

INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS
33 West 39th Street

New York City, New York



FOR STANDARD -FREQUENCY

TRANSMISSIONS
USE

TYPE 618A

HARMONIC OSCILLATOR

The 5 -megacycle transmissions of the U. S. Bureau of Standards
provide an accurate frequency standard useful to all who are within

range of the transmitter. Type 618-A Harmonic Oscillator is de-

signed to utilize these transmissions for frequency measurement and
frequency standardization. It consists of an oscillator and multivibra-
tor furnishing harmonic series of 50 kilocycles and 10 kilocycles.
When adjusted to zero beat with the standard -frequency signal, hun-
dreds of standard frequencies can be obtained from its output.

The 10 -kilocycle series is particularly useful in checking the fre-

quencies of radio broadcasting stations.

Prices:

Relay Rack Mounting $120.00

Cabinet Mounting 135.00

This and other frequency -measuring instru-
ments are fully described in Bulletin A.

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
CAMBRIDGE MASSACHUSETTS

GEORGE BANTA PUBLISHING COMPANY, MENASHA, WISCONSIN


